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Abstract  

The objective of this thesis is twofold: firstly, it seeks to determine how innovation can reinforce 

the pillars of tourism industries as innovative developments in various areas have caused the flow 

of tourists to shift from one destination to another according to each market’s competitiveness. 

Tourism industries therefore must find ways to stay competitive, or else risk falling behind as 

tourists turns elsewhere. Secondly, the focus of this thesis is the fast growing Icelandic tourism 

industry and this paper explores how Iceland can facilitate a robust tourism strategy. The point of 

departure is that stakeholders are not heading the same direction and this problem is further 

exacerbated by the fact that Iceland as a destination has recently been drifting away from its 

traditional brand identity by giving the impression of being overly crowded.  

 

Leading to the following research question: How can innovation reinforce the pillars of tourism 

industries, and what can be done to facilitate a robust strategy within the tourism industry of 

Iceland? 

 

Secondary data obtained via literature review revealed that the concepts of innovation, and in 

particular, triple helix innovation systems were central to the research question. Primary data 

collection was then conducted through seven semi-structured interviews with various individuals 

who hold unique and varied positions in relation to tourism in Iceland. Interviewees shared their 

knowledge and experiences from different sources, so that a wide range of opinions and 

observations were obtained. 

 

The main results from the research reveal the great importance of innovation in determining and 

developing the competitiveness of each tourist destination. Industry pillars are strengthened by 

incremental sustainable innovation initiatives spread throughout the industry to anticipate and 

decrease the damaging impact of external forces. The results also indicate that in order for the 

Icelandic tourism industry to develop and maintain a robust strategy over time, stakeholders within 

the industry must take affirmative action: First, they need to establish an organized collaboration 

forum to guide actions. Additionally, they need to introduce uniform, high quality standards to 

ensure consistency and coordination in government, educational institution and business sector 

actions.  
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1  Introduction  

As the world of tourism continues to grow significantly, its dynamic operating environment has 

become increasingly competitive as new markets emerge. This trend is evident not only within 

tourism industries where firms compete for their existence but also between different national 

tourism industries where tourist destinations fight for their market share of visitors by all means. 

As transportation technology continues to develop, resulting in easier and cheaper options to 

travel, consumers increasingly perceive traveling as simply another part of everyday life. The 

Icelandic tourism industry is no exception. Growth has been enormous for almost a decade and 

up until now tourism has exceeded the fishing industry as the largest export industry in Iceland. 

In 2016 growth in Icelandic tourism was 40% between years or ten times faster growing compared 

to world tourism, although most recent predictions suggest a slowdown in the near future 

(Sigurdardottir, Hreinsson, Bender, Palsdottir, Bentsson, Valdimarsson and Gislason, 2017). 

Following the economic recession in 2008, Icelandic governments and other stakeholders began 

marketing Iceland abroad as an affordable travel destination,due to exchange rate changes. 

Despite other external influencing factors this approach was advantageous for the industry in 

Iceland to build upon, and with the aid of carefully constructed marketing campaigns, Iceland 

regained its status as an interesting tourist destination. The focus was on improving Iceland’s 

image which was presented as pure, unspoilt and sparsely populated, in order to convince visitors 

that wherever they went they would experience maximum tranquility as they discovered vast and 

unique natural wonders. The initial campaign Inspired by Iceland sought not only to gain brand 

recognition, but to tell the world that it was safe to travel to Iceland despite the eruption in 

Eyjafjallajökull causing air travel disruption across Europe. A few years later, the tourism industry 

has grown beyond limits in terms of its tolerance to nature and society in most parts. In a way, 

the development seems to have turned the tailwind in adversity due to the extreme growth 

resulting in somewhat resembling a mass tourism.  

1.1  Problem Statement  

According to a recent report by the World Economic Forum (WEF), Iceland’s ranking as a tourist 

destination has fallen seven places when assessing the competitiveness of markets within 

tourism, meaning it is now ranked 25th on the list. Reasons for this drop in ranking to be taken 

into account include the lack of entertainment across the country and high cost of living (Schwab, 

Martin, Samans, Moavenzadeh and Drzeniek-Hanouz, 2017). Arguably, the Icelandic tourism 
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industry is edging closer to a crossroads where inaction will most likely result in negative 

consequences. Among clear indicators of this likely trend are results from the Icelandic Tourist 

Board’s report suggesting that the number of visitors willing to recommend Iceland as a potential 

place to visit has decreased. Furthermore, the number of people who think they are unlikely to 

recommend Iceland has almost doubled between years (Icelandic Tourist Board, 2016). Iceland’s 

brand in tourism also seems to be drifting away from its identity in a way that the pure, unspoiled 

and sparsely populated brand characteristics have become inconsistent. Furthermore, the 

industry is facing more challenges as media coverage has turned increasingly negative, affecting 

the public's attitude towards the industry. In general they experience the industry to have 

exceeded the infrastructure’s tolerance limits where stakeholders have not managed to develop 

in parallel with industry growth (MMR, 2017). The industry environment is now characterized by 

a high level of uncertainty and lack of stability as a consequence of the rapid growth it has 

endured. Stakeholders have not adequately invested the time nor resources necessary for 

strategizing or planning the direction in which the industry should develop. Nor have they 

determined how to reach that point. In a business environment resembling that within which 

Icelandic tourism operates, plagued by a high level of uncertainty, approaching strategic planning 

with traditional measures is not regarded ideal. Such environmental conditions can increase the 

chance of an unsuccessful implementation of a strategy and is even regarded as dangerous for 

the industry’s development (Courtney, Kirkland and Viguerie, 1997). For that reason, stakeholders 

need to approach this task carefully and make informed decisions in order to ensure a successful 

future for Icelandic tourism 

1.2  Research Question 

This research project is guided by the following twofold research question as it narrows the 

purpose and better clarifies the research objectives. The research question is broken up into two 

interrelated components, starting off with a relatively broad scope before becoming more specific:  

 

How can innovation reinforce the pillars of tourism industries, and what can be done to 

facilitate a robust strategy within the tourism industry of Iceland? 

 

In order to avoid any confusion for readers, it is necessary to break the question further down to 

pieces to ensure in depth understanding of certain central terms used frequently in this project. 

The former part of the research question brings up the question of how innovation can contribute 

to the reinforcement of pillars of tourism industries. To elaborate, the idea of tourism industries 
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are relatively fuzzy concepts as they extend to multiple touch points of an everyday environment 

and generally are relevant to most aspects of society. In this research, pillars of tourism industries 

are recognized as metaphorically serving vertical structures or backbones that together shape the 

industries it is composed of. For example pillars are used as for ranking tourism destination 

competitiveness in a report by WEF - pillars such as Price Competitiveness, Environmental 

Sustainability, Transport Infrastructures and Tourist Service Infrastructures (Schwab, et al., 

2017). Tourism industries that are composed of strong and properly synchronized pillars are 

presumably better equipped to compete for visitors and gain advantage over other tourist 

destinations. Therefore, in this research the term innovation is the focal point by which it is 

assumed that innovation can reinforce pillars of tourism industries, the question is how so.  

 

Narrowing the research focus, the latter part of the research question pertains to specific market 

conditions in the Icelandic tourism industry where discussion turns towards the requirements of 

what is needed to be done to facilitate the setting of a robust strategy. A robust strategy is 

interpreted by the researchers as an adequate enough strategy to result in improved 

competitiveness for the industry. Strategies in general have three distinguishable dimensions; 

Strategy process, strategy content and strategy context (De Wit & Meyer, 2014). As for this thesis, 

in any discussions on the subject of strategy, the main focus is on two of the three dimensions of 

strategy: the strategy context and the strategy content. Strategy content refers to the what of 

strategy, what the strategy is and what the strategy should be for all of its constituent units. Within 

this dimension, focus is on the network level of strategy, which is concerned with the issue of 

inter-organizational relationships, such as whether emphasis should be on increased competition 

between units of the network or increased cooperation between them. Strategy context on the 

other hand refers to the conditions surrounding strategy activities, the where of the strategy or the 

environment in which the strategy content and process are operating. Furthermore, discussions 

on this subject will be on the industry context of strategy (De Wit & Meyer, 2014). However, it is 

essential to understand that this project does not seek to develop a strategy, rather it seeks to 

distinguish important actions that should be taken to enable robust strategy formation. The market 

conditions will be analysed and suggestions of actions put forward as part of the conclusion to 

the aforementioned problem statement.  
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1.3  Thesis Structure 

 
Figure 1.1 – Chapter overview 
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2 Literature Review 

In order to develop a thorough understanding of previous research and current trends, the 

following literature review will serve as foundational knowledge of the research topic prior to the 

primary data collection and presentation. However, it is nearly impossible to review every relevant 

piece of the literature, therefore only the most significant research is included in this paper. The 

objective is to relate later findings to the relevant literature review the researchers have already 

conducted. The chapter commences with a review of the concept of innovation, the meaning of 

the term and how it appears. Next, business model innovation is made intelligible through 

discussion about when organizations cope with a dynamic environment through innovative 

activities. Thereafter, systems of innovation will be reviewed to explore when synergies between 

clusters occur, focusing on three main actors: government, academia and business. This will be 

followed by the so-called experience economy, reviewed in conjunction with tourism, and 

concluded with a specific review of innovation within tourism. 

 

2.1  The Concept of Innovation 

In order to effectively address the research question at hand (that is, the Icelandic tourism industry 

and the impact strategic innovation can have on a sector) it is essential to first clarify what the 

term ‘innovation’ means. The next section of this paper will examine how different scholars have 

described innovation in previous literature, determine the concept’s scope, and clarify the 

definition this thesis is based on. 

 

Innovation is a broad term and can come in many shape and forms, but in whatever form it comes 

it always involves the three following elements; creativity, a new way of thinking and a problem  

solving approach (Moscardo, 2008). While there is often a tendency to associate innovation 

mainly with invention or new product creation, product innovation is only one of the numerous 

categories of innovation. Therefore associating innovation too strongly with invention may limit a 

true understanding of what innovation refers to (Hjalager, 1997). Innovation may also for example 

refer to production process innovation, adoption of new knowledge management within 

organizations, management innovation, business model innovation and institutional innovation 

(Hjalager, 1997). To further distinguish the difference between invention and innovation it can be 

said that invention refers more to an issue of thought while innovation is more based on action or 
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an attempted action. It has also been suggested in the literature that invention establishes itself 

as an innovation when or if it succeeds in the marketplace or within an organization (Uljin & Brown, 

2004; Hauschildt & Salomo 1997; Stampfl, 2015). 

 

The fact that the concept of innovation is a subject of many different schools of thought means it 

has been difficult for academics over the years to agree on a common definition of innovation. 

However, the term innovation can be traced back over 100 years to the work of Joseph A. 

Schumpeter, an Austrian-American economist (Schumpeter, 1912). Schumpeter defined 

innovation as “the doing of new things or the doing of things that are already done, in a new way“ 

(Schumpeter 1947:151).  

 

Moscardo (2008) argued that the foundation to innovation is to approach tasks and issues in a 

new manner, to rethink processes, or to challenge basic assumptions. Perdomo-Ortiz et al. (2006) 

take a more strategic and managerial approach when discussing and defining the concept. They 

conclude in their review of definitions that innovation is a “dynamic capability” i.e. “a learned and 

stable pattern of collective activity through which the organization systematically generates and 

modifies its operating routines in pursuit of improved effectiveness“ (Zollo and Winter, 2002, p. 

340). Therefore focusing more on incremental changes of processes or ways of thinking in order 

to improve effectiveness and efficiency. Their definition stresses the importance of patterns of 

thinking, arguing that innovation is always based on new ways of thinking (Moscardo, 2008; 

Perdomo-Ortiz et al., 2006). Innovation therefore is something which has to be strategically 

managed within an organization in order to succeed (Perdomo-Ortiz et al., 2006). There are 

numerous different views regarding the cornerstone of innovation according to different authors. 

Some focus on novelty as the cornerstone of innovation while to others the process by which the 

market elements are changed is the most vital element of innovation (Stummer et al. 2010; 

Stampfl, 2015). However, a theme common to all definitions of innovation is that it is more 

complicated than simply solving an issue regarding a technological problem (Stampfl, 2015). In 

the Oslo Manual, developed by the OECD (2005), the concept of innovation and innovation 

activities are defined broadly: 

 

“An innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved product 

(good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organizational 

method in business practices, workplace organization or external relations” 

(p.46). 
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“The minimum requirement for an innovation is that the product, process, 

marketing method or organizational method must be new (or significantly 

improved) to the firm. This includes products, processes and methods that firms 

are the first to develop and those that have been adopted from other firms or 

organizations” (p.46). 

 

“Innovation activities are all scientific, technological, organizational, financial and 

commercial steps which actually, or are intended to, lead to the implementation 

of innovations. Some innovation activities are themselves innovative, others are 

not novel activities but are necessary for the implementation of innovations. 

Innovation activities also include R&D that is not directly related to the 

development of a specific innovation” (OECD, 2005:47). 

 

This definition of innovation activities taken from OECD’s Oslo Manual in addition to the other 

definitions discussed, calls for a differentiation between innovation in a broader sense and in a 

narrower sense (Figure 1). This is necessary because innovation involves much more than simply 

solving a technological problem (Stampfl, 2015). To conclude, innovation is a rather pragmatic 

term which can therefore include both majorly disruptive changes to a market or implementation 

of new products or services and minor adaptations of existing products or services (Hjalager, 

2002).  

 

Figure 2.1 – Scope of Innovation (Stampfl, 2015:15) 

 

For the purposes of this thesis and its research topic, all discussions on innovation will be based 

on the broader definition of the concept and the OECD’s definition found in the Oslo Manual. 

Innovation can then be further categorized on the basis of different characteristics. This will be 

further discussed in the next chapter on the categorization of innovation.  

2.1.1  Categorization of Innovation 

In The Theory of Economic Development, Schumpeter (1934) defined economic innovation and 

divided it into five categories in which organizations can introduce innovation; “1. Generation of 

R&D
Production 

Launch
Market Launch Market Success

Dealing with 

Competition

Narrow sense of innovation

Market cycleDevelopment cycle

Broader sense of innovation
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new or improved products. 2. Introduction of new production processes. 3. Development of new 

sales markets. 4. Development of new supply markets. 5. Reorganisation and/or restructuring of 

the company“ (Weiermair, 2004, p.2). Hjalager (2002) later adapted Schumpeter‘s (1934) five 

innovation categories in order to make them applicable to the modern service sector (including 

tourism) as Schumpeter‘s categories are mainly focused on product based innovation and for 

organizations offering physical products. Innovation can then take place in any one of, or by a 

combination of the following five categories: 

Product innovations – both new and changed products or services developed 

towards commercialisation, whose novelty should be apparent to either suppliers, 

producers, consumers or competitors (Hjalager, 2002). 

Process innovations – raising the performance of an existing operation e.g. with 

new or improved technology, redesigned production line. It is often combined with 

or may result with product innovation (Hjalager, 2002). 

Management innovations – for example new job profiles or new authority 

systems. Management innovations are often introduced in combination with new 

products, services or production technology, and it can result in staff 

empowerment as it often involves staff training, restructuring of management and 

decentralization (Hjalager, 2002). 

Logistic innovations – for example restructuring of business relationships and 

commercial liaisons. Logistic innovations can result in repositioning of individual 

organizations in the value chain (Hjalager, 2002). 

Institutional innovations – which goes beyond the organization itself and often 

represents restructuring of the organization‘s external environment. It crosscuts 

the public and private sectors and often changes the rules of the game (Hjalager, 

2002).       

  

The five categories adapted by Hjalager (2002) give the reader a better sense of the true scope 

of innovation, and clarifies at which stages within an organization’s value chain innovation occurs. 

The first two categories, process and product innovation are the ones most people relate to the 

term, however organizations can and often have to be active innovators at all levels of the 

organization in order to maintain their competitive status. 

2.1.2  Sources of Innovation 

In order to understand the concept of innovation, and to create a business environment in which 

innovation could flourish, it is essential for managers and policy makers to understand potential 
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sources of innovation. Where does innovation come from? For most people this question evokes 

cartoon like images of so-called ‘eureka’ moments. Situations by which an individual gains flashes 

of insight which enable them to make new connections is the basis of the cartoon model of 

innovation, involving thinking bubbles and a flashing light bulb at the moment of discovery. These 

‘eureka’ moments are certainly a minor part of where innovation comes from, as people do 

experience moments of flashes of insight, enabling them to see new, previously unnoticed 

connections or solutions to problems (Tidd & Bessant, 2014). However, the answer to the 

question where innovation comes from is much more complicated than a simple cartoon-like 

answer. Determining sources of innovation is a topic which has been widely examined in the 

literature on innovation and entrepreneurship. 

 

Originally innovation literature focused on “closed innovation”, seeing the organizations 

themselves as the main source of innovation. Schumpeter (1934) in his book “The Theory of 

Economic Development” was a pioneer in addressing the subject as he claimed that small firms 

and entrepreneurs in highly competitive industries were the main source of innovation. However 

this claim has been widely contested, and seen as overly short-sighted due to the fact that 

Schumpeter sees the entrepreneur as the sole source of innovation (Arthur, 2008). Later, in 

“Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy” Schumpeter claimed that large firms in markets with 

limited competition were the main source of innovation, therefore considering modern Research 

and Development (R&D) labs as a key source of innovation (Schumpeter, 2013). According to 

these two examples, Schumpeter claims that entrepreneurs and small firms will be replaced by 

R&D labs as the key source of innovation within a market (Keklik, 2003). Alternatively, Carneiro 

(2000) claims that the know-how which is embedded with workers serves as a source of 

innovation for an organization. On this basis, Carneiro asserts that an organization‘s innovation 

is a product of its knowledge workers’ creativeness. 

 

However, in recent years the focus in the literature on innovation has been moving away from this 

discussion of “closed innovation”, with authors increasingly objecting to the notion that innovation 

mainly comes from within firms. Rather, recent focus is now the theme of open innovation. 

Chesbrough is considered one of the most important researchers within the field of open 

innovation. “For years, the logic of closed innovation was tacitly held to be self-evident as the 

‘right way’ to bring new ideas to the market and successful companies all played by certain implicit 

rules.” (Chesbrough, 2003, p.36). For most companies in the technological sector, investing 

heavily in R&D facilities and hiring the brightest candidates was the go-to strategy. Chesbrough 
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(2003) defines this paradigm of ‘open innovation’ as a process where “[…] a company 

commercializes both its own ideas as well as innovations from other firms and seeks ways to 

bring its in-house ideas to market by deploying pathways outside its current businesses.” (ibid, 

p.37). Hippel (1988) also objected to the logic of closed innovation and the idea that firms were 

mainly the source of innovation. He was of the view that to generalize producers as the source of 

innovation is simply inadequate. This is due to what Hippel calls variations in the “functional 

sources of innovation” (Hippel, 1988:3). Hippel argues that the sources of innovation vary greatly, 

in some cases the users develop most innovations, in other cases, suppliers of innovation-related 

components and materials are usual sources of innovation (ibid). Users help firms to formulate 

and solve users’ practical problems by generating “tacit and proprietary, codified knowledge” 

(Asheim & Gertler, 2005, p.293). Ulijn & Brown (2004) argue that both “internal and external 

actors” (p.3) contribute as sources of innovation for firms. This is in line with Peter F. Drucker’s 

work on the subject. Drucker points out seven sources or areas where innovation can come from. 

The first four sources are internal, i.e. they can be found within the organization or the industry, 

and are primarily visible to the people who already work in these organizations or the industries, 

they are the following: “The unexpected – the unexpected success and the unexpected failure; 

The incongruity – between reality as it actually is and reality as it is assumed to be, or as it “ought 

to be”; Innovation based on process need; Changes in industry structure or market structure that 

catch everyone unaware” (Drucker, 2012:32). The latter three sources or opportunities for 

innovation then refer to external factors, as follows: “Demographics, (population changes); 

Changes in perception, mood, and meaning; New knowledge, both scientific and nonscientific” 

(Drucker, 2012:32). However, the division between the seven sources is not as clear in reality; 

the lines between the different sources are quite blurred and there is often a considerable overlap 

between the different sources (Drucker, 2012). Drucker also points out that there is no single 

source which is more important than the others as each source possesses unique features. 

 

To conclude, organizations and enterprises are generally conservative, they will most often hold 

on to their usual procedures unless they are either challenged or threatened. Overall, it can be 

said that there are mainly two different motivators that drive changes at the enterprise level, so 

called push and pull mechanisms. New technologies which enable organizations to offer 

customers more attractive options push organizations towards changes and to innovate. On the 

other hand both individual customers and customer groups can pull organizations to innovate with 

their demand for higher value propositions (Hjalager, 2002). Discussion of sources of innovation 

in relation to the push and pull mechanisms can be summarized in a simple manner, through 
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today’s focus in the literature on open innovation. The idea of the customer’s importance as a 

potential innovation source is also in line with Drucker’s (2012) and Uljin and Brown’s (2004) work, 

underlining the importance of firms considering both internal and external actors as potential 

sources of innovation. 

2.1.3  The Importance of Innovation 

Tourism is no exception to the increased globalization of business activities, the information 

revolution and technological developments, as well as competition between countries and 

different economies for export markets has increased rapidly (Rao, Ahmad, Horsman & Kaptein-

Russell, 2001). The literature to date suggests a strong relationship between the level and 

infrastructure for innovation within an economy and the economy’s longer-term productivity 

performance, a higher level of which has a positive effect on the economy’s international 

competitiveness, quality of life and living standards (Rao, Ahmad, Horsman & Kaptein-Russell, 

2001). Schumpeter (1934) underlined the importance of innovation for economic growth in his 

work, as he claimed that innovation and entrepreneurship were essential for a country’s economic 

development. 

 

An industry or economy’s level of innovation is essential in today’s highly competitive business 

world. Endogenous growth theory (EGT) testifies to the importance of holding a high level of 

innovation in an economy. Three key determinants of productivity growth are identified in the 

theory, including: investment in human capital, innovation and knowledge. These three 

determinants should not be considered as separate factors, as they interact in a complex and 

complementary way. Furthermore EGT claims that holding a positive economic growth rate in the 

long run depends mainly on policy measures. For example, government subsidized R&D 

programs and education can have a positive effect on the growth rate as it increases the incentive 

for innovation (Aghion, Howitt, Brant-Collett, & García-Peñalosa, 1998). Therefore in order to 

maintain or establish an economy or national sector’s competitive advantage, companies and 

policy makers need to collaborate in order to create an environment which does not suppress the 

will and ability to innovate. 

 

The literature to date underlines the importance of creating an environment to foster innovation. 

This is underlined in Schumpeter’s work and also in EGT, as innovation is seen as a crucial factor 

for national economies to grow and to create and maintain their competitive advantage and 

industry profitability. As transportation and communication technology continues to develop 
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towards a more open global market, the importance of innovation for companies and economies 

is likely continue to grow in parallel with that development. 

2.1.4  Sustainable Innovation 

Sustainability refers to how one can improve our way of life and it can be defined in different ways. 

Sustainability is a vague concept, it is commonly understood as something viable for the future 

(Tidd and Bessant, 2014). Researchers have many agreed on dividing the term into three aspects 

that form its pillars even though it is considered quite holistic: economic sustainability, social 

sustainability, and environmental sustainability. These aspects combined can lead a firm or any 

organization to its competitive advantage if done successfully (Frangialli and Toepfer, 2005). This 

means that to achieve sustainable competitiveness over others, the firm or organization must be 

able to meet the economic, social and environmental needs of relevant stakeholders. The 

competitiveness resides not in the singular products of organizations, but rather in their ability to 

manage core competencies which empower businesses to adapt to a changing environment. 

Coyne (1986) argued that organizations must adhere to three conditions in order to retain their 

sustainable competitive advantage (p. 55): 

 

1.  “Customers perceive a consistent difference in important attributes between 

the producer’s product or service and those of his competitors.” 

2.     “That difference is the direct consequence of a capability gap between the 

producer and his competitors.” 

3.     “Both the difference in important attributes and the capability gap can be 

expected to endure over time.” 

 

Sustainability is becoming a key drive for innovation, mainly in two ways: by responding to threats 

which involve changes from irresponsible use of resources, and by making use of opportunities 

which involve product or process innovation for instance, to increase operating efficiencies and 

reduce costs, and exploit potential market spaces reducing environmental risk. Potential 

innovation may or may not have overwhelming impacts on the ability to deliver the public services 

people depend on (Tidd and Bessant, 2014).  

 

Similarly to most organizations, tourist destinations have a life time of their own which has been 

illustrated through the tourism area life cycle model, widely used in the research literature. Tourist 

destinations are dynamic by nature and evolve and change over time. This evolution is driven by 
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many factors such as changes in visitors’ needs and preferences, as it is brought about by “the 

gradual deterioration and possible replacement of physical plant and facilities, and the change (or 

even disappearance) of the original natural and cultural attractions which were responsible for the 

initial popularity of the area” (Butler, 1980:5).  

 

Figure 2.2 – Tourism Area Life Cycle. Hypothetical Developments (Butler 1980:7) 

 

In Butler’s model, he illustrates how any tourist destination may grow, going through six phases: 

the first phase is exploration where the destination is mostly undiscovered and only few tourist 

facilities exist; the second phase is involvement where residents slowly become involved and a 

tourist season is recognized; the third phase is development where the country becomes a 

popular tourist destination and is marketed as such. The fourth phase of the model is consolidation 

where the destination is still popular to visit but the growth rate is reducing and signs indicate 

tension between tourists and residents; the fifth is stagnation where tourist facilities become 

outdated and the risk of decline persists; the sixth and final phase determines the foreseeable 

future of a tourist destination, whether it is rejuvenation where visitors may increase again 

because of investments and innovation, or decline where the destination fails to rejuvenate 

resulting in employment loss and poor reputation (Butler, 1980).  

2.2  Alternative Business Models 

Business models are tools used to map businesses and “describe the rationale of how an 

organization creates, delivers, and captures value” (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010:14). All 

organizations, whether within the public or the private sector, pursue some sort of business model 
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of their own, or at least a revenue model. Business models are in large parts commonly 

understood by many researchers as forming a total of six interrelated functions; the value 

proposition itself, i.e. the value creation of an offering intended for users; market segmentation, 

i.e. to which user segments the offering is intended; the value chain as whole, i.e. everything from 

raw materials to end-users; cost structure estimation and profit potential from value propositions; 

identification of the firm’s value network; and formation of a strategy to gain a competitive 

advantage (Chesbrough, 2010). However, business models can be different from each other, for 

instance, they can revolve around an inexpensive initial price but the long term maintenance or 

sub cost may be high. Business models could also be about selling more units in fewer 

transactions, or they could lean on the freemium model, i.e. offering free service prior to premium 

service (Alsos et al., 2014).  

 

In service sectors, customers and other stakeholders generally require constant development or 

even changes to business models, which means that firms within these sectors should be able to 

adapt quickly. The business environment in service sectors is typically very competitive, and thus 

firms are critically dependant on their innovativeness to successfully compete (Alsos et al., 2014). 

Parallel to rapidly fast growing sectors such as tourism, the creation of new opportunities, 

products and services for which tourists are willing to pay is essential for the sector’s future 

development. Innovation fuels healthy long term growth, which increases the likelihood of 

stabilization. According to Alsos et al. (2014), most of the innovation initiatives that take place 

within the tourism industry can be classified as business model innovation. 

2.2.1  Business Model Innovation 

Even though business models serve as valuable tools, firms need to be able to cope with the 

dynamically changing business environment. This has proven challenging for some firms, as 

changing from one business model to another is difficult. For instance, this can be challenging 

due to the inertia of established players who have developed strong and clear models and are 

less open to alternative ways of delivering value (Alsos et al., 2014). In general terms, business 

model innovation is about creating new models or changing existing ones, in order to maximize 

the value creation and return it back to the firm (Tidd and Bessant, 2014). 

 

Chesbrough (2010) claims that in order to successfully carry out business model innovation, firms 

need to combine the elements of experimentation, effectuation and lead change. Firms will firstly 

have to experiment on real customers, using real money in real transaction settings. As a result, 
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they might eventually be able to discover a new and better alternative business model through 

their learning curve and perhaps after failing several times. It is important to keep in mind that 

failures can be quite useful and is a natural outcome from experiments. As long as failures do not 

turn too expensive, these experiments should be well worth it.  Secondly, firms should not be 

making thorough analysis about their business environment, but rather should take action to 

gather their own data, because what is already there may be insufficient and is less likely to result 

in better alternatives. By generating new data, firms increase their chances of revealing latent 

possibilities which could result in improved business models. Finally, someone has to lead the 

changes (experimentation) on the firm’s business model and be responsible for seeing it through. 

This requires, for instance, unity between functions and reallocation of researches to support new 

business models. Arguably, those who hold the highest ranked positions in firms are ideally suited 

to carry out these tasks, although they may have risen to such positions via the current business 

model and thus such new changes can appear as threatening (Chesbrough, 2010). Overall, the 

barriers to business model innovation are real, but not impossible to overcome. The three 

elements of experimentation, effectuation and leading change is what Chesbrough sees as the 

necessary management tool to achieve business model innovation, while Alsos et al. (2014) point 

out some of its flaws. Among their critiques is that experimentation and effectuation may be 

difficult to put in practice and can turn out to be very costly. Additionally, the leading role for 

change in business models may be unclear to many firms. 

2.3  Systems of Innovation   

As the theme in the literature on innovation has to some degree moved away from focusing on 

closed innovation as was discussed earlier in chapter 2.1.2, the discussion now centers around 

the importance of building a strong system for innovation. Such systems can then be defined by 

for example sectoral, regional or national boundaries (Etzkowitz, 1993; Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 

1995). This shift means that the focus has moved away from regarding innovation sources as 

being restricted to singular institutional spheres, in which product development in industry, 

knowledge creation in academia and policy-making on behalf of governments occurs 

independently (Ranga & Etzkowitz, 2013). For example in Endogenous growth theory, discussed 

earlier, economic growth is mainly seen as a result of internal forces, and not external. The theory 

however also acknowledges how positive externalities and spillover effects can lead to 

development of the economy. In this way, the theory concedes that a third party who is not directly 

involved in the activity, can gain from it (Aghion, Howitt, Brant-Collett, & García-Peñalosa, 1998). 
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This implies that national economies can be seen as holistic systems, where one’s activity when 

it comes to, for example, innovation can have a significant effect on others within that system and 

the system as a whole. 

 

In the 1990’s a shift was identified from a dyadic relationship between industry and government 

of the Industrial Society towards a triadic relationship of the knowledge-based society, where the 

university is an active contributor. In modern knowledge-based economies, the synergies created 

between the three main actors of the economy, government-industry-academia, are essential for 

knowledge creation. Etzkowitz (2002) created three models to differentiate between the possible 

arrangements of linkages between the three actors: The Statist model in which the government 

is the controlling sphere and the other two contributors are seen as weak and the Laissez faire 

model in which the three spheres operate independently with clearly defined tasks and boundaries 

and there are limited interactions between the three. However, as relationships between the three 

spheres have not been de facto as static as the former two models indicate, Etzkowitz proposed 

a model which better describes the dynamic relationship between the three, the Triple Helix 

Model.  

 

Figure 2.3 – Triple Helix Interactions 
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The concept of the Triple Helix system was first introduced in the early 90’s by Etzkowitz (1993) 

and Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff (1995) to further understand the nature of the synergies in this 

triad and as a method for guiding innovation-based policy development. By the late 20th century 

the model had become a building block in many national and multinational innovation strategies 

(Setyagung, et al., 2013). In the Triple Helix Model the three dimensions are presented as 

interdependent and holding equal spheres of an innovation system. The model then has two 

levels: the first level refers to the interaction between the stakeholders and the second refers to 

the role exchange within the system (Etzkowitz, 2008). Furthermore, the Triple Helix model is 

composed of three different elements: Firstly, universities are to take a more central and active 

role in the innovation processes than the other two actors. Secondly, there is the emphasis on 

developing more collaborative relationships between the three actors. From which, for example, 

innovation policy is generated through the interaction between the three stakeholder groups rather 

than through a prescription or development on behalf of the government or the industry 

independently. Finally, the model encourages each stakeholder group to move beyond their 

traditional function and to take on each other’s role within the system. The roles of the three can 

often overlap in the system, for example spin-off companies from universities making them more 

entrepreneurial, firms can also overlap over to the academia through for example R&D programs 

(Etzkowitz, 2008). Furthermore, Etzkowitz (2008) discusses the need for universities to move 

towards what he calls entrepreneurial universities, which is a central concept in the triple helix, in 

which the main mission is capitalization of knowledge. This is unlike the other two models where 

the boundaries were rather clear. It is due to the three spheres’ interdependency and the dynamic 

nature of the economy from which the model derives its name from, as it has some of the same 

characteristics as a living organism, the triple-helix strands of the DNA (Etzkowitz, 2002; 

Etzkowitz, 2008). It should be noted that for the purposes of this thesis and the research question, 

the focus is more on the first level of the model, to gain better understanding of the relationship 

and interactions between the three actors. The problem statement does not require the 

researchers to conduct in depth research on the triple helix model and the Icelandic tourism 

industry, but rather to inform the reader’s understanding of the nature of the relationship between 

the three actors. 

 

The Triple Helix system is helpful to the extent that it facilitates further investigation and discussion 

about the systems of innovation. Ranga and Etzkowitz (2013) introduced the concept of Triple 

Helix system as an analytical tool to enable researchers to systemize the key features of the 

interactions between the three spheres of the system. By utilizing the concept this way, 
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researchers are able to systemize and define these interactions between the spheres into 

‘innovation systems’ as a set of functions, components and relationships (Ranga and Etzkowitz, 

2013). The Triple Helix system can be used as an analytical framework to analyze innovation 

policy and practice in knowledge-based societies. 

 

Moving onto practical tools based on the ideology of the Triple Helix concept, clusters first come 

to mind. Although clusters have been around for decades, it was not until in recent decades the 

concept gained more substantial focus in academia. Today’s literature on the concept focuses on 

describing how companies within certain sectors group together, how they can benefit from being 

actively engaged in clusters and how clusters can influence competitiveness in certain regions. 

Michael E. Porter describes the concept of clusters in his work as “geographic concentrations of 

interconnected companies and institutions in a particular field” they “encompass an array of linked 

industries and other entities important to competition” (Porter, 1998, p.78). Clusters form a highly 

cooperative forum combining the strengths of different institutions, for example: businesses, the 

public sector, academia and financial institutions. Through clusters, different parts of the market 

are urged to cooperate without reducing effective competition within the market, making the 

involved parties stronger when grouped together rather than working independently (Porter, 

1990). This is possible as competition and cooperation occur on different levels within an industry. 

Porter underlines the importance of maintaining a high level of competition between cluster 

members, without which a cluster is deemed to fail (Porter 1998). He argues that an industry’s 

ability to progress as well as the level of innovation shapes its competitiveness. Clusters can be 

positioned in a space between healthy competition and healthy cooperation and between 

businesses and other stakeholders. As many tourism industries are comprised mainly of small 

and medium sized businesses, who on their own are incapable of innovating and improving the 

value of their offering due to lack of resources, clusters can come in handy to generate synergies 

between the stakeholders (Organisation for Economic Co-operation Development, 2006). 

Clusters can be important factors to support an economy’s progress and innovation by creating 

the optimal forum for cooperation. Clusters therefore influence competition by promoting 

innovation, increasing the productivity within certain regions and developing new products and 

services (Porter, 1998).  
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2.4  The Experience Economy  

Experience economy has commonly been explained as an increased demand by customers for 

more extensive experiences. This requires firms and other organizations to offer new aspects of 

products and services which changes the nature of competition (Pine and Gilmore, 1998). 

Gradually, the progression of economic value has moved from commodities to goods, from goods 

to services, and finally from services to experiences. Pine and Gilmore's model (1998) 

demonstrates the differentiation between how value has been offered to consumers and how 

important ‘staging’ experience is for today’s competitiveness.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 – The Progression of Economic Value (Pine and Gilmore, 1998) 

 

Pine and Gilmore’s model suggests that consumers are willing to pay a higher price for 

customized experience, resulting in higher competitiveness for firms that manage to stage a 

relevant experience to customers. By applying a certain theme or concept around a firm’s service, 

either in subtle or prominent way, Gilmore and Pine (2002) suggest that it turns into a customer 

experience which consequently increases profit, i.e. if ways to charge admission for the added 

value are found. Service can thus be used to ‘stage’ the experience, for instance, “in the hospitality 

and lodging industry, almost any service can be leveraged to stage a more compelling 

experience” (Gilmore and Pine, 2002:88). Even so, major investments in experience concepts 
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can turn extremely costly if they fail to satisfy customers, however this can be avoided according 

to Boswijk et al. (2007). Their approach suggests measuring actual customer behaviour prior to 

investment, and directly involving customers from the beginning. A distinction is then made 

between experiencing [something] and a meaningful experience, where the latter goes beyond 

what is merely memorable to customers, for instance one's impression of the world that leads to 

emotional responses such as joy and irritation (Boswijk et al., 2007).  

2.4.1  The Experience “Sweet Spot”  

A new way of thinking about acquiring customer loyalty and connecting with customers was 

presented by Pine and Gilmore (1998). They argue that in order to create a rich and compelling 

experience for customers, firms should strive to form a combination of four dimensions of 

experience: entertainment, education, escapism and esthetic that all encompass the model of the 

four dimensions of experience (Pine and Gilmore, 1998). The model has two axes: the customer’s 

level of participation, and customer’s level of connection with the environment. The horizontal part 

of the axis reveals the extent to which the customer takes part in the experience, from being 

passive where participation does not affect the experience performance, to being active where 

the customer both consumes and produces the experience. The vertical part of the axis reveals 

the extent to which the customer is connected to the experience, from absorption where the 

customer is in some way distant from the experience, to immersion where the customer is highly 

involved in the experience (Pine and Gilmore, 1998). 

 

 

Figure 2.5 – The Four Realms of an Experience (Pine and Gilmore, 1998) 
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According to Mossberg (2003) the different dimensions can be explained as follows: what level 

customers are feeling, learning, doing and how much they are present to the experience 

(Mossberg, 2003). For firms, the model serves as a framework for categorising experience and 

identifying what it does to customers with regards to their participation and connection with the 

experience surroundings. Although different emphasis may occur, an experience is not solely 

related to one of the dimensions, rather to all four together where all senses become involved in 

a meaningful experience (Boswijk et al., 2007). Such an experience is described by Pine and 

Gilmore (1999) as the richest and most compelling - they refer to it as the ‘Sweet Spot’.  

2.4.2  Innovation in Experience-Based Tourism 

Innovation in tourism has often been overlooked by researchers and the literature is somewhat 

fragmented, thus knowledge of the industry is lacking. According to Stamboulis and Skayannis 

(2003) tourism is undergoing drastic change which calls for increased investigation. Tourism has 

changed significantly with respect to robust developments in communication technologies and 

information diffusion. Despite the growing global demand, the industry is also showing strong 

signs of moving away from conventional mass tourism to more customized tourism, also 

recognised as experience-based tourism (Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2003).  

 

Experience is a new source of value creation which many firms have made a focal point in their 

battle for competitive advantage. In industries such as tourism where firms are primarily said to 

be service-based (Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2003), experience has long been vital for 

consumers. Consumers typically choose from a number of same or similar services but 

experience around the service makes each firm’s offering different. Conventional tourism 

principally involves tourists seeing, visiting and living abroad for a short time. However, 

experience has brought the addition of a comprehensive memorable adventure during a short 

term stay at a certain destination (Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2003). The actual change has 

resulted in firms now intentionally staging and designing an experience in a calculated way where 

they can charge for it and make it part of their core strategy (Pine and Gilmore, 1998). Experience-

based tourism is described by Jensen and Prebensen (2015) as a type of tourism that offers a 

relatively high degree of differentiation and intangible value to customers, at a certain place in a 

certain time. Clearly not all tourism firms base their business strategy on unique experience 

offerings, however firms who can add such value to some extent, are less dependant on 

competing mainly on price (Pine and Gilmore, 1998). By differentiating themselves through the 

unique experience stage, firms also make it more difficult for competitors to copy their innovations, 
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which would otherwise be much easier as offerings within tourism are generally more social than 

technological (Hoarau-Heemstra, 2011). One way to differentiate from competitors is to use tacit 

knowledge as a source of innovation, where individuals possess knowledge that can rarely be 

copied by others, but can be taught (Hislop, 2013). Such knowledge can be highly valuable to 

firms in the nature based tourism space, for instance, where guides may be experts on certain 

areas, whether as risk managers, organizers or pathfinders who enable consumers experiencing 

memorable moments (Jensen and Prebensen, 2015), preferably entering the ‘Sweet Spot’.  

2.4.3  Branding Destinations & Experience 

Branding is typically seen as having the potential to change particular images, however its 

success depends largely upon already existing ideas, for instance a certain stereotype of a 

country. Contrasting destinations can be individually branded or branded as nations as whole 

depending on objectives and the context in general. Extensive destination branding campaigns 

often serve to create an ‘umbrella’ brand that benefits all commercial initiatives and trade 

associated with the destination (Therkelsen and Halkier, 2004). Such systematic destination 

branding requires close collaboration between governments, the industry in question, and 

businesses which actively engage in branding practices. The objectives are to emphasize the 

destination as an attractive place where visitors (tourists) may experience something different 

from what they would in everyday life back home (Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2003).  

2.5  Innovation within Tourism in Practice 

Research on the status and levels of innovation within tourism in different markets was long 

considered limited, especially in regards to empirical testing of the subject. This has however 

been moving slowly in a more positive direction over the recent decade, as more researchers are 

focused on the issues of tourism and innovation. The reasons for the slow development of 

innovation research in tourism are multiple, for example: inconsistency in how and what different 

scholars interpret and regard as innovation complicates any review of existing literature on the 

issue. Another issue in this regard is the complicated and broad scope of tourism as an industry, 

leading different individuals to often disagree on what qualifies as innovation within the industry 

(Hjalager, 2010). The tourism industry has been radically changed throughout history as 

disruptive innovations have been introduced into the industry, greatly influencing the industry’s 

landscape, e.g. transportation technology, the internet and e-commerce. However in this chapter, 
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less focus will be on the micro or inter firm innovative behavior level, and more on the macro level 

of innovation, i.e. systems and networks of innovation. 

 

In the 21st century the global tourism industry has been growing rapidly. However, several 

countries within the OECD have faced growth-related difficulties when it came to their tourism 

industries. The growth of the industry in these markets was considered too slow in comparison to 

the rapid growth of the global industry and a number of economies even experienced contraction 

of their tourism industries between years over a period of time. This was happening at the same 

time as the global tourism industry was growing significantly, with improved transportation 

technology and cheaper traveling options opening up destinations that previously were 

considered too distant. Countries within regions often considered as less developed account for 

a large chunk of the industry’s global growth in recent decades (Organisation for Economic Co-

operation Development, 2006). In parallel with this development, the market has been showing 

signs for decades that what has been considered “traditional tourism” seems to be in decline, or 

at least that new methods to offerings and approaches in tourism are on the rise. These factors 

together result in increasingly fierce competition (Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2003). Shaw and 

Williams (1994) in their article encourage stakeholders of the tourism industry to keep their 

enterprises and attractions adaptive and call for augmentation of quality as emerging markets, for 

example Asia, and global consumption and traveling will continue to grow in the future.  

 

Tourist destinations are subject to the same principles as other sectors and products, as each 

destination as a product is subject to a certain life cycle (see chapter 2.1.4). This means that each 

destination will reach a determined peak, a maturity- or a stagnation stage, before they turn 

towards a path of decline, unless they manage to change course to prolong the mature stage or 

even enter a new growth stage (Butler, 1980; Franch, Martini, Buffa, & Parisi, 2008). Similar to 

other industries, the tourism sector is quite dynamic and is subject to trends and behavioural 

changes from consumers, which in turn generates much uncertainty for stakeholders 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation Development, 2006). Segments of the tourism industry 

that find themselves in the declining phase are confronted with multiple challenges to change their 

course of development heading into the future. The first solution is to increase the visitor’s value 

for money. To do so, stakeholders mainly have two options: firstly, to increase value through 

innovation driven changes in the marketing and production processes which aim at reducing 

costs. The other path is to make severe product changes aiming at offering a wider scope of 
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tourism experiences, a wider “product portfolio”, focusing more on quality-conscious tourists 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation Development, 2006).  

 

The previously popular Alpine tourism in Austria, mainly comprised of small sized companies has 

suffered greatly due to changes in market conditions. Austria’s alpine tourism industry entered 

the stage of stagnation in the 1990’s, and shows indications of significantly slower growth or 

decline (Macchiavelli, 2009). Franch et.al (2008) divide the reasons for this development into two 

categories; first there are endogenous factors to the offering model in which the small size of the 

enterprises is seen as an issue. It has proven difficult to construct a collaboration between the 

public and private operators. But locals are strongly attached to their local environment and have 

shown indications of less tolerance towards visitors which has become an issue. This behavior 

has also limited stakeholders in setting up local partnerships in order to construct a stronger 

product offering. The local residents are quite hesitant when it comes to changes, which results 

in a barrier for innovation in the area (Macchiavelli, 2009; Franch et.al, 2008). On the other hand, 

there are exogenous factors to the offering model, including increased competition and behavioral 

changes from tourists, including less interest in alpine tourism (Franch et.al, 2008). Austria’s 

alpine tourism problem can to a large extent be traced back to the fact that the combination of 

these factors resulted in little or no innovation which meant that the Austrian tourism industry did 

not manage to keep up with the changes in premises of the market. Being overly focused on 

winter alpine tourism meant they were maximizing the risk of a devastating domino effect if 

something changed in the external environment. 

 

Behavioral changes have not only had strong influence on alpine tourism, but also the whole 

market of “traditional tourism”. New Zealand’s tourism sector provides an excellent example on 

how to use innovation to successfully utilize the behavioral changes in the market and to 

reposition towards experience-based tourism. Stamboulis and Skayannis (2003) claim in their 

study that customization in experience-based tourism should be the focal point when it comes to 

the industry’s innovativeness. New Zealand has been successful in that regard and maintained a 

high level of innovation, unlike other tourism industries. But New Zealand’s level of innovation 

within the industry measures on par with other industries, unlike in many other countries (Hall, 

2009). Emphasis has been on tailoring the product more specifically as the consumer is 

increasingly demanding a product which is more specifically tailored to the his or her requirements 

and needs. New Zealand’s reposition towards active and adventure oriented tourism has proven 

quite successful and through steady and incremental innovation the industry has reached a key 
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position as a leading market of recreational tourism, which has also led to increased industry 

productivity (Ritchie, 1998; Adventure Travel Trade Association, 2016; Ministry of Business, 

Innovation & Employment, 2016). 

 

The level of innovation within the global tourism sector is sometimes seen as an issue, as it is 

considered overall to be too low, at least in some segments of the industry. Several potential 

reasons for this have been pointed out, one of which is that tourism is considered one of the least 

productive industries in the developed countries as the industry is extremely labour-intensive. This 

results in difficulty for stakeholders to attract capital into the industry, working as a barrier for them 

to move forward with innovative projects and limiting the room the stakeholders have for product 

development (Organisation for Economic Co-operation Development, 2006). But what can be 

done in order to improve the level of innovation within an industry? Research on the matter 

indicates that national systems or industry networks who approach the matter more strategically 

are better equipped to both support and produce innovative solutions. The results in Sundbo, 

Orfila-Sintes and Sørensen (2007)’s research proved that Spanish innovation systems are more 

innovation-procuring than the Danish systems. They explain this difference as resulting from the 

fact that the Spanish tourism sector and authorities together approach the matter more strongly 

and strategically. An offensive tourism policy has been set, in which Spanish tourism authorities 

aim at changing both their tourism concept and a market, but both are in much need of change 

and innovation due to decreasing productivity. Their results argue for governments and other 

political authorities to take a more active role in industry development, because they certainly can 

make a difference by creating and implementing strategy and policy which facilitates and 

increases innovation within an industry (Sundbo, Orfila-Sintes and Sørensen, 2007).  

 

Continuing on the matter of political authorities and their involvement, Maltese tourism in the late 

1990’s was in a difficult position as tourist volumes were growing beyond their capacity and the 

Maltese had to reinvent the product they were selling. They were competing in the highly priced, 

competitive market of “sun and sea” tourism, characterized as a large volume business. Public 

concerns and protests about environmental issues affected by tourism were becoming prominent 

at the time (Bramwell, 2003). These growing factors within the market and the fact that Malta and 

the islands’ infrastructure could not handle the development of the market meant that the Maltese 

tourism industry had to seek new solutions into new directions to rejuvenate their product. Their 

solution was to move beyond the traditional “sun and sea” market and towards selling “The Malta 

Experience” using the island’s culture as focal selling point. To manage this, their solution was to 
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activate all stakeholders in a dialogue. The Malta Tourism Authority holds control over creating a 

strategy and provides leadership of the process of creating and maintaining synergies within the 

system. The process of rejuvenating Maltese tourism is seen as a permanent innovation process, 

incrementally developing the offering to match what they promise and what they deliver, while 

simultaneously maintaining and developing the infrastructure of the industry (Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation Development, 2006). 

 

As international tourism has undergone radical changes in recent decades and new destinations 

have now become successful in the global market, countries that were previously considered the 

cornerstones of international tourism are now in a process of rejuvenation. They have had to look 

inward in order to reinvent and rejuvenate their product and selling propositions and maintain their 

position in the market. The existing literature on the subject of level of innovation within tourism 

suggests that in order for countries to survive the new level of competition, they have to actively 

promote innovation within their industry.  

 

3   Methodology  

This chapter outlines research methods and clearly defines the methodology used to conduct this 

study. The aim is to explain how necessary data was obtained, presented and analysed in order 

to address the research question posed in the introduction of the thesis. An overall structure of 

the research is illustrated in the figure below which consists of three parts in main and sums up 

the chapter as whole.  
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3.1   Research Structure Overview 

 

Figure 3.1 – Research Structure 
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3.2  Research Philosophy 

When adopting a specific research paradigm, the researcher has to be aware that the research 

paradigm he adapts will underpin the research strategy; it will contain key assumptions on how 

he views the world, what constitutes acceptable knowledge to him, and how he collects the 

relevant data (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The chosen research paradigm will not only 

have a significant impact on what is done in the research but it will also impact how the 

researchers understand the phenomena under investigation (Johnson and Clark, 2006). In this 

section, the chosen research paradigm for this thesis will be presented and argued from an 

ontological and epistemological standpoint. Ontology refers to the nature of reality and 

epistemology refers to the researcher’s relationship with reality, and how one can capture or know 

reality. There are two ideologies dominant in relation to ontology and epistemology: positivism 

and interpretivism (Carson, Gilmore, Perry and Gronhaug, 2001). 

 

If a researcher’s work relies upon the paradigm of positivism, his ontological understanding is that 

there is a single objective reality to any situation regardless of the researcher's beliefs and social 

actors (Carson et al., 2001; Hudson and Ozanne, 1988). From an epistemological standpoint, the 

researcher is adopting the philosophical stance of natural science, meaning he will focus on 

working with observable social realities with the objective of producing law-like generalizations 

similar to the work of natural and physical scientists (Remenyi, Williams, Money and Swartz, 

1998). Research based on the paradigm of positivism is likely to use predefined and rigid 

methodology structures and research strategies to smooth the way for replication (Gill and 

Johnson, 2002). The emphasis in the data collection is likely to be on quantifiable observations 

that present the researcher with the opportunity for statistical analysis. However, this is not always 

the case, as researchers are able to adapt qualitative data from for example in-depth interviews, 

to their positivist hypothesis testing by e.g. quantifying qualitative data with specific coding 

methods (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). 

 

On the other hand, if a researcher bases his ontology and epistemology on the interpretivist 

paradigm, his belief of reality is that it is relative and multiple, that there is no single external 

reality. This makes it more difficult to interpret as these multiple realities are then dependent on 

other systems of meanings, but the interpretivist paradigm emphasizes the importance to 

understand the difference between human beings in their role as social actors (Neumann, 2000; 

Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). The term “social actors” is important here, because as 
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individuals “we interpret our everyday social roles in accordance with the meaning we give to 

these roles” (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009:116). In addition to this, “we interpret the social 

roles of others in accordance with our own set of meanings” (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 

2009:116). Researchers who adopt the interpretivist paradigm argue that if researchers overly 

generalize the complexity of the world in order to reduce the complexity of it and to fit it into law-

like scenarios, they risk losing a lot of the richness of the insights into the world or the phenomena 

under research (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Interpretivists also unlike positivists avoid 

rigid structural research framework and utilize more flexible research structures (Carson et al. 

2001). It is crucial for a researcher adopting the interpretivist paradigm to maintain an empathetic 

stance as he has to familiarize himself with the research subject’s social world in order to enter it 

and finally understand their world from their interpretation of it (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 

2009). 

 

In this thesis, although the research strategy, data collection and discussions are somewhat 

supported by existing theory, the interpretivist paradigm is adopted and therefore not focused on 

producing law-like generalizable findings. It has also been argued that the interpretive paradigm 

is highly appropriate for the case of business and management studies, due to the complexity 

and uniqueness of each business situation (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). 

 

This research is not based on a rigid predetermined structural framework like a positivist would 

rely upon. It is flexible and capable of adapting to changes in the external environment or when 

new information comes to light, changing the researchers’ interpretation of the phenomena. For 

this thesis a belief of multiple and relative reality is held. The main research and data collection 

focus is on collecting multiple views on reality from individuals coming from different 

organizational environments and holding different roles as social actors, to identify whether and 

then what disparities are in each interviewee’s interpretation of reality. The insights gathered in 

the interviews are suspected to be highly subjective and differ for each interviewee, depending 

on his or her organizational background. The researchers are aware of that their own values and 

beliefs might have some impact on the research results as they are connected to the phenomena 

under research, therefore agreeing with the interpretivist perspective of axiology. In this regard, 

the researchers acknowledge claims that researchers can never be completely objective and that 

all research is value bound (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). 
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3.3  Research Approach 

Research can typically be divided into any of the three prevailing approaches to theory 

development where the main distinctive point involves the relevance of hypotheses. These 

research approaches are defined through either deductive, inductive or abductive reasoning 

(Bryman and Bell, 2015). While deductive reasoning is characterized by moving from the general 

to the particular where a certain hypothesis is either accepted or rejected through theory testing, 

inductive reasoning works the opposite way from specific observations to broader generalizations 

or theories (de Vaus, 2001). Abduction can be viewed as a third alternative as it shifts between 

induction and deduction. Applying abductive reasoning, the researcher is devoted to infer to 

‘surprising facts’ or ‘puzzles’ the best explanation, then generate a new or reshape an existing 

theory which is subsequently tested through additional data collection (Bryman and Bell, 2015). 

  

Although this research has a purpose through its research question, the most relevant literature 

is presented in advance. The extent of the literature reviewed in the previous chapter makes it 

possible to outline a theoretical framework which suggests deduction as the most appropriate 

research approach, even though it is said to owe more to positivism. In that respect, theory which 

has already been put forward will guide what needs to be collected in new data (Saunders et al., 

2009).  

  

It can then be argued that the former part of the research question serves as a sort of hypothesis 

where the causal relationship between innovation and tourism industries needs to be explained 

and later its validity is tested through given circumstances, in this case the Icelandic tourism 

industry. However, the issue of the latter part of the research question has been exciting much 

debate about whether different influential players in this dynamic market are heading in the same 

direction. Thus the findings will be used to show how it relates to the existing literature reviewed 

earlier in the process. 

3.4  Research Design 

Research design refers to how an enquiry is structured as its logical purpose is to ensure that the 

collected data is enabled to provide answers to the research question as unambiguously as 

possible. Thus, the research design can serve a central role to decrease the chance of inaccurate 

or false causal inferences from the data. It is vital to realize what kind of data is required in order 

to answer the proposed research question clearly (de Vaus, 2001).  
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A well-defined research question is of great importance as the eventual conclusion drawn from 

the research data is largely determined by its clarity. This cannot be overemphasized thus it is 

appropriate to take a step back and better clarify the initial research question posed in the 

introduction. The research question serves to narrow the research purpose and is formed as 

follows: How can innovation reinforce the pillars of tourism industries, and what can be done to 

facilitate a robust strategy for the tourism industry in Iceland? 

 

In order to clarify the purpose of the research, the twofold question initially posed can accordingly 

be broken up into two parts. The former part represents the broader scope of the research and 

deals with how innovation reinforces pillars of industries but particularly it is interesting as the 

research has its point of departure in tourism which is a fast developing and dynamic industry. To 

answer the question, an exploratory study is needed, not to provide a conclusive solution but to 

seek new insights and explore the research topic to form the basis prior to more focused research 

(Robson, 2002). The latter part is more narrowly focused and deals with the question of what can 

be done to facilitate a robust strategy for a tourism industry. More specifically, a distinction is 

made between tourism industries through focusing on the Icelandic tourism industry which has 

been under pressure due to its extreme growth. Thus a descriptive study is needed as the 

objective to identify patterns in the collected data that can describe, explain and shed light on this 

current situation, from which a conclusion can be drawn (Robson, 2002).  

3.4.1  Data Collection Technique 

For data collection, multiple methods and sources were used, for example: in-depth interviews, 

company and news reports, and industry reports, which were then supported with data from the 

literature review. As the research data collection is based on multiple approaches, collecting both 

primary and secondary data, it allows the researchers to triangulate the collected data. This 

assists in data validation, with the likely impact of increasing the validity and reliability of the thesis 

overall. Triangulation also gives the researchers a more holistic overview of the true market 

conditions and a better understanding of the phenomena under research (Marschan-Piekkari and 

Welch, 2004). 

 

The primary data collection for this research is based on collecting qualitative data, through semi-

structured in-depth interviews. Kvale mentions in his book that the objective to qualitative 

interviews should be “to obtain descriptions of the lived world of the interviewees with respect to 
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interpretation of the meaning of the described phenomena” (Kvale, 1996:30). A semi-structured 

interview resembles a normal conversation. During an interview it is essential to establish a 

comfortable atmosphere in order to make the interviewee feel safe and willing to talk freely. 

Although it is often said the semi-structured interview resembles a conversation between two 

individuals about a theme of mutual interest, this is still a research interview, meaning it is not 

“reciprocal interaction of two equal partners” (Kvale, 1996:126).  The interviewer controls where 

the course of the interview is headed by introducing the topics under discussion and using 

questions to guide the conversation and the interviewee. Although the semi-structured interview 

guide is used to control and guide the discussion, it still is quite open, is structured around certain 

themes to be covered and may consist of several suggested questions and sub-questions about 

the themes or phenomena under discussion (Kvale, 1996). 

 

Seven semi-structured interviews were conducted for this thesis with nine interviewees during the 

researchers’ field trip to Iceland in the period from March 16th to March 21st  2017. All seven 

interviews were conducted in person, at each interviewee’s workplace, and in the interviewee’s 

native language, Icelandic. This was done in order to minimize the risk of confusion during the 

interviews, to ensure the interviewees had the best opportunity to give deep and precise answers, 

and lastly to establish a comfortable atmosphere to make the interviewees feel as comfortable as 

possible during the interview sessions. The use of the semi-structured interview technique 

supported the exploratory nature of this research. Using open interview guides, with broad and 

open ended questions, enable the researchers to gather the richest information from the 

interviewees. The flexibility of the semi-structured interview technique allowed the researchers to 

adapt the conversation and interviews as they evolved during the interview sessions. 

 

Before the interviews, the interviewees were sent the overall subject of the research but not the 

actual discussion points actually had been prepared for each interview. This was done in order to 

generate “live and fresh” discussions on the subject and not to give the interviewees an 

opportunity to be overly prepared with premade answers. The objective was to get the 

interviewees to share their true personal opinion and experience of the subjects under discussion. 

Furthermore, one of the main objectives was to collect information from stakeholders belonging 

to different parts of the industry in order to later compare and evaluate whether there were any 

deviations between the groups when it came to their opinions and experience. 
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3.5  Analytical Approach 

To analyze the large chunks of the qualitative data collected, Attride-Stirling’s (2001) “Thematic 

Networks” analytical tool will be utilized. Thematic networks analysis is a way of organizing 

qualitative data into a thematic analysis. Thematic networks analysis is not in any way a new 

method of analyzing qualitative data, as most other thematic analytical tools are focused on 

deriving themes from textual data (Attride-Stirling, 2001). What sets it apart from other thematic 

analytical tools, such as Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) Grounded Theory, is that it shares the key 

features of any hermeneutic analysis. Being concerned with understanding and interpreting the 

meanings that reside in texts and data it is also parallel to the interpretivist paradigm of research 

philosophy. By using thematic networks as an analytical tool, the researchers are not trying to 

reconcile conflicting definitions of a problem, but are seeking to explore the understanding of an 

issue or the meaning of an idea. Thematic networks provide a web-like network of themes as an 

organizing tool and a representational method of the qualitative data. This clarifies the course of 

action that may be used when moving from chunks of text towards interpretation. The networks 

are constructed from themes on three different levels: basic themes, organizing themes and 

global themes (Attride-Stirling, 2001).  

 

Figure 3.2 – Thematic Network Structure 
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When constructing the networks, the researchers will start by working on the basic themes and 

work inwards towards a global theme. The researchers begin deriving themes from the text into 

“basic themes”, which are the lowest order premises in the text. Basic themes on their own say 

very little about a text or a group of texts and for them to make sense beyond their basic meanings 

they need to be assembled into coherent groups of other basic themes, where they form an 

organizing theme. Organizing themes are basically clusters of basic themes that touch upon 

similar issues. By grouping the basic themes together they have the ability to form more abstract 

principles.  In the final stage researchers will group the organizing themes so that they constitute 

a Global Theme. Global themes are super-ordinate themes that contain the center metaphors the 

text holds as a whole. The global theme is the core of the network and encapsulates the essence 

of the text as a whole. These are then presented in a web-like framework (See figure 3.2). After 

constructing the networks, the researchers explore and describe them, before summarizing the 

patterns and moving towards interpreting them. At this point the researchers return to the research 

question and address it, and base arguments on the themes and patterns identified in the texts 

(Attride-Stirling, 2001).  

3.6  Limitations 

In order to allow judgement of how potential limitations will impact this research and its prospective 

findings, the researchers provide rough idea of shortcomings they are likely to encounter. Despite 

making an effort, certain flaws in the research execution are inevitable and the following is a non-

exhaustive list. To begin with, interviewees are likely to be biased to some extent as many of them 

play a role as stakeholders from various directions, discussing subjects pertaining their own 

interests. This may result in the invalidity of, or inaccuracy of answers, although interviewees were 

selected in an attempt to cover the complete scale in order to prevent missing out on any 

perspectives on each of the subjects. This leads to another aspect of potential limitations whereby 

the scope of the research project itself may be overly broad. Thus by focusing on more specific 

parts in parallel with impacts of certain level of innovation, findings could have been less complex 

in data collection. Moreover, circumstances within this research topic are considered quite 

dynamic, meaning that opinions of interviewees and overall research findings that may be true 

today could be outdated tomorrow. This renders the research somewhat time sensitive in terms 

of determining the validity of findings.  
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4  Presentation of Interviewees 

To build an understanding of the interviewees’ status and perspective within the tourism industry, 

it is essential to know to which industry stakeholder group they each belong. The following is a 

short presentation of the nine interviewees and their occupational backgrounds. 

 

Ólöf Ýrr Atladóttir is the Director General of the Icelandic Tourist Board, which is an independent 

authority under the Ministry of Industries and Innovation. The Icelandic Tourist Board has various 

roles, for example gathering data and conducting research on the tourism industry, granting 

licenses and legislation and overseeing and driving regional development. 

 

Dagný Pétursdóttir is the Managing Director of The Blue Lagoon. The Blue Lagoon ranks as one 

of the most popular destinations for foreign tourists to visit when visiting Iceland as the lagoon is 

registered as one of the 25 wonders of the world. The organization has a wide scope of activities, 

for example bathing and spa services, hotel accommodation and cosmetics. 

 

Svava Björk Ólafsdóttir is a Project Manager at a startup accelerator dedicated to startup 

businesses in Icelandic tourism, Startup Tourism. It is an mentor-driven startup accelerator in 

which 10 businesses are chosen to take part in a 10 week program in Reykjavik where they get 

access to for example guidance from industry experts and workspaces. 

 

Gunnar Valur Sveinsson is a Project Manager at the Icelandic Travel Industry Association. The 

Icelandic Travel Industry Association is a mutual organization for companies within the Icelandic 

tourism industry. Its purpose is to promote and protect the interests of its members. The 

association works towards growth and development issues within the industry, promoting a 

professional attitude on that matter with emphasis on overall quality and environmental issues.  

 

Gunnar Þór Jóhannesson is a Professor in Geography and Tourism at the University of Iceland 

and currently serves as a programme coordinator for the Tourism department within the 

university. Magnús Haukur is Adjunct Professor at the University of Iceland within the Tourism 

department and has Business Administration qualifications. 
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Hörður Gunnarsson is Chief Executive Officer (CEO) at Iceland Travel, a branch of Icelandair 

Group. Iceland Travel is a destination management company, which specializes in organizing and 

selling trips to Iceland to foreign travel agencies. 

 

Anna Kristín Einarsdóttir & Hildur Kristjánsdóttir are Project Managers at the Tourism Task Force 

(Stjórnstöð Ferðamála). The tourism task force is a temporary collaborative project between the 

Icelandic Government, the Icelandic Travel Industry Association and the Icelandic Association of 

Local Authorities. It will be active through to 2020 and is responsible for coordinating actions and 

implementing necessary measures for stakeholders to build a solid foundation for the industry. 
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5  Data Analysis 

During data analysis, three global themes (See figure 5.1) were derived from the chunks of data 

collected in the interviews with the industry experts, using the thematic networks analysis method 

described earlier. The three global themes can be lined up in a rough timeline, as the first global 

theme pertains to the current situation within the market and its future prospects under the current 

circumstances. The second global theme moves more into the near future, and pertains to what 

needs to change in order to create a more prosperous future for the industry, moving away from 

current potential future prospects. And lastly, the third global theme reaches further into the future 

and encompasses how to reach a point on which the industry is more stable, in order for trust in 

the sector to become stronger within Icelandic society. 

 
Figure 5.1 – The Three Global Themes 

5.1  Heading to the Abyss 

The first global theme covers the potentially negative effect from the enormous growth of the 

Icelandic tourism industry in recent years. This theme illustrates the current situation within the 

industry, and the path the industry is on, heading into the future (see figure 5.2). During the 

discussions about where the industry currently stands, light was shed on several worrying signals 

especially when considering the future of the sector. But due to the complicated nature of how 

tourism industries are integrated into society and with the rapid growth of the Icelandic tourism 

industry in mind, Icelandic authorities and stakeholders have failed to gain an overview of the 

industry’s large and complicated network. Other issues such as lack of trust and control came up 

repeatedly throughout the discussions. Connections can be made between all three issues, 

resulting in a growing web of concerns.  
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Figure 5.2 – Thematic Network: Heading to the Abyss 
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control measures or rather lack thereof in Iceland may have contributed as a critical factor. When 
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Magnus:        The growth here is of course not healthy for the industry, no industry can grow 20 

to 30% per year, year after year. There are no companies that can maintain this 

level of growth for this long and still be healthy. 

 

Gunnar:          I think we should be worried by this growth, or so, well yes we should be worried.  

The industry can’t operate under a similar growth much longer. 

  

Having little or no control over the growth seems to be starting to show its negative effects, a view 

commonly shared by the interviewees, as demonstrated above. This somewhat negative 

development of the industry completely contradicts some of the key selling points the tourism 

industry in Iceland is built upon, such as: being peaceful, clean, and not overcrowded. However, 

due to a lack of control and little distribution of tourists both geographically and seasonally, it 

appears that several areas are losing touch with these selling points which give value to the 

uniqueness that Iceland as a tourist destination is supposed to offer. Currently, certain regions in 

Iceland are even considered to be already “sold out”, and perhaps have been for quite some time, 

like the south-western region of the country. Because of this, popular tourist attractions in these 

regions seem to be on the verge of, or are even already showing signs of damage due to tourist 

encroachment. This development entails a change in the visitor’s perception of Iceland as a 

potential destination. If popular attractions and areas continue to be overpopulated and badly 

managed, Iceland as a destination starts to resemble a “mass tourism“ destination, which is 

something that current industry stakeholders regard as potentially extremely harmful for the 

industry‘s image: 

  

Hordur:    “Our marketing activities have always been about nature, and we promote nature 

as the luxury, and in fact it is. Icelandic nature, peaceful, not too crowded, but now 

we are kind of changing to mass tourism which is which is definitely a danger sign. 

Thus management is very important, controlling the flow.” 

 

Dagny:    “If we take “Geysir” as an example of where things have gone really wrong. It’s 

one of ‘the places’ to visit when you come here, part of the golden circle, but the 

area today is simply a disgrace. If you visit national parks abroad, like Yellowstone, 

a national park that receives a lot higher number of visitors per meter squared, but 

that are is a lot more organized. […] If we start to organize more here, then I think 

we are on a better pathway, if we don’t things will end up bad at some attractions. 

 

The industry is therefore showing signs that it is heading in a negative direction, as the extremely 

rapid growth seems to be driving the sector into a direction where visitors experience Iceland as 

any other mass tourism destination. In parallel with this development there is a risk of a decrease 
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in both the quality levels of offerings and levels of visitor satisfaction when visiting Iceland. The 

interviewees indicated that this is partly because stakeholders have little overview and control of 

what the future may entail, giving them little room to plan for the future. When discussing the 

nature of the growth and the potentially negative effects it has entailed for the Icelandic tourism 

industry, discussion often quickly changed direction towards how to counteract against this 

development in the future. Several interviewees mentioned the Blue Lagoon in that regard, how 

they successfully dealt with the extreme growth in visitor numbers and encroachment with an 

access control system to maintain a steady quality level which they were satisfied with. It is 

necessary to consider the tourism industry as an export product like any other production unit in 

the economy. By overly pushing the production unit to meet the rapidly growing demand, the unit 

will eventually start to show defects on the produced product if nothing is done to ensure a steady 

level of quality. This supports the issue of control, so it is essential to maintain the industry with 

some sort of control to direct it into a more positive path for the future: 

  

Svava:           “Canada, Norway, New Zealand these are all markets where the tourism industry 

is on point, they have control and have its clear policy to follow. But it seems to me 

that we are constantly behind and all we can do is follow, where the industry takes 

us after we mess up.” 

 

Dagny:           “It’s fortunate that we are an island, we can control how many people visit, the 

thing is we just have to do it, we’re not doing it today, we have the tools and we 

need the courage to do so.” 

 

Ólof Ýrr:         “But the tourism sector is different, I would to say the least be quite afraid of that 

we were on the wrong track if we were to for example say that “next year, we’ll 

only accept 2.5 million tourists”, it’s simply way too hard. I think there are some 

indirect ways we can use to slow down the growth, and perhaps simply it will 

correct itself over time.” 

 

Svava:           “Well this is exactly what the Blue Lagoon has achieved through access control, 

they managed to adapt to the situation and as a result they have control of 

everything, it’s always sold out but yet the number of tourists each time doesn’t 

ruin their experience.” 

  

The subject of industry control brings up a lingering debate and due to the complicated nature of 

the tourism sector, it has proven extremely difficult to agree on a solution. The fact that this has 

been under debate in the Icelandic parliament since the mid 1950’s confirms that notion to some 

extent. In nature, the tourism sector is different from other industries that currently have 
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established control systems, like fisheries. The debate on how to control and who should be 

responsible for control will likely continue in the future, but one thing seems to be certain: in order 

to build a bright future of the Icelandic tourism industry, some control will likely be needed. 

  

Organizing theme: Limited industry overview 

The next organizing theme pertains to how entities within the tourism industry in Iceland sorely 

lack the holistic overview while the growth is as extreme as was put forward in previous themes. 

Arguably, authorities need to gain an increased understanding of the development of this currently 

largest sector in Iceland. Overstated or not, many argue that the alleged unhealthy growth of the 

industry is in large part a result of too little overview, and thereby a serious indifference to how 

things have been developing without drastic measures. Parallel to the dynamically changing 

industry, parties involved have thus failed to grasp the situation. Data suggests that some sort of 

a chaos prevails within the governing system which seems to organize and control. According to 

the interviewees, authorities all too often avoid making decisions or committing themselves and 

instead waste valuable time arguing over less important issues. Meanwhile they circumvent more 

important issues which strongly suggests that authorities do not see the big picture of the industry. 

The Minister of Icelandic Tourism is also responsible for two other major affairs, industries and 

innovation, while the tourism industry is in need of much more attention than it currently gets. 

Another perspective is the issue of how much the industry is cross sectional and spans over more 

ministries than just the one it legally belongs to. This seems to result in difficulties in decision-

making and as a result authorities cannot cope with the situation adequately.   

 

Anna: “[...] tourism is much more complicated than most other industries, you can’t really 

define its focus within a certain box like you can do for the fisheries to name an 

example. Tourism is actually cross sectional, and crosses over all ministries, and 

society as a whole, we’re all hosts, welcoming guests to our country, people 

working in a gas station are also employees in the tourism industry. So this is an 

extremely complex reality we’re working in”. 

 

 

Dagny: “The problem is that within the government everything takes too long time, it’s not 

quick enough because the tourism industry is quick and everything is happening 

really fast but everything happens super slow at the Ministry”.  

 
One of the interviewees [Svava] described her meeting with a person from the Icelandic Tourist 

Board who admitted how everything within the establishment is disordered because of things are 
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simply happening too fast for them. One of several reasons for the authorities’ deficiencies in 

managing the industry a lack of discussion forums to facilitate better communication between 

relevant entities in the market. Similarly, some sort of centralization or central project 

management under the authority of the government would be essential to gain better overview. 

The newly established official Tourism Task Force is precisely meant to serve as such a forum to 

simplify and cater to the long line of communication in the governance system, and to enable swift 

decision making. However, according to the workers of the Task Force, the establishment has 

not gone through congress and has thus no legal executive authority which may affect its 

influence:   

 

Hildur: “We do not have an authoritative power, we can’t tell others to do something, we 

have no governing power over anybody, but what we do is we get people together, 

make sure they communicate between each other, and we make sure we get 

results from these communications, which then pushes projects forward.” 

 

Anna: “We’re also just employees of the Task Force, we’re not officials, and like Hildur 

just said, we’re not a legal entity which has gone through congress. We have no 

governing power over anybody. It’s solely a cooperation forum, but we of course 

have the implementing authority in our board.”  

 

Considering what the respondents suggest, authorities need to communicate more with other 

entities in the tourism industry to gain deeper insights into what really is happening within it. It 

appears that when authorities make decisions that affect parts of, or the whole industry, they do 

so without fully understanding the perspectives of other relevant parties. The respondents mostly 

agreed that authorities constantly try to react to the industry’s current situation. According to the 

Director General of the Icelandic Tourist Board [Ólöf] “the theme up until now has been that 

authorities have been overly focused on reacting to issues that are coming up”. This exact issue 

applies no less to how firms cope with the industry situation if considering discussion of some of 

the interviewees who talk about entities are all too much simply reacting to the dynamic 

development instead of preventing chaos and preparing longer term business. Thus it may be 

argued that many firms react to the industry growth instead of anticipating it. Only some firms 

have managed to comprehend their business opportunities ahead of present time by changing 

business operations leading to increased control and overview. As demonstrated by the Blue 

Lagoon [Dagný]’s example, they have successfully achieved complete control and overview of 

their business activities by, among other things, implementing a rather simple access control 

system to the lagoon. As a result of these changes they managed to eliminate its previous chaos 
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and thus provide a much better individual experience. This is not possible to achieve for any firm 

within the industry because the contemporary business environment seems to offer a market 

conditions that do not allow firms the flexibility they require. According to the Managing Director 

[Dagný], firms need to show much more discipline in order to prevent the behavior of simply 

following the money as many of them appear to do. As a consequence they fail to prepare for the 

future and will unlikely experience longevity: 

 

Dagný: “Companies also need to have a longer term vision, but as there are so many new 

and small companies active here on this market, they don’t have the capacity or 

the body to do so, they have to react quickly. While us here, we have a number of 

executives and managers who are only focused on the next 8 to 12 months, while 

my task is to only focus on 2018 and onwards. We have the organizational 

structure that gives us the opportunity to work in this manner, we are an old 

company compared to many others. Smaller competitors don’t have the 

opportunity to operate this way.” 

 

While firms like the Blue Lagoon have the resources to plan their business operations ahead, 

many smaller firms do not have the time nor capacity to rethink how they operate and are offering 

value to their customers. In fact it is almost as every respondent indicated, in some form, that 

majority of firms within the market lack the overview and therefore are doomed to react to 

whatever external forces may bring about. Arguably, what the Blue Lagoon did to change its 

operations for the better may be transferable to the rest of the tourism industry. This is however 

easier said than done, owing to the fact that new research is scarce and the data available is not 

explicit enough for firms to use as an example model of how they can change their own business 

operations for the better. According to the interviewees’ suggestions, the available data has to be 

made holistic and explicit for firms to be able to use it. The data that is already available is 

apparently not necessarily in plain sight for firms and thus is not utilized properly or as it potentially 

could be used. Accessing this data can be a good first step, however processing data is as a 

matter of fact important in order to facilitate the making of better and more informed decisions. It 

can easily be argued that inefficiency in processing data gathered for the industry correlates to 

the limited overviews held by many entities in the market. 

 

Gunnar: “It’s not enough to simply collect data and publish a report from surveys, we need 

to work more with the data to interpret it, not that I’m belittling the importance of 

data collection and surveys because we do also need that information, the 

quantitative data. It’s been really energy intensive to convince authorities that it’s 

important to just further interpret this raw data we have today.”  
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Anna: “Currently they’re kind of just dumping the data into the silos [institutions and 

ministries], we need the platform that enables us to gather and view the data 

holistically, isn’t that the initial objective of all research, to gather data and present 

it in a manner that allows us to better understand what these data actually mean 

and to help us make reliable and informed decisions? Currently the data doesn’t 

allow us to do so.” 

 

Making better use of existing data can enable the creation of new knowledge for entities to 

improve their business activities. For instance, as the Director General of the Icelandic Tourist 

Board [Ólöf] mentioned, the Icelandic Tourist Board runs a geographical map base. It consists of 

“multiple layers of what the tourism is built on” and is intended to be of use for anyone within the 

Icelandic tourism industry to observe, calculate and consider things from. According to Ólöf, the 

database can serve as an important strategy tool for some businesses. However, the database 

does not seem to have resolved all issues, for example in relation to the fishing industry it has at 

its disposal an enormous volume of reliable data dating far back in time. This in general enables 

the entities within the fishing industry to make better decisions based on more certainty.  

 

One of the respondent from the Tourism Task Force [Anna] explained that the reason why they 

have not started working on one of their long-awaited projects of increased support for research 

and innovation within tourism is due to a lack of assumptions. The assumptions involve ensuring 

reliable enough data and providing accessibility to entities that would make use of it through 

relevant databases. According to the task force, as it is there exists no such database that is 

sufficient enough and thus the data is quite haphazard:  

 

Anna: “We’re not far away from achieving this, the data is available, but we have to 

structure it better, currently it’s really scattered making it hard to use efficiently [...] 

access is limited, we have data in pdf documents, a lot of reports but there is no 

holistic picture of it - what I mean is that there is no way reviewing it holistically and 

using it to help make decisions.”  

 

Hildur: “We have one active project in relation to this, it’s called “Data Warehouse – The 

tourism’s dashboard”. In this project we establish sources in institutions, for 

example in the statistical office, ISAVIA, we get access to the data these 

institutions have, where it next goes through an error checking process, it reviews 

the data, e.g. to see whether the timelines match, if they don’t match then we see 

whether we can fix that. On top of this comes a “dashboard” where you can have 
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hard data, monitoring processes, decision making within the sector, this will be the 

front end of the tool.” 

 

According to the task force this new database is supposed to be beneficial to all entities and  

provide access to data through an online website, however the project is still in its early stages 

and it is unclear when it will be completed.  

 

Underfunded industry pillars          

Despite the aforementioned growth rate in Icelandic tourism, some core pillars of the industry are 

seriously underfunded and in some cases neglected. This organizing theme has been identified 

even though the Icelandic economy is factually booming as never before. The high cash flow into 

the country’s economic system is largely due to the tourism industry, yet funding where it is 

needed appears to be at minimum according to the available data. Consequently, the 

development of infrastructure has not been upkept in parallel to the extreme industry growth, thus 

the infrastructure is sorely lacking improvements to give the industry a fighting chance of growing 

under the current circumstances. The majority of respondents agree that the industry is growing 

too fast ahead of infrastructure development, resulting in unhealthy pressure: 

  

Anna:  “We’ll need to see our infrastructure strengthened, that demands a lot of 

investment and power, if we’re expecting 3 million visitors we just have to 

strengthen the infrastructure to keep up with the growing number of people in the 

country at any given time. They have to be able to drive around the country, we 

have to distribute the tourists around the country.” 

  

Gunnar: “We are sorely lacking infrastructure development and it’s a prerequisite and thus 

they need to put more money in it, to support the tourism itself.” 

  

Dagny: “The risk is real and I’m very worried about our infrastructure around our natural 

wonders for instance, which on the first hand is the reason for tourists traveling to 

Iceland.” 

  

Deep cuts in government funding towards the industry have already gone too far according to the 

interviewees. As illustrated by one of them [Hordur], the government views the industry as a sort 

of a cash cow for a swift capital income and boost into the economy but it returns less than is 

required for the industry to maintain itself. The government lacks business focus within the 

industry and persistently overlooks the need for improvements. The respondent takes the road 

system for an example and points out the proposed cutbacks, preventing necessary road 
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constructions on the main highway while the industry is returning ISK 500 – 600 billion annually. 

Many of the interviewees also talked about the potential of the so called ‘natural pass’ as a way 

to fund the infrastructure around the most popular natural attractions. The idea of a charging fee 

to access the country’s sensitive natural sites is not conducive to solving the problem but may 

serve as a way to fund improvements only if people would agree on how to execute such a 

system. However, the infrastructure in tourism touches upon a lot more than just the road system 

and natural tourist places, it spans every aspect of the society. Thus the issue of funding 

infrastructure development does not strike entities as a simple subject or an easy task to 

implement. 

  

Anna: “It’s not just the transportation system, it’s also our health care system, educational 

system, it’s all our pillars. Just like in every household, you have to prioritize, you 

have to consider what’s most important right now, right now our health care system 

is bleeding, and is therefore higher in the pecking order right now over new roads 

or bridges.”    

  

While the call for improvements is loud and clear and most agree on what has to be done, 

authorities seem to be less concerned with prioritizing, as demonstrated by the example of their 

involvement in the huge investment project in Keflavik where the international airport is being 

expanded. The fact that the government is playing a leading role in this project, at the expense of 

accordingly more urgent tasks, suggests that the knowledge and the overall understanding of the 

situation is limited and even non-existing in the Ministry of Tourism and within the governance 

system. Interestingly, at the same time the head of the Icelandic Travel Industry Association calls 

for limiting access at the airport as an act of desperation to a critical scenario: 

  

Gunnar: “The authorities are not self-consistent. I think it’s amazing that the Chairman of 

TITIA is the one who is suggesting limited access for airlines to our airport, where 

else would you see this happen? It should of course be in the hands of the 

government to limit the access for airlines and not to go ahead with a ISK 20 billion 

investments for the airport today, knowing what is happening.” 

  

As before, the debate is based in many ways on typical infrastructure issues which are often 

limited to the most visible phenomenon in the community, thus the attention moves towards 

another source of infrastructure that appears largely underfunded. While the Icelandic economy 

will hardly become much stronger than it currently is, the educational system has not the least 

been under the knife ever since after the financial collapse in 2008: “the situation is practically 
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worse” is how one of the interviewees described it [Gunnar]. According to this, authorities are 

simply not fulfilling their role towards the educational system which is best seen in financial 

contributions to universities which are desperately needed. 

  

Gunnar: “They [authorities] have to figure out what we mean with “infrastructure”, it’s not 

only roads, but also knowledge, the educational system. […] The university has 

faced so deep cuts in funding from authorities in recent years, it’s started a long 

time ago to come down on the quality of the education provided. This is quite 

frustrating, because everybody agrees on what has to be done.” 

  

Magnus: “The university does not have deep funds to dig into, we’re always cutting our 

program down, last year we had to drop three courses from our graduate program 

due to lack of funding, meaning our graduate program involves only mandatory 

courses and no electives. And it seems like we will have to drop several courses 

from our undergraduate program, due to the same issue. Our hands are really tied, 

even though we want to go into this direction [making the tourism program more 

practical] we’re lacking the funding to do so.” 

  

Building up and strengthening the industry pillars through reinforcing education which could 

potentially prepare the industry for the future, in a much better way than the current system. With 

a higher educated workforce at its disposal, the industry would be better equipped to offer higher 

standards and quality. This in fact, is difficult to achieve because financial contributions to 

universities do not align with actual need. According to a respondent from Stjornstodin [the 

Tourism Task Force], the Tourism department at the University should be more dynamic and 

better in sync with what is actually happening within the industry itself. The respondent criticizes 

the University’s operational development which is in no way following industry growth but 

interestingly, is coming from an official task force representing authorities as such. 

  

Hildur: “It [the Tourism department] hasn’t progressed anything, there are no courses 

teaching any kind of management, nothing about innovation, no project 

management. We need the university to adapt itself to the industry more, we’re not 

seeing this being done in any shape or form, the university has to be much more 

dynamic. The gap between the tourism department in the university and the 

industry itself has grown enormously in recent years. I think this is a really sad fact, 

we’re seeing no progress in the university itself, the institution I think should be 

leading when it comes to progress and development in our economy.” 
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Gunnar: “We are very understaffed and there is very little scope for development within the 

university, no matter where, not to mention if it includes any costs. So what we 

need to do is to focus inwards, what we can do better with our current resources, 

that’s our current path, I think this is not going to change any time soon, we have 

to squeeze everything we can out of what we currently have, our funding and staff.” 

 

The above quotations suggest there is an inadequate understanding of the actual situation facing 

the educational system and authorities should be in more efficiently meeting the growing demand 

with limited resources in hand. Moreover, the data suggests more urgent tasks calling for attention 

over government interference in risky investments on the international airport. Meanwhile the 

healthcare system faces identical issues with financial contributions as do other important industry 

pillars that touch on society. Research on tourism is one of them, an underfunded source of 

infrastructure in which is left out of most financial plans made by officials and as a result financial 

contributions to research about the industry are at their lowest level. The issue was, among others, 

discussed with Magnus and Gunnar from the University of Iceland: 

 

Magnus: “If I tell you my opinion […] research in the field of tourism in Iceland is non-existent, 

we are seeing some work being done by different parties, like the Tourism 

Research Center has been doing some work and others too, but holistic and ‘big 

picture research’ and research programs are simply nonexistent.” 

  

Gunnar: “[...] if we want more research which benefits the industry, then we need a much 

stronger institution [than the Tourism Research Center]. An institution that is 

capable of hiring experts. So research in the field of tourism is really scattered […] 

we were counting all the research that is active today, how many researchers are 

in the field of tourism today, in the academia, and we counted between ten and 

fifteen individuals, in total, so there are no more.” 

  

As the Director General of the Icelandic Tourist Board [Ólöf] explained, authorities only initiate a 

few rather basic data collections regarding tourism in Iceland. They conduct research and collect 

statistical data on, for instance, how many tourists go through the international airport, conduct 

opinion surveys and then they are taking their initial steps in conducting similar data from firms in 

the market. According to Ólöf, the Board supports more advanced research executed by experts, 

although, it is in a more academic manner. However, according to the interviewees who are the 

closest to those alleged experts, the support is limited and in no way funded as it needs to be. 

The value of new research on tourism in Iceland is too often underestimated as a source of 

infrastructure in the industry. It is as if authorities and other interested parties on the market see 
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no point in spending too much on research where the industry growth results in enough tourists 

as it is. Thus it appears that adequate support from the industry itself, be it authorities or other 

entities, towards neutral research is lacking: 

  

Gunnar:  “All research within the academia is carried out through grants, coming from many 

different directions and therefore the research subjects are often, to some degree, 

controlled by the party that provides the funds for the research.” 

 

Magnus: “[…] research is funded to most extent from Europe and European research 

institutions but the issue is that Europe shows no interest in researching the 

Icelandic market, they want research at a macro level, but we’re researching at a 

micro level.” 

 

As the respondents mention, the capital to fund certain research projects is coming from all 

directions, including from abroad where the funders are generally without a high level of interest 

in researching subjects that are specific enough to be of much use to the tourism industry in 

Iceland. The number of unfunded research projects waiting to be executed have had to be 

presented in certain way, framing Iceland as a case example which can be transferred over to 

other markets. Iceland as a destination seems to be so far behind other comparable countries in 

terms of research activity that it can be simulated as a vicious cycle. Because more specific 

research is so much needed in Icelandic tourism, yet similar issues have been researched in other 

countries some years ago, funders are reluctant to invest money into research about the Icelandic 

tourism industry.  

5.2  Preservation of Overall Product Quality 

The second thematic network and global theme centers on important tasks awaiting the industry’s 

stakeholders, with the focal point on the preservation of the product: Iceland as a tourist attraction 

on the global market of tourism (See figure 5.3). This global theme illustrates the most important 

challenge in order to create a more prosperous and bright future for the Icelandic tourism industry, 

and how to create a different path heading away from the negative one the first global theme 

illustrates. The industry’s current path was well discussed with interviewees, and several themes 

came up during the discussions in regards to where the sector should be heading and what needs 
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to be changed in relation to management of the sector as a whole. The following organizing 

themes illustrate the important tasks awaiting:  

 

 

Figure 5.3 – Thematic Network: Preservation of Overall Product Quality 

 

 

Organizing theme: Quality tourists         

This organizing theme pertains to the industry stakeholders’ belief that focus should move away 

from quantity and rather move towards attracting quality when it comes to target markets. For 

example, marketing activities should be directed more towards attracting higher quality tourists, 

and higher paying tourists, moving away from the focus of attracting the masses. Currently, a 

relatively large proportion of the annual visitors generate a minimum level of income for the 

industry and economy and these tourists are branded here as “lower quality tourists”. Although 

they do not generate a high level of income they are just as demanding on the industry’s and 

country’s infrastructure. However, to reach the goal of attracting higher quality tourists, a certain 

mentality change in the industry is needed. Currently the sector is overly focused on simply 

meeting the growing demand for service and entertainment, which then gives little room for 

operators to make improvements on their offerings, be it entertainment or other services. Firstly, 
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to attract “quality tourists” it is essential to improve overall quality level of offerings in the sector 

and reach a more stable level to ensure visitors’ expectations for quality are met when they visit 

Iceland. To attain this goal, the first step would be to set certain standards with which businesses 

must comply, to ensure businesses are bound to offer a certain level of quality in their service as 

set by these standards. 

 

Svava:          “We don't want more tourists, we want quality tourists. We don’t want mass tourism, 

traffic of buses filled with tourists who brought their own supplies from home 

countries, do not pay anywhere and then leave. Promote Iceland is doing great 

things aiming on quality over quantity.” 

 

Ólöf Ýrr:        “We have to put up standards and requirements, and I think we should set the bar 

rather high in relation to that. To offer high quality products and services. That’s 

not solely based on higher price of products and services sold, because quality 

isn’t only based on how many stars a hotel gets, you can have a great five star 

hotel, but another individual can offer an excellent two star bed and breakfast 

service.” 

 

The issue of quality seems to be a growing one when it comes to offerings on the market. To 

meet the demand that comes with extreme growth, numerous new businesses are being founded 

and entering the tourism sector every week. The individuals behind these new businesses often 

have little or no experience of operating in tourism, which is not a big issue. However, the issue 

lies in the fact that it appears little thought is put into a lot of these businesses because there is 

little differentiation. They are not focused on offering improvements over current offerings on the 

market, rather the focus seems to be on maximizing the income in the shortest time possible. This 

accurately describes the current mentality in the market, as if a gold-digging frenzy has taken over 

the industry in recent years. This is happening while at the same time Iceland is becoming a more 

expensive destination to visit. Several interviewees mentioned this in relation to a potentially 

forthcoming and growing issue of decreasing visitor satisfaction when visiting Iceland. The issue 

being dealt with in regards to this is that although quality levels seem to be rather high, 

inconsistency seems to be a true issue. There seems to be a growing rift between quality and 

pricing, meaning the development of pricing and quality is not in parallel. When considering the 

objective of attracting more “quality tourists” this issues somewhat impedes that plan. 

 

Gunnar:         [Discussing the gold-digging frenzy and more low salary jobs in the sector] this is 

also a trend we’ve seen on other markets that experience extreme and rapid 

growth, so this isn’t just an Icelandic issue. But how the market is evolving, with 
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quality levels of offerings lowering to some degree are sometimes the symptoms 

to the operational environment we have here in Iceland today.” 

 

Svava:          [About symptoms of a gold-digging frenzy dominating the sector] “Well, we at least 

always when talking to firm’s representatives ask them what their speciality is, 

what’s their strength. I often hear that the industry may be a little like “well I have a 

jeep, I should run my own jeep tour company” you know. But these firms that we 

see succeed are the ones knowing exactly what their speciality is, where to position 

themselves in the market and what makes them different from others. [...] People 

shouldn't look at their neighbours and do what they’re doing, rather find ways to 

differentiate themselves.” 

  

Some respondents indicated they were slightly worried about the gold-digging mentality that 

currently seems to be dominant in the market implying it could prove troublesome in the long run. 

However, there is also the view that this is simply a periodical condition on the market which will 

eventually find balance once the growth decelerates. Businesses that are built on a weak 

foundation, with little thought put into the operation will likely fall out of the market as time goes 

by. Discussion about the gold-digging frenzy often led to another discussion, that is the 

experience built around the products and services in the market. The gold digger mentality might 

have the effect of decreasing the overall experience around the product and service sold. 

Currently there are several industry operators focused on this factor. The Tourism Task Force 

has a specific project category dedicated to improving positive visitor experiences and Iceland 

Travel who focus more on upper tier, wealthier tourists. But one key element in strengthening 

Iceland’s competitive position in the international tourism market involves creating unique 

experience around the products and services sold to visitors, and making sure that value and 

price develop in parallel. 

  

Hörður:          “The experience is an absolute key. In our mission it’s the theme to offer unique 

experience. That’s what it’s all about, that’s our mission. For most tourists who 

come here, Iceland in itself is an unique experience, it´s different from most other 

destinations which involves the environment, the nature. [...] But a unique 

experience applies to the whole trip, the nature, culture, food, guidance, people 

find this interesting.” 

 

Dagný:          [On the importance of ensuring unique positive visitor experiences] “That’s the only 

way because social media is what it is and we can’t hide in any way. Our guests 

are also our main critics as our best representatives. Thus if we fail sending away 

satisfied guests then our business is done, because it will spread as it happens.” 
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Currently the focus is on the present and near future and what kind of tourists the sector wants to 

attract. In that regard, overall quality of offerings is essential, because competition between 

different destinations can be fierce and Iceland as a destination for tourists to visit is just one of 

many other destinations they can choose from. To attract quality tourists, it is essential to pay 

close attention to the product for sale, Iceland, and to hone in on the qualities the destination has 

to offer, set certain standards and make sure stakeholders follow them, sharpening Iceland’s 

differentiation from other countries. Taking this path may strengthen Iceland’s competitive position 

in comparison to competing destinations in the future, potentially creating a more stable market. 

 

Organizing Theme: Protecting natural resources           

The main selling point and attraction for Iceland as a tourist destination is the country‘s unique 

nature, however, the arctic nature is extremely fragile. With recent growth in mind, it has become 

clear that it is essential to recognize nature as a fertile resource driving a major industry. This 

organizing theme centers on the need to protect the highly valuable resource nature has truly 

become, and especially considering the growth the industry has seen in recent years, this is an 

important measure in the process of building a sturdy base for the industry heading into future. 

Currently, many popular tourist sites are overpopulated and not only during the summer which is 

peak season, but as winter tourism becomes more popular the most popular destinations are 

becoming more steadily overpopulated throughout the whole year. In parallel with this 

development, symptoms of encroachment are starting to be visible at these attractions. The issue 

has sparked a difficult and persistent debate on how to deal with protecting Iceland’s popular 

natural sites. Different industry stakeholders have different views and opinions on the issue, while 

others don‘t fully acknowledge the issue as an urgent one. However, many popular attractions 

have long started to show indications they have reached their tolerance limits in regards to their 

capacity, which brings us back to the issue of control. 

  

Dagný:          “[...] this is a problem in many places, with many firms and the question is how well 

or bad this summer [2017] goes. The main concerns are Gullfoss, Geysir and 

Thingvellir [the golden circle] but the problem is that these places are either owned 

by the public or landowners who can’t agree on one solution, we are lucky that we 

[The Blue Lagoon] are privately owned. If we look at a single project as Silfra, it’s 

a typical project where it’s easy to control access. I talked to them the other day 

and visitors are 50 thousand who dive there each year, their vision is diving visitors 

of around 30 thousand, so the current number of visitors there is close to double 

compared to its tolerance limits in their opinion.” 
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This insight sheds light on how several attractions are currently at their tolerance limit or have 

even long passed it, and reveals how important it is to take control over the situation. The Blue 

Lagoon reached and went above its tolerance limit few years ago, which led them into a direction 

of implementing an access control system, manually controlling the visitor access to the Blue 

lagoon. This has proven extremely successful, both in regards to visitor satisfaction and for 

protection and maintenance of the Lagoon as a natural attraction. One part of the debate is how 

individuals perceive nature as a resource; a renewable one or a non-renewable one. However, 

considering the importance of nature for the industry and due to how sensitive Icelandic nature 

is, the reality is that natural resources should always be given the benefit of the doubt. 

  

Hörður:          “[...] it’s possible to manage it [industry growth and access at specific popular 

attractions] if people are responsible, and the awareness is increasing which can 

be seen at the main natural wonders, and much discipline is needed. [...] Everyone 

respect such access control, and wherever you go you might have to pay a 

minimum fee and people are used to it. Thus we cannot be afraid of doing that, 

take a firm grip and always let nature benefit of the doubt. I would even want to 

consider so called ‘natural pass for everyone entering the country, it’s a quality 

stamp to our brand, Iceland, such strong message.” 

 

Ólöf Ýrr:        “[...] when people start discussing some ways they can limit the growth, manually, 

I become quite hesitant, because this of course is a profession here, I’m not really 

in favor of creating frameworks around industries which are not directly and solely 

built upon natural resources. If we take the fisheries as an example, in that industry 

companies and authorities have to keep in mind that there is of course only a 

limited number of fishes in the sea, and have to base the framework of the industry 

around that, how much can be fished each year.” 

  

These quotes from the interviews with Hörður Gunnarsson CEO of Iceland Travel and Ólöf Ýrr 

Director General at the Icelandic Tourist Board provide examples of the debate in society. But 

both are highly ranked individuals from two different blocks of the sector, Hörður as an industry 

operator and Ólöf from the governance system and they have quite different views on how or 

whether to control the situation. The Director General of the Icelandic Tourist Board is not for 

manual control, as she believes the industry is not dependent on a limited natural resource. On 

the other hand, the CEO of Iceland Travel, a major industry operator is more concerned with the 

number of tourists and their effect on nature which in his mind is the main attraction driving the 

industry forward. He believes a mentality change is needed towards control and protection of 

nature. The fact is that one specific theme was quite persistent throughout most interviews, that 
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is sustainability, and the need to build a sustainable industry. By protecting nature, and 

approaching it a as non-renewable resource, the sector would be taking up a new mindset, which 

could help in the process of building a sustainable business environment for the future. 

 

Organizing Theme: Long term vision is lacking                

A consequence of the extreme growth and the gold-digging frenzy currently dominant in the 

industry is that there has been little focus on the future of the sector, to build a healthier industry 

heading into the future. A large proportion of industry stakeholders are overly focused on the 

present and concerned with how to maximize income and margins - this even applies to the 

governance system. Thus there is a danger of several negative consequences because of this 

mentality. This organizing theme pertains to how the industry is overly focused on the present, 

with too much focus being put on the “upcoming season”, neglecting the necessity having a long-

term vision for the industry, to shape the future and ensure strong foundations for the sector. 

However, most stakeholders seem to be aware of the need for, and importance of building a 

stronger foundation for the industry in the future, in which sustainability should be the guiding 

light. However, progress in that direction requires a clear strategy to use as a guide. The fact is 

that currently a strategy for building a sustainable tourism industry is sorely lacking. This 

discussion brings up a quite persistent issue and theme throughout most interviews, the lack of 

control: 

 

Dagný: “Once we have control, we can finally start creating a long-term strategy, and 

vision, where we want the sector to be in 20 years, this is something we can’t do 

today because we have no control over the growth.” 

  

Anna:              “The sector is not sustainable and won’t be if this growth continues.” 

 

Interviewers:    “What has to change?” 

 

Anna: “We have to run the sector so it will become sustainable, in order to do so we’ll 

have to have more long term vision”. 

 

One of the largest obstacles to successfully creating a long-term strategy and vision is the growth 

and lack of control thereof. Sustainability is however something the Tourism Task Force is working 

towards, but sustainability is a focal point in most projects in the Roadmap which they work by. 

There are several aspects to how the industry can move into a more sustainable direction, for 

example from; business, natural or social perspectives. There are plenty opportunities to utilize 
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Iceland’s current infrastructure and industries more responsibly, to move in a more sustainable 

direction. Hildur at the Tourism Task Force mentions domestic agriculture and food production as 

an example in that regard. But this could play a vital role in decreasing imports, and at the same 

time could activate new regions as production units, serving each regional unit of the tourism 

sector, therefore contributing to the tourism industry in larger proportions. This could also be an 

important step for gaining more control over the industry, as it may help offload the pressure from 

the industry that currently exists in the south-western region of the country. As a result, it could 

spread the load more evenly across the country, activating new regions as potential tourist 

destinations. The fact is that growth and control are both key elements in the process of building 

and managing the industry, shaping it for a more prosperous future. If the industry continues to 

grow at a similar rate as it has in recent years without any control, the danger is that the industry 

and its offerings will decline in quality in the long run: 

 

Anna:           “We do not have this long-term mentality we need, our product is our nature, that’s 

what we’re mainly selling, the clean air, what we have that is so unique, the quality 

will go down if we have no long-term thought and watch out for our “egg”.” 

 

Svava:           “We want to be so called Niceland, that’s what we want and thus we need to act 

upon these elements stated in the report [KPMG scenario analysis]. We should set 

the direction to be Niceland where everybody is happy, the industry flourishes and 

people make money but yet there is social responsibility and nobody is literally 

puking over the amount of tourists. And the report draws up other scenarios as well 

which can possibly happen if we don’t do anything.” 

 

Gunnar:         “By creating a strategy, and by having some sort of vision of where we want to 

stand in few years, I think we’re trying to get into this other phase, getting out of 

this reacting mentality, and trying to do work in order to “prevent”. But this is 

happening slowly.” 

  

The lack of long term vision and strategy may impact negatively on quality in the future, as the 

industry has no vision as to which direction it is heading and this applies to all three pillars; the 

educational system, governance system, and the industry itself. Stakeholders are often overly 

occupied on extinguishing fires and reacting to issues popping up that could have been avoided 

if there would have been a long term-vision to work by. There is however a general agreement 

amongst the stakeholders that they must move out of this “reaction phase” and towards a 

“prevention phase”, to prevent crises from happening and to maintain the quality of the offerings 

at hand, pushing the industry towards a more sustainable business environment. However, this 
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can all be traced back to the need to gain more control over the industry, and without which it will 

be extremely difficult if not impossible to set a long-term strategy for the industry. 

 

Organizing theme: Funding of innovation 

In the years following the economic collapse in 2008, the term ”innovation“ became a buzz word 

in Icelandic discourse, and the innovation environment in Iceland gained a lot of attention from 

authorities, with the objective of creating an optimum environment for innovation to flourish. All in 

all, the innovation environment in Iceland is considered to be rather good and it is quite easy to 

start up a business, something the tourism industry is currently experiencing, with a number of 

new businesses entering the sector every week. In recent years, new innovation accelerators 

have been popping up further improving the infrastructure for innovation, like Startup Reykjavik, 

Icelandic Startups and others that are more focused on specific sectors like the Startup Energy 

and the most recent one, Startup Tourism. Startup Tourism is solely focused on the tourism 

industry, which is focused on helping entrepreneurs move forward with their ideas and to improve 

the sector’s service and offerings. This organizing theme pertains to the innovation environment 

in the Icelandic tourism sector, more precisely to the limited access to capital dedicated for 

innovation projects in tourism. Like the other factions of the sector dependent on investments 

which have already been discussed, for example research projects and infrastructure 

development, access to financial capital for innovation projects in tourism is deficient. Whether 

that has some connection to the gold digging mentality remains to be said, but when it comes to 

accessing financial capital for innovation projects in tourism, the short term thought seems to be 

overly prevailing. 

  

Hildur:           “Well, for example we have no support fund dedicated to support the tourism 

industry, to support innovation within the industry. We are supposed to be covered 

by the technology development fund, but there are standards which they work by 

that have the effect that applications for the tourism industry are rejected. There is 

a very small number of projects and applications that eventually get approved in 

that fund.” 

 

Dagný:         “The thing is that the Blue Lagoon didn’t manage to return profit until in most recent 

years, and you need a very patient capital for business as ours. The gold digger 

thinking as it appears in the industry today is very bad, and thus if we are going to 

build up robust tourism in both East and North then I would say it’s a 15-20 year 

project, we need long term thinking.” 
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However, there is much debate about who should be responsible for this improvement. Most 

respondents agreed that authorities should focus on building a strong and fertile foundation for 

innovation to flourish in the economy, but leave financial support to the private sector. The issue 

of investment in innovation and startups in Iceland has been discussed and analyzed many times 

before. In their report on the issue, KPMG concluded that there is a certain gap in the investment 

structure in Iceland. This gap is found after the “startup phase” concludes and before the business 

starts to turn in steady income. There is little competition at this stage for the business, and 

investors’ reactions are usually that the companies need higher turnover for them to invest in their 

business (KPMG, 2016). 

 

Most recently we have been seeing progress in regards to access to investment for tourism, with 

new investment funds being established, funds that are more focused on the tourism sector. 

However, although slow progress is being made, the fact remains that to a large extent current 

investment funds do not regard it as an option to invest in tourism. These are funds that control a 

large proportion of the total capital dedicated to investment in innovation in the economy and are 

supposed to cover investment in tourism. The reality seems to be that the industry has no place 

in current system. There are several reasons to this, for example; application processes for grants 

are often based on certain criteria that applications must fulfill, which often leads to an automatic 

exclusion for projects in tourism because of the unique nature of the tourism sector. Lack of trust 

in the industry from investors seems to be another issue, but can be traced back to several factors, 

for example; due to lack of experience within the sector, how young the industry is and 

stakeholders having little experience of it as a major driver in the economy. 

  

Svava:           “So [...] yes I think the support is there but perhaps I would like to see… I don't 

know who should do it, us or someone else, but more discussion about the funding 

environment and investments in firms within tourism. I know about at least two 

rather new funds that focus specifically on the tourism industry, Eldey and Icelandic 

Tourism Fund. But then other funds have been telling me that they are not going 

to invest in tourism, then I look into what kind of firms they are actually investing in 

and there are a few that are maybe technical firms but work within the tourism 

industry.” 

 

It is not all negative however, as there has been a positive development in the tourism sector in 

recent years, towards more professional mentality in operational management, in parallel with 

professional investors showing more interest in the industry, investing in established operations. 

The sector is therefore gaining more recognition as a real industry and slowly moving away from 
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the ”hobby” stamp it has had for decades. This development indicates some increase in trust and 

belief in the sector for the future, which could further pave the way for increased future investment. 

  

Dagný:         “But there tourism has been changing recently, regarding the business climate. [...] 

Older operators are starting to sell parts out of their companies, meaning we’re 

seeing the ownership moving away from founders, companies are therefore 

moving from being mainly “family businesses” towards we’re seeing more and 

more professional investors entering the sector. In parallel with this, the 

environment changes radically, the business that before was perhaps more 

“personal” is now becoming more “corporate” and impersonal.  The industry is 

moving from being kind of a “hobby business” towards a more professional and 

corporate one.” 

  

Although the innovation environment at first glance seems to be rather good and undergoing 

positive development, several issues still arose during the discussions about the innovation 

environment for tourism and the access to investment in the sector. One of which may be directly 

connected to the current mindset within the industry, an issue that came up several times 

throughout the interviews was that stakeholders seem to be rather shortsighted and lack the 

necessary patience. This applies also to the parties that hold control over the capital dedicated to 

invest in innovation, startups and exciting ideas. Investors must approach the tourism sector with 

a more patient mindset, focusing on the long-term prosperity of the industry when considering 

investment opportunities. Considering the aforementioned gap in the investment structure and 

the view investors hold on the sector, it can be assumed that the environment can discourage 

businesses from moving forward with their ideas and to seek funding in the current system.  

5.3  Diversity, Distribution & Efficiency Towards Prosperity 

Moving within the thematic network, the third global theme takes on the more prospective tasks 

that are supposedly required in order to encompass how to reach a point at which the industry 

runs more effectively. The themes take on probable resolutions of issues that the tourism industry 

faces as the current situation evolves. To elaborate on what this global theme deals with, 

innovation is a central term in the discussion as is the debate of how the business within the 

tourism grows in harmony with the local environment. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the 

educational and governance system in Iceland is a focal point. To summarize, this last part of the 

thematic network touches upon determining factors that may facilitate the resolution of issues 
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posed in previous global themes as it supports the objectives of increased efficiency from all 

directions within the tourism industry in Iceland. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 – Thematic Network: Diversity, Distribution & Efficiency Towards Prosperity 

 

 

Organizing theme: Importance of innovation 

For industries in a highly competitive environment innovation can play a vital role in maintaining 

or creating a competitive advantage in the market. As the world opens, making traveling easier 

than ever before, consumers today see traveling simply as a part of everyday life. In parallel with 

this development the competitive landscape in the tourism industry has become more demanding, 

with each destination competing with other potential destinations to attract visitors. This 

organizing theme pertains to the importance of  regional and national tourism industries to 
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maintain a certain level of innovation to hold their position in the market, creating or maintaining 

their competitive advantage. During the discussions, all interviewees agreed on the importance 

of innovation as a factor in building a strong industry, in which the tourism sector was regarded 

as no exception. Strategic support for innovation could potentially play a key role in activating new 

regions for the Icelandic tourism industry, increasing the supply and selection of leisure options 

throughout the country, which are all regarded as important elements in strengthening the 

foundations the industry is built upon. This then supports the claim that innovation can reinforce 

pillars of tourism industries creating grounds for more stable future prospects for the industry: 

  

Dagný:           “I think increased support is very important. If we look at the big picture here, then 

we can see that the South-West of Iceland is simply sold out, simple as that. We 

cannot increase the number here. However, what we’ve got is huge land where 

we’ve got plenty of potential to do more and better, among the most obvious 

potentials is Akureyri or the North side of the country and the East. The East is in 

many ways more exciting than the North, transportation wise. But the North has its 

infrastructure in better shape as things are today.” 

 

Ólöf Ýrr:        “In a business environment where the growth is as extreme as within the tourism 

sector here, the growth can come down on the level of innovation within it, and the 

quality-level of the products and services which are in supply, because businesses 

are overly focused on the pace and being able to meet this extreme growth in 

demand. They therefore can’t think about the overall quality of the business, 

because the money keeps on coming whatsoever.” 

 

For the Icelandic tourism industry, it is important to maintain a certain level of innovation within 

the sector, although the current business environment, with its enormous annual growth, to some 

degree gives operators the chance to neglect that aspect of their business. However, if this 

continues to be the trend in the market, the long-term effect could be quite negative for the industry 

in the future. But how to support innovation, from where should it come, who is responsible for 

building the grounds for innovation? These were issues that came up during the discussions and 

shed light on a prominent debate on the subject, as different interviewees had quite different ideas 

about it. While the vast majority agreed that the government or the governance system should 

not have any direct influence on innovation or be involved in any processes of innovation in the 

industry, but rather focus on building the foundation and environment in which innovation can 

prosper. However, the Tourism Task Force operates under several governmental authorities, and 

the Tourism Task Force in reality is simply an innovation project, or an innovation accelerator 

operated under authorities and showing quite positive results. This somewhat contradicts the 
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opinions of for example the Director General of the Icelandic Tourism Board, Ólöf Ýrr and others 

in relation to the issue: 

  

Ólöf Ýrr: “We do not send local entities and tell them to innovate more and better, we think 

you should do this and that in a better way… you see. Rather the process has to 

take place within the firms but we try to provide the tools and the right conditions. 

So in that sense we are supporting firms to innovate by creating better conditions 

and facilitate the right tools, it’s kind of indirect support but still to some extent.” 

 

Gunnar V: “I think there is no external support for innovation. Then it can always be discussed, 

does the government need to support innovation? Innovation has been doing just 

fine so does the government need to put money into it, to support it? This was a 

discussion four to five years ago following the collapse, well six to eight years ago, 

then we experienced a lack of financial resources for innovation and people were 

taking their first steps in forming supply in tourism, but then it has flourishes and 

the supply has been developing with support by both funds and firms, and thus it’s 

a question if the industry is really in need of support from authorities in relation to 

innovation.” 

 

Anna:            “Then we can’t forget, just so it’s out there, because you’re working on your 

research with the perspective of innovation in mind. That is, the Task Force is in 

itself a five year innovation project, we are innovation in tourism. Everything we’re 

doing here is innovation, we’re always working on new processes, new ideas and 

solutions, all our projects require us to push through changes, to do thing in a new 

manner, or a new approach to what we’re doing. We do this in order to strengthen 

the pillars of the industry for the long term, but also to accelerate change, we are 

an accelerator, innovation accelerator in tourism.” 

  

The role of the authorities in the process of innovation is and will continue to be a subject of great 

debate, due to its complicated and political nature. However, the experience gained from the 

Tourism Task Force project indicates positive results from keeping authorities inside the “loop”, 

establishing the notion that authorities perhaps should take a more active role in the process of 

innovation in several matters. 

 

The issue of innovation within the industry touches upon multiple areas, some of which are the 

issues of encroachment, the preservation of tourist attractions and the distribution of tourists, as 

mentioned earlier. The interviewees suggest that a steady flow of innovation is needed to 

contribute to value creation, but innovation is an important link in the process of preserving the 

quality of offerings. The Blue Lagoon is an excellent example in that regard, demonstrating how 
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to use innovation in a form of new approaches and new combinations to generate greater value 

for visitors from their current resources: 

  

Dagný:         “It’s only for operational innovation that the Blue Lagoon managed to cope with the 

overflow of guests by controlling access, implementing systems and rethinking how 

do things in a different and better ways. [...]  all of a sudden we see openings for 

dynamic pricing, a price innovation is also a big thing. I created new price lists in 

2008 which was on a value-based pricing model, before there was only one price 

for everyone and it didn’t matter if you wanted a better service is wasn’t available. 

Guests often come here because they are celebrating something, wedding, 

birthday or something else and wanted to treat themselves, but couldn’t. Thus we 

started to stretch or extend our offerings and created more expensive packages, 

as it is now those who buy the most expensive packages are our most satisfied 

customers and that’s very motivating so we are stretching this even more.” 

  

The importance of innovation cannot be underestimated. The interviewees all argued for that and 

mentioned several examples of how innovation is important, for example in the process of 

maintaining a good range of offerings within the Icelandic tourism market, preserving quality, 

generating greater value from current resources and meeting visitors’ requirements. The Blue 

Lagoon provides an excellent example in that regard, like the quotation from Dagný suggests. 

The Blue Lagoon managed to increase customer satisfaction by implementing a dynamic pricing 

model, which enabled them to offer a wider range of products, meeting different needs and 

expectations by offering them in various price ranges. 

 

Organizing theme: Distribution of visitors 

As pointed out earlier, the escalation of tourist flow to Iceland has had its impact on the 

surroundings, in such volume that the infrastructure cannot handle much more and is already 

showing dangerous signs of overflow. This is particularly true in certain regional areas where the 

most extensive tourist traffic is, in and around typical routes and popular places. Interviewees 

shared common views about the importance of scattering tourists more evenly across the country 

to spread the load which has apparently evolved. How this is achieved is an issue however 

because if the conditions are inadequate, spreading visitors could prove difficult. Svava, the 

project manager at Startup Tourism, points out the necessity of regional design when it comes to 

travel destinations in Iceland as each one should position itself as something unique. Touching 

upon the same issue, the Director General of the Icelandic Tourist Board, Ólöf, refers to one of 

their most prominent tasks of carrying out regional development work which is one of few they 

perform under law.  
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Ólöf: “We work closely with the marketing agencies on this which has become very 

important for local authorities across Iceland and the tourism in whole. Other 

entities are then also involved so it’s rather unstructured as it is across Iceland and 

there the local authorities play significant role. Yesterday, we started to lay the 

foundations of strategic management plans for the whole island which we have 

been preparing the past two years. The purpose for the initiative is to attempt to 

gain answers to many of the challenges the tourism is facing across the country.” 

 

Svava: “Regional marketing offices are then working on destination design and we are 

having an open house for them this Thursday where a destination designer from 

Sweden will hold a lecture. The thing is Iceland is becoming more and more as 

many smaller destinations where each region is trying to find their own uniqueness. 

They are trying to position themselves and define themselves according what they 

can offer. Westfjords have for instance been doing things very well and got 

recognition from outside Iceland, they are named one 10 places you must visit by 

Lonely Planet in 2016.”  

 

Ongoing marketing initiatives in partnership with local authorities in each region seem to be a very 

important step towards better managing traffic thus scattering tourists more evenly. Even so, 

people are not just told to travel elsewhere and neither they are told when to travel. As Dagný 

[managing director of the Blue Lagoon] mentioned, certain parts of the country are already sold 

out and the number of visitors there cannot be increased without sacrificing the unique experience 

so many come for. Meanwhile, other parts remain underutilized and although Iceland is a big 

country and widely the infrastructure is weak, distribution is simply too uneven. Dagný points out 

that when too many tourists visit at once the worse the experience is, as the case was at the Blue 

Lagoon only few years ago. Changes to their procedures and the implementation of a 

straightforward access control system completely revolutionized the firm as a highly popular 

attraction. Such control is near impossible if considering the bigger picture, if applied to Iceland 

as a destination. Typical tourist attractions such as the Golden Circle are undeniably under the 

most pressure from tourist crowds which is partly explained by one of the interviewees [Dagný] 

as a result of proprietorship. Behind most attractions there are many landowners who seemingly 

cannot fully agree to one joint system. In any case, the industry is in need of more widespread 

distribution of visitors, involving emerging challenges in distributing tourists both geographically 

and by season. Different regional parts of the country do not seem to stand equally when 

considering the capability to welcome an increased number of tourists which currently results in 

broken premise for proper developments. The challenges are multiple taking into an account both 

subjective and objective issues. Quality of the transportation system is a point of a departure in 
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the discussion as the island is vast, expansive and conditions are unpredictable. For an example, 

Svava talks about the importance of aviation which can prove quite significant in connecting 

certain country parts by air by allowing tourists to pick their final destination and directly fly there 

from the international airport thus optionally cutting out a stopover in Reykjavik and surrounding 

areas. According to Svava and other interviewees the controversial transportation system in 

Iceland is gradually being improved although more urgency in improving the current system is 

required:   

 

Svava: “[…] now it’s possible to fly straight from KEF airport [the international airport] to 

Akureyri in the North and also to the East. This is a very important step in 

managing, to better scattering tourists across the country.” 

 

Anna:  “[...] we have certain projects that all of a sudden are considered extremely vital to 

start working on while others become less vital. To name an example, during the 

last year, we’ve been getting extremely important projects regarding security 

issues on tourist destinations, transportation issues, these are issues that are 

highly prominent in the public discussion. [...] But if we think of developments of 

our transportation system, and infrastructure in whole, it’s in no way following the 

growth, that’s a fact also.” 

 

Dagný: “If the government wants to build up the North or the East as an attraction and act 

up on it, then private entities can come in and do their thing. The authorities have 

to support the ground and create conditions by for instance improved 

transportation and infrastructure for entities to see the opportunity to do business 

there.” 

 

The issue of distribution does not only involve the number of tourists at each place but at each 

time period as well because the tourism industry has in many ways been tied to exaggerated high 

and low seasons. This is slowly changing, however, according to Magnús [at the University of 

Iceland] entities are still experiencing huge differences in the numbers of tourists meaning that 

the operating year is unstable for most businesses, especially in  the countryside. This may drive 

firms to reduce quality during low seasons to cover the costs which can result in an unattractive 

operating environment for firms.  

 

Magnús: “[...] we’re used to focusing on maximizing the income over those three months 

because we know the other eight most likely won’t be too good for the operation, 

or that we’ll have to “short-sell” or lower the prices to attract people, and even 

decreasing the quality standards as we lose a chunk of our staff back to schools 

over the winter months.” 
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As transportation presumably gets better over time, it could become more attractive for firms to 

operate within other regions than within the most populated areas. As one interviewees argued, 

smaller firms are more likely to be in smaller towns and villages across the country while larger 

firms thrive generally around the capital area, clearly among other small firms. Ólöf is concerned 

about the alleged trend of that firms are increasingly merging to one another, into larger firms 

which should result in advantage operational wise. Her concerns relate to more rural areas which 

are left in uncertainty as robust firms are the backbone of such communities. According to Dagný, 

transportation for people to get to work in more rural areas is insufficient and an established 

strategy is needed when it comes to education and training for potential employees of potential 

businesses operating there. Locals need to be educated further for relevant professions and that 

alone is not enough, many other factors come into play. With robust businesses operating in the 

areas serving visitors all year around, employment opportunities  must be available. The subject 

is discussed by interviewees as a shortage in human resources seems to be a growing issue 

within the tourism industry in Iceland and firms are starting to import a foreign workforce to a 

greater extent which already has become commonly recognized and in some occupations is an 

integral part of the industry.  

 

Anna: “[...] we’ll most likely have to get that staff from abroad because right now we have 

no unemployment in the country, therefore there is no domestic staff available to 

acquire if the industry continues to grow.” 

 

Gunnar: “Maintaining the service level within the industry would not be possible without 

getting foreign labor into the sector. Getting this foreign labor is in some parts really 

positive for the industry in my honest opinion, this is something I think could be an 

interesting research subject, but I think the people who are coming from abroad to 

work here are bringing their knowledge in tourism with them, many of these people 

have some experience working within this sector from their home countries. 

Perhaps educated in for example hospitality or tourism or whatever, and are 

bringing a lot of knowledge with them to our industry here in Iceland.” 

 

With more knowledge on the forefront the industry is better equipped to provide the necessary 

groundwork for offering unique experiences for visitors. In order to distribute visitors more evenly, 

firms as well as local authorities must try to attract tourists to visit each part of the country. The 

supply of entertainment of some sort is a central issue in the discussion and is considered as 

quite decisive when looking to the challenge of receiving tourists to more remote country parts. 

Thus the discussion revolved around the need for increased supply of entertainment across the 
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country for visitors. As Svava with Startup Tourism mentions, offering a decent level of 

entertainment is a very important thing for promising places, to enable better receipt of increased 

tourist traffic - otherwise firms will become incompetent in the competition of attracting tourists. 

 

Svava: “Well there is aways this discussion that we need to scatter tourists more evenly 

across the country, but then we need to have something for them to do. Thus 

innovation on entertainment is just beautiful. Also we want to do better in 

welcoming our guests and provide them with memorable experience from Iceland.”  

 

Gunnar Valur: “Iceland could be able to welcome here upto 5 million tourists over the year but it 

has to be controlled in a right way, they have to be directed to more places in 

Iceland, thus we need to develop certain attractions to lure the tourists there, 

because we cannot tell them where to go.”  

 

Startup Tourism organizes and hosts a 10 week program for selected startups that meet certain 

conditions by supporting them to come through as legitimate businesses offering value to the 

industry. According to Svava this year’s application theme ratio was around 80% focused on 

entertainment, thus the dominant theme in new ideas seems to be related to entertainment 

business within the program. One of the main criteria when selecting those ideas into the program 

is to what extent it promotes the distribution of visitors across the country.  

 

Svava: “[...] we are using particular criteria when we go through all of the ideas, for 

instance how innovative the idea is, also we consider social responsibility, we take 

into account the location where in Iceland, we consider the nature whether 

entertainment or technical or solution for the infrastructure, we also consider the 

team behind it, and how likely or realistic it is for the idea to become reality i.e. how 

the team plans to execute and so on.”  

 

Although, the need for increased distribution is still prominent as the traffic is quite spatial, a lot 

has been done to increase the supply of entertainment across the country. Hildur points out that 

the innovation environment within the tourism industry has been quite fertile and that the level of 

recreational initiatives has improved enormously for instance in respect to food:  

 

Hildur: “We’re seeing a more interesting culinary culture in development now, we’re 

seeing a lot more domestic production of e.g. fruits and vegetables, the market for 

these products has grown in correlation to more tourists visiting.” 

 

Hörður agrees and remarks on the many opportunities available in activating farmers, a lot more 

than Icelanders have been doing so far. Hörður points out that innovation in tourism is not subject 
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to the masses, much rather it involves attracting high paying customers to places where these 

groups have the opportunity to experience something unique, far from anything they know from 

back home. Dagný talks about the need for more new concepts which can carry themselves 

operationally such as the likes of “Into the Glacier” in Langjökull and “inside the Volcano” which 

are projects that Dagný considers as motivating for others to go ahead with new concepts.  

 

Dagný: “If we just take Into the Glacier as an example, that project has proved to be highly 

motivating for others around that area. What they did there was to simply be really 

confident, they went into sort of a madness regarding investment and this is 

definitely paying off now, as this has activated a huge area around as a major 

tourist attraction [...].” 

 

However, when such attractions are being initiated, promotional matters must also be taken into 

the equation. In this way, tourists need to be reached by marketers because otherwise the 

intentional purpose of attracting them to certain locations misses its mark. Thus, tourists need to 

be provided with information on attraction initiatives or risk them having no access to necessary 

information which means that the countryside particularly would suffer the consequences. 

Innovation in relation to entertainment is important but innovation in technology even more so 

according to Svava at Startup Tourism. She takes for example the innovative platform “Guide to 

Iceland” which is a huge platform that provides information on most entities who offer any 

entertainment across the country. The issue is that there is no sufficient enough platform that is 

commonly used by travelers. 

 

Svava: “We would like to increase the number of technical ideas but in fact we don't 

receive many and we want to see more ideas that serve the whole island.” 

 

Anna: “We’re seeing a lot of very good work being done, in all regions of the country, and 

in most institutions, but we need this platform to present the findings” [researches 

on the industry]. 

 

Dagný: “We are seeing genuine new authentic experience services popping up all over. 

But how people can find them, that’s the issue I believe, visitors are not familiar 

with all these offerings, so the issue perhaps lies in marketing.” 
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Organizing theme: Reconstruct the relationship with society 

As mentioned earlier, the tourism industry has become the largest sector in Iceland which the 

economy is currently very dependent on. A subject of interest was the positive influence of 

industries on societies when considering the fast growing industry of tourism. That is, something 

completely different for locals than what they had before because they have had to rely on quite 

closed industries such as fisheries. Now that the largest and most important industry is in Iceland 

is wide open, full of uncertainties and touching on every aspect of society.  

 

Ólöf: “We have to have the courage to set rules in order to shape and direct the tourism 

industry into a direction we truly want it to develop towards. Because the tourism 

has so much influence on the society as a whole, perhaps more than any other 

industry, and therefore, we have to be concerned and awake in relation to where 

it’s heading and where we want to see it go in the future.” 

 

Tourism spans every profession, and even people who work at gas stations are considered as 

employees within the industry according to Anna. This is why communities, particularly in the 

countryside, have to take everything into an account when it comes to marketing themselves as 

an interesting destination and thus preparing to receive a certain number of tourists. It is far from 

being enough to provide tourists with simple accommodation and entertainment because the 

infrastructure as whole is vital according to the interviewees. Thus, community infrastructure 

needs to be reinforced throughout the country in order to respond to an increased number of 

tourists. Among other interviewees, Ólöf takes an example of the labor force within each area 

where it has become increasingly common to hire foreign workers to fill vacancies within the 

sector.  

 

Ólöf: “[...] vacancies have increased rapidly, which means we have to rely on foreign 

labor. We have to welcome this foreign labor in a way that they become socially 

active in Icelandic society, seamlessly, and make sure they feel welcome here in 

Iceland, they get the chance to learn Icelandic, are taught what it is to be an 

Icelandic citizen. This is something I think will be quite the challenge in the near 

future.” 

  

In order to enable these hirings the necessary infrastructure has to be in place in which is touched 

upon by examples that follow discussion about community infrastructure such as hospitals, 

educational systems, housing, transportation systems, etc. Anna uses a metaphor of a production 

unit to make her point about how risky it is as the current situation evolves: 
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Anna: “If we think of this as a production unit, and we’re always pushing the production, 

producing more and more units, the machine will start to squeak everywhere and 

eventually we’ll start to see smoke coming out of it, before that happens you have 

to decelerate to let the machine breathe. If we don’t do so, eventually the product 

itself will fall to the floor and gets destroyed.” 

 

Gunnar Valur: “We can’t forget synergistic factors to tourism for inhabitants that have to live there. 

These are not necessarily sectors directly connected to tourism but nevertheless 

necessary infrastructure so that the tourism can thrive.” 

 

Arguably, the tourism industry is relevant to everyone and everything and for that reason the 

general public has to be included in its affairs. However, if considering some of the interviewees’ 

inferences, locals are often quite skeptical about the tourism industry and do not appreciate how 

valuable it really has been for the economy. Thus the attitude towards the tourism industry is often 

negative. Although, it is possible that this might slowly be changing as the industry grows on 

people.  

 

Svava: “My feeling is that many very talented people are now starting to work within 

tourism, and people are finally realizing that this is a real industry. As I saw it, few 

years back when I was studying, people tended to look down on the industry, it 

was something that ruins the society.  

[...]  

But I hope it’s slowly changing and I think the attitude towards tourism has to 

change. Have you visited ‘Bakland Ferðaþjónustunnar’ on Facebook?”  

 

Interviewers: “No.” 

 

Svava: “It’s a large group of people who have joint interest in tourism and I feel like the 

discussions there are only based on negative issues and complaints, bunch of 

lousy posts and negative debate. We really need to change attitudes for the sake 

of the industry.”  

 

Hörður agrees and talks about his opinion that entities within the tourism industry lack a little 

discipline when it comes to perceiving tourists as valuable. In his and many others’ opinions, 

locals should look at tourism as a high value profession and focus on always giving nature the 

benefit of the doubt because it is the product they are selling as it is their own to enjoy themselves. 

Gunnar thinks that there has never been any belief in the tourism industry, not until after the 

collapse and therefore this trust he sees now is something completely new. For the first time, 

tourism is being considered as a valuable industry.  
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Organizing theme: Efficiency of the governance system 

In recent years, Iceland’s economy has undergone enormous changes, with a switchover 

between some industries regarding their contribution to the economy’s GDP, in which the tourism 

industry has been most prominent. Due to the nature of the tourism industry, as it touches upon 

most aspects of society, a clear overview over the industry’s landscape, efficiency and clear paths 

for decision making can all be critical aspects in the process of maintaining the industry’s 

competitive status. However, some believe Iceland’s governance system has not developed in 

parallel with the evolution of Iceland’s economy and the growing prominence and importance of 

the tourism industry as a major industry. This organizing theme pertains to the efficiency of the 

Icelandic governance system, or much rather lack thereof. But in the minds of some of the 

interviewees who shared their opinions and experience of the system, they believed the Icelandic 

governance system to be overly rigid and hierarchical, which then may prevent the will or even 

the ability for people to drive the necessary changes to develop the system through it. The first 

key element to increasing the efficiency of the system is to find ways to speed up decision making. 

To do so, the focus could be on shortening the lines of communication, and to form a forum to 

facilitate cooperation between different parts of the governance system: 

 

Anna: “The issue isn’t the people, but the system. No one will show up for work every day 

with a negative attitude, decided on being annoyed and holding a grudge against 

everyone and everything, the system is the issue, it isn’t efficient enough. We do 

not have any quality project management in the system, but there are intentions to 

change this, but it will take extremely long time. The system today is serving itself 

and not society.” 

 

Hildur: “We’ve been active for a year, [...] and I think we are doing some good work.  We’re 

facilitating more cooperation and coordination in the system than what we’ve seen. 

We have gotten some recognition a year later, we notice that, when we first started, 

very few people had any belief in the project.” 

 

Complicated structures and long channels of communication seem to hinder the government’s 

ability to approach tasks in an efficient and strategic manner, an issue which again touches upon 

the issues of lack of vision and strategy, as stakeholders have no holistic vision as to which 

direction the industry is truly heading. In that regard, Magnús Haukur mentioned two excellent 

examples of the situation within the system, the hierarchy and lack of communication when 

discussing strategy and communication: 
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Magnús:    “To name an example of the chaos, we have three institutions on top of the ministry 

of tourism that are assessing the need for toilets on the road around Iceland, and 

these three are not having any discussion on this subject. [...] they have no idea 

what others are doing, and therefore three institutions are working on the exact 

same thing.” 

 

Magnús:         “Well there is a simple explanation to why the university is not a member [of the 

Iceland Tourism Cluster], the cluster’s management contacted the university, and 

a decision is made somewhere within the hierarchy, or the inquiry is forgotten or 

lost on someone’s desk, so the inquiry never passes into the small department, 

our department of tourism, it’s as simple as that.” 

 

These are only two examples of the lack of communication, one of which may entail significantly 

higher costs for a project and the other having the consequence that Iceland‘s largest educational 

and research institution is not a member or a part of the only cluster active within tourism in 

Iceland. These two examples indicate the need for more cooperation within the system, and 

between different institutions and authorities. But what measures are realistically feasible to make 

to increase cooperation within the system? Currently there is an active forum which to some 

degree has good potential, and actually has progressed into a direction to open up a discussion 

on the various issues between different stakeholders, this is the temporary project, The Tourism 

Task Force. Up until now, the experience from the project (according to the Tourism Task Force‘s 

project managers) shows indications that the Task Force‘s tasks are progressing in a positive 

direction. The Task Force also offers different stakeholders the platform to contribute to the 

discussion, opening it up and helping stakeholders to make more informed decisions to resolve 

ongoing issues within the industry. Facilitating communication between different industry 

stakeholders could potentially help with another prominent issue within the industry. Stakeholders 

often make quite shortsighted and arbitrary decisions, meaning that key industry players are often 

heading in different directions: 

 

Hörður:          “Our marketing activities have always been about nature, and we promote nature 

as the luxury, and in fact it is. Icelandic nature, peaceful, not too crowded, but now 

we are kind of changing to mass tourism which is which is definitely a danger sign. 

Thus management is very important, controlling the flow.” 

 

Ólöf Ýrr:         “However, when people start discussing some ways they can limit the growth, 

manually, I become quite hesitant, because this of course is a profession here, I’m 

not really in favor of creating frameworks around industries which are not directly 

and solely built upon natural resources.” 
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Gunnar:      “It should of course be in the hands of the government [and not the industry’s 

operators] to limit the access for airlines [to limit the growth] and not to go ahead 

with a ISK 20 billion investment for the airport today, knowing what is happening.” 

 

The system is currently overly rigid and although the hierarchy is not too steep it is still not flexible 

enough to deal with the complexity of the tourism industry, as it touches upon most aspects of 

society and therefore needs to be kept in mind in most fields of the national governance system 

(see appendix III). People within the system feel as if it is plagued with walls and roadblocks, 

decreasing the will to push through changes within the system, to develop it for a new reality in 

which the tourism industry is a major industry, and to increase system‘s efficiency. With less 

efficiency, the pile of issues will likely continue to grow as fewer urgent matters are dealt with.  

 

Organizing theme: Efficiency of the educational system 

Having in place an efficient educational system, supporting industries both directly and indirectly, 

can be helpful when looking towards future prospects. The part of Iceland’s educational system 

that can be attributed to tourism is according to one of the member of the Tourism Task Force 

[Hildur] “overly focused on geography and very little on the business side of tourism”. According 

to Hildur, the Tourism department at the University of Iceland has not developed since she was 

studying there many years ago. 

 

Hildur: “We need the university to adapt itself to the industry more, we’re not seeing this 

being done in any shape or form, the university has to be much more dynamic. 

The gap between the tourism department in the university and the industry itself 

has grown enormously in recent years. I think this is a really sad fact, we’re seeing 

no progress in the university itself, the institution I would think should be leading 

when it comes to progress and development in our economy.” 

 

While the members of the Tourism Task Force point out inefficiency and a lack of more dynamic 

adaptation by the universities, it is quite apparent that enough flexibility is not available to them in 

order to follow the industry development as is needed. Nevertheless, the supply of educational 

programs about tourism is limited and lacks practicality according to Gunnar and Magnus, 

representatives of the University of Iceland. Gunnar shares that the universities have not made 

any strategy when it comes to the tourism industry and that the tourism department at the school 

has been developing very slowly: 
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Gunnar: “In my opinion, the university’s role is to offer a high quality basic education, which 

is practical for the industry and is organized in conjunction with the industry. The 

university of Iceland is however not a university of applied sciences, but defines 

itself as a research university, so our study program is more academically focused, 

which is something the program has been to some degree criticized for, being too 

academic and not practical enough.” 

 

Gunnar continues and points out that in Iceland there is an essential need for applied science or 

a specific applied science trajectory which they do not currently exist and that could be an issue 

in his opinion. According to Magnus, whose role is partly centered on the issue, some barriers 

have to be broken between the tourism department and the department of business 

administration. Another perspective is that the tourism department needs to  be increasingly 

directly connected to the actual business environment. Gunnar believes that increased 

cooperation with relevant companies and the industry itself could become quite valuable through 

different courses:  

 

Gunnar: “I do completely agree with Magnús, that our opportunities here in the university is 

to develop more practical MSc programs within the department, MSc programs 

that are specifically designed to be directly connected to the industry itself. This is 

something I think we should really consider, I think this is where our development 

should be directed towards, increased cooperation with both other university 

departments and with foreign universities.” 

 

As discussed earlier, the universities have financially been under the knife and have seen major 

cuts even though the economy is booming as never before. Even so, some valuable opportunities 

can be found through creating synergies between educational institutions, such as close 

cooperation between the University of Iceland and Hólar University. According to Magnus, the 

value lies in combining strengths of both the institutions as Hólar is much more practical thinking 

than the University of Iceland.  

 

Magnus: “We just have to make these decisions, find these synergies but it seems as if the 

universities and authorities suffer from determining aversion. If we could see past 

this, I think by merging different schools we could develop our programs for the 

better, using the strengths we do possess within these institutions but are not 

utilizing effectively and efficiently in their current forms. This way we could perhaps 

develop different departments where some are more academic and others more 

practical.” 
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Gunnar: “I think we can do much better then we’re doing today, within the academic 

environment. If we take the example Magnús mentioned earlier, the new Service 

Management program, we’re offering it for the first time this year. The program is 

hosted by the department of business, but it touches upon other departments. This 

is something we can do much more frequently and better, finding these synergies. 

We could for example make use of much of the work that is going on within the 

department of educational science, we have the Leisure Studies there, a field of 

studies that are directly connected to tourism. And there are other departments 

that are doing much work that could be intertwined into our tourism programs. We 

do have to work more together, but this requires time and staff.” 

 

The resources that are likely to be needed to promote a more efficient educational system appear 

not to be allocated to the universities to an adequate level, according to the interviewees. This 

potentially has had its impact over recent years as the discussion has widely been encompassed 

by the hypothesis that the educational level is low within the tourism industry. Opinions are divided 

however, as for instance one of the interviewees [Gunnar Valur] argues that there are rather high 

educational levels within the industry and that the debate is deluded and not necessarily true.  

 

Gunnar Valur: “There are many firms hiring educated employees for available positions, such as 

tour guides and then of course huge firms as Icelandair and WOW Air who are 

growing fast in tourism that build up their work mostly by people with higher 

education or specialized skills. Then we have specialized people in many 

professions for instance chefs and educated servants, and this means that it’s 

easier to maintain quality within firms and in the industry as whole, that the level of 

education is considered or always in the mind of people.” 

 

Gunnar Valur’s argument is in many respects based on comparisons with other export industries 

such as fisheries and aluminum production. “Of course there is always a certain ratio that belongs 

to low income jobs, but we don’t think that this is more in tourism than in other export industries”. 

The debate has evolved around the presumption that low income positions therefore are dominant 

within the tourism industry. Gunnar Valur then explains the alleged volume of low income 

positions with the economic boom that has led to current in-between situation, thus “we had some 

level of less educated people until it reaches equilibrium” the demand surpasses the supply. 

Hörður [CEO at Iceland Travel] agrees with Gunnar Valur and points out that the industry growth 

has been exaggerated which means that the industry has not been able to keep up with the 

demand for educated people “this appears everywhere”. Hildur and Anna, the representatives of 

the Tourism Task Force also expressed themselves on this subject:  
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Hildur: “I think it’s changing, or at least we hope so. But this has always stuck to this 

profession, not just here but everywhere. Ground service jobs are in themselves 

low salary jobs, not just here but in other countries as well, and we won’t change 

that. What’s perhaps a bigger issue is how hard it is to find people to take on these 

jobs.” 

 

Anna emphasizes the importance of keeping valuable knowledge and skills within the industry 

and is hoping that with higher levels of education, i.e. increased skills and knowledge within the 

tourism industry, employees will increase their wages in parallel. Anna thinks the proportion of 

educated people within the tourism is already increasing:  

 

Anna: “There are new opportunities coming along with the innovation that we’re seeing. 

We’re seeing new solutions, new products and services, in order to operate that 

they need highly specialized staff to fill vacancies in companies that are involved 

in this development. It’s my belief that the number of university educated is always 

increasing, and we will see more opportunities in the future and they’ll become a 

bigger part of the holistic picture.” 

 

Thus along with increased levels of innovation, conditions for more educated people are being 

created for them to work within. There are more perspectives on the subject, for example Dagný 

believes it to be a big issue but points out the shortage applies not just in relation to the increased 

number of academics and newly graduated employees. But not least this is about “people with 

the practical skills, education and knowledge, there is shortage in that regard”. Gunnar [professor 

at the University of Iceland] thinks the public debate is entitled to be true as he links the supply of 

low income vacancies to a “gold digger” mentality: 

 

Gunnar: “There are a lot of jobs being created that do not really require a high educational 

level within the sector, this often goes hand in hand with a business environment 

in which the “gold digger” mentality is dominating which applies to the Icelandic 

tourism industry for sure.” 

 

According to Gunnar, businesses are overly focused on maximizing profit in the shortest period 

of time as possible. This obviously comes down to employees within the industry, resulting in 

highly qualified people being less willing to fill lower paid positions.  
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6  Discussion  

The following chapter will facilitate discussion as arguments are constructed around the findings 

that have previously been put forward. These findings will be examined critically in conjunction 

with the previously compiled literature review, as the researchers add their own interpretations in 

order to further explain the findings’ value and purpose. Essentially, the discussion results in the 

groundwork for presenting an insightful conclusion of this research study.  

 

More or less, the discussion is divided into two distinct sections that reflect upon the research 

question initially posed in this research project. The first section is devoted to the former part of 

the research question, focusing on how innovation can reinforce pillars of tourism industries. This 

is followed by a longer section in which is directed towards the subject of actions that can be taken 

to facilitate a robust innovation strategy for the tourism industry in Iceland.  

6.1   Innovation Within Tourism Industries 

Tourism industries across the globe are reportedly becoming more competitive as long distances 

between markets are no longer the barriers they were for travelers due to improvements in 

transportation with increased supply and cost reductions. Firms and other entities within those 

tourism markets arguably need to be able to cope with new dynamic market conditions through 

innovation in order to maintain their position and grow further. Moreover, markets compete as a 

whole against other markets for travelers to spend both time and money, thus their 

competitiveness becomes more critical as the global environment dynamically changes. 

Therefore, if entities within each market do not for example initiate additional value they risk 

turning back less satisfied visitors, resulting in inferior market reputation and eventually a 

redirection in tourist flow.  

 

Tourism industries are generally characterized by persistent uncertainties, for instance the flow 

of tourists from one market to another can make swift changes, often stemming from 

unmanageable forces such as climate, natural disasters, exchange rates, etc. These are among 

reasons why researches indicate the need for  robust business model innovation among firms 

and other entities so that they can keep their business activities as relevant as possible at any 

point in time. Within tourism industries, innovation mostly originates inside firms through their 

business models, which must enable necessary adaptation because without it they are less likely 
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to react quickly enough to the contemporary dynamic market conditions. Supposedly, if a larger 

number of firms and other entities in the market put their innovativeness at the forefront, then that 

market will have a higher level of competitiveness than other markets. Tourism industries seem 

to be changing even more to the extent that visitors themselves have moved their preferences 

towards intensive experience based consumption. The literature suggests that their consumer 

behavior has moved from simple commodities to demanding experience around traditional 

offerings which also can be applied to the development from conventional tourism to active 

tourism. In this context, it is worth mentioning the vital role of innovation when it comes to staging 

and designing a unique experience around traditional offerings. Firms should then consider how 

innovative offerings are priced because the willingness of tourists to pay high prices is determined 

in qualities and customization, meaning that the price has to follow what it is worth, or risk 

dissatisfaction among visitors. The important point here is that according to the literature, firms 

that offer unique experiences are less dependent on competing according to price. Although it 

may require resources many entities do not have, firms should invest effort in creating concepts, 

facilitating additional experiences around offerings, which will result in increased productivity and 

less vulnerability to exchange rate fluctuations.  

 

As some of the prevailing literature suggests, sustainability has become one of the most important 

drivers of innovation, with three overlapping aspects being applicable to tourism industries: 

environmental, economical and social sustainability. Environmental sustainability has likely long 

been a focal point when it comes to tourism industries as the natural environment often is the 

main attraction for visitors who have certain expectations about certain destinations. To meet 

those expectations tourism industries should foster innovation by finding new or improved ways 

to protect the environment if needed and minimize unattractive encroachment which seemingly 

has become the case at many typical tourism destinations around the world. This is in all 

probability more difficult than it sounds. However, by taking incremental steps in business model 

innovation or even larger steps, it is likely to ensure a higher level of competitiveness. Economic 

sustainability is another aspect which has to be looked into as firms within tourism industries 

should be able to rely on a stable economic environment. Given the dynamic and fluctuating levels 

of supply and demand, particularly in Iceland, this is rarely conceivable. Instead industries in some 

cases suffer from exaggerated high and low seasons in tourism which is particularly seen in 

season based tourism. This results in an unstable business environment for firms to keep their 

consistency in terms of quality and time. As explained in the chapter of analysis, one of the 

interviewees [Magnús] discussed the danger of too decisive seasonal waves in tourism, resulting 
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in the risk of persistent quality reduction due to the frequent but often necessary streamlining of 

operations. Tourism destinations across the globe are facing these kind of issues, and while 

sometimes this applies to certain groups of firms in specific locations, often the industry as whole 

is affected by the issue. In this context, Alpine tourism serves an example of destination in which 

operates through extreme peak seasons parallel with low seasons where resources are poorly 

utilized. In these cases, Alpine tourism firms need to find ways to attract more visitors during 

summertime by offering new or improved combinations or concepts, in order to gain more balance 

over the year in business operations and for infrastructures as whole. Accordingly, gaining social 

sustainability is the third and final piece of the puzzle towards ensuring the sustainable 

competitiveness of organizations. Within tourism industries, the local community is often an 

understated factor in the equation which has become an issue in many places. The industry 

generally revolves around tourists and entities serving them but locals may not be included 

enough, resulting in a negative attitude towards the tourism industry. It is impossible to build a 

healthy and sustainable tourism industry that does not include the local community in its 

development because their interests will always overlap in one way or another. Thus, finding new 

and improved ways in delivering quality service to tourists where the local society takes part is 

something that should be practiced to a greater extent in order to reduce the risk of conflicts of 

interest and negative perceptions. Simultaneously, when delivering quality service, employees 

need to be qualified to perform such tasks. Tourism entities should attempt to attract the best 

talent as well as placing emphasis on retaining existing knowledge and skills within its 

organization and to increase their likelihood of gaining a sustainable advantage. The three 

interrelated aspects of sustainability are, according to studies, a key determining factor of whether 

a tourism industry will successfully gain competitiveness.  

 

Placing a tourist destination at its peak in the Butler’s curve of tourism area life cycle, it is vital to 

be able to quickly adapt to dynamic market conditions. According to the literature, at this stage 

the innovativeness of firms is the make or break in relation to whether industries fail to rejuvenate 

and decline, or foster innovation, gain stability and further grow. Many identify and understand 

the term innovation solely as something completely new and radical, and sometimes the 

discussion evolves around tourist destinations in need of reinventing the wheel in order to be 

successful and gain competitiveness. However, a steady flow of incremental changes and 

improvements on operational processes and products through business model innovation mainly, 

is seemingly what weighs the most in the end. Incremental innovative initiatives that are less 

prominent are even more important than the few innovations that disrupt tourism industries. By 
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improving a firm’s capacity to deliver value to tourists, it strengthens its competitiveness and 

incrementally the industry’s as whole towards other international tourist industries.  

6.2  Conditions for Strategizing Within Icelandic Tourism 

Although the path and development of the Icelandic tourism sector has developed in recent years 

and adventurous annual growth in numbers has in many ways been quite remarkable, it is still 

not in any way unique to the industry’s history. New markets are emerging and experiencing 

growth similar to that of Iceland’s tourism industry and the emergence of certain regions in Asia 

as destinations is a good example in that regard. Meanwhile, others move past their stage of 

growth and onto a stage of maturity or stagnation and later begin to show signs of decline. There 

are countless potential factors in the equation that account for that development, many of which 

are simply too far reaching for stakeholders to have any control over. These are external factors 

and can for example be; environmental, political, economical and many more. Tourism is 

characterized by an extremely high level of uncertainty, which is especially the case for Icelandic 

tourism due to the small size of the economy and its small currency. Small changes in both the 

external and internal environment could easily have dramatic effect on the industry and economy 

as a whole. This underlines the importance of being prepared and highlights the need to create 

an business environment in which the potential effect of these risk factors is balanced out. 

 

Iceland as a destination, after years of extreme expansion is now beginning to show signs of 

slower growth, indicating that it is reaching a stage of consolidation and nearing the stage of 

stagnation according to the Tourism Area Life Cycle by Butler. The industry’s stakeholders are 

now faced with numerous difficult tasks and decisions, in order to redirect the industry on a more 

positive track for development. As growth slows down, stakeholders have a chance to catch their 

breath and to consider the challenges they face. To improve and promote more healthy growth 

for the industry, the academia offers many tools and examples, many of which have already been 

introduced in chapter two and will be further discussed in this chapter. 

 

It is important for the stakeholders within a sector that experiences growth similar to that in Iceland 

to strategically and constantly adapt their tools, policies and offerings in order to best prepare for 

potential future scenarios. In failing to adequately prepare, stakeholders risk being exposed, 

losing touch with their customer base and potentially losing control of their own fate, putting them 

in a downward spiral of negative consequences. This is similar to what happened in Austria with  
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the decline of the alpine tourism industry in the 1990’s. As they lost focus on the changes 

happening in the external environment, for example behavioral and environmental, the Austrians 

lost touch with customers and their needs, leading to a continual decrease of demand over a 

period of time. There is indication of a similar development within the Icelandic tourism sector, not 

regarding demand decrease but more in relation to preparation of the business environment itself. 

Stakeholders in Iceland have somewhat neglected this requirement of preparing the sector and 

its environment for the dynamic nature of the industry, the extreme growth which is however 

something few saw in advance, and failing to create a balanced business environment. The high 

level of uncertainty and lack of consistency and coordination in decision making within Iceland’s 

tourism industry has made it almost impossible for stakeholders to actually establish a policy or a 

strategy to use in guiding their work.  

 

To further understand the position Iceland as the destination and industry stands, the Blue Lagoon 

proves to be an excellent example. The Blue Lagoon’s management has dealt with the issues 

they were confronted with by making necessary alterations to their business model and 

organizational mentality. The Blue lagoon’s situation and counteractions against the negative 

development they were facing are in many ways similar to the scenario the Icelandic tourism 

sector has found itself in. However from an organizational perspective, which can well be adapted 

to a macro perspective, onto the Icelandic tourism sector as a whole. There is much to learn from 

the Blue Lagoon and how they managed to achieve a complete turnaround in their operations for 

example in regards to customer experience and future prospects of the business. 

 

Similar to the Icelandic tourism industry development, the level of demand for visiting the Blue 

Lagoon has grown significantly. The lagoon was at times overcrowded, resulting in an unstable 

and often negative experience for customers as demand peaked at certain times over the day 

and during the summer high season. Keeping in mind the changes in consumer behavior in 

tourism towards increased consumption of experience, this posed serious challenges for the Blue 

Lagoon. People were no longer solely visiting the lagoon for the “bath”, but the whole experience 

around it. This applies to many other popular tourist attractions throughout the country, and at 

some sites visitors are not getting the authentic experience they are seeking and paying for, as 

these attractions are taking more resemblance of highly populated mass tourism. In order to gain 

control over their offering and improve the experience for tourists through business model 

innovation, the Blue Lagoon has managed to both improve their offering while also improving the 

way they deliver it. They implemented an access control system to control the number of visitors 
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at each time and a dynamic pricing model. These changes have proven highly successful and 

have enabled the organization to better manage customer expectations. Through the dynamic 

pricing model, they have been able to expand their product range and better match price and 

quality, for example the higher price the customer is willing to pay, more value will be added to 

the experience by the company. This has finally resulted in higher customer satisfaction, the 

highest of which is among the highest paying customer group. 

 

Iceland’s current market situation is similar to the one the Blue Lagoon experienced before it 

implemented its dynamic pricing model and access control. Industry stakeholders discuss the 

need to set the standards higher and improve overall quality in order to attract higher paying 

tourists and therefore increasing the industry productivity. Meanwhile, the industry’s stakeholders 

vision is often too short sighted, partly caused by the gold digging frenzy currently in the market. 

Operators are focused on maximizing current profits which has the domino effect of lowering 

wages to cut costs, which results in less skilled staff, leading to lower quality products being 

delivered to consumers. Until now this has not been an issue because visitors continue to visit 

Iceland and demand rises, but the long term effect can on the other hand be more negative, and 

will likely lead to negative word of mouth for the whole industry finally resulting in a potential 

decrease in demand. While the Blue Lagoon’s solutions will not be applied to an industry as a 

whole, there is a lesson to be learned which can inform the industry to gain more control. To do 

so the focus should be on creating an environment that facilitates and maintains a certain level of 

innovation. According to the theory of endogenous growth, it is believed that innovation is among 

three key determinants towards industry productivity growth. Derived from the theory, innovation 

in any form is conducive to strengthening firms and moreover pillars of tourism industries as such. 

In this context, the importance of funding innovation projects has been on the lips of entities where 

the debate has turned towards how readily funds are accessible. General thoughts of tourism 

industries spin around the issue of very low productivity compared with other industries in the 

western world. Tourism industries are generally accompanied by low productivity per employee 

yet it is a labor-intensive industry. This arguably results in investors being hesitant as they do not 

see much tempting return on their investments thus; accordingly they choose to yield their capital 

differently. This is an issue for a large part of the industry keeping the Icelandic tourism industry’s 

structure in mind as it consists mainly of small and medium sized organizations which are highly 

dependent on external investment in order to push for innovative initiatives. The larger firms are 

then mainly capable of providing their own resources to practice important innovative initiatives. 

However, this affects industries in the overall context because it leads to inconsistency in terms 
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of innovativeness resulting in lower level of competitiveness in the international perspective. To 

counteract this development, cooperation between operators can prove beneficial. Although 

competition is the main driving force in pushing operators to invest in development and innovation, 

cooperation and finding synergies is no less important for the small business structure of tourism 

industries according to the literature. It enables individual organizations to actually move forward 

with their development, while simultaneously working towards strengthening the industry’s 

competitive position globally.  

 

The issue and discussion of cooperation and synergies centers on building systems or 

competitive industry structures. This touches upon one of the most prominent issues in Iceland 

that came up throughout the data analysis: there is a lack of cooperation and no synergies are 

utilized, creating an environment in which policy making and strategizing is made difficult, to say 

the least. One key driver of Malta’s success in redirecting the path of their tourism industry was 

to create a system that facilitates dialogue and cooperation between different stakeholders, with 

the public included. Before this, the friction between different stakeholder groups was quite 

evident, mostly between the industry and public. Authorities and the academia can indeed be 

another factor in the equation of finding and triggering positive synergies in the system. The idea 

of triple helix systems of innovation argues for a higher level of cooperation between academia, 

authorities and the industry. Cooperation between these three pillars of the economy are 

according to Etzkowitz seen as vital parts of a dynamic living system in the organism of the 

economy. In Iceland, currently the relationship between the three spheres resembles the Laissez 

faire model with the three working independently with little or no cooperation. Decision making 

within each of the spheres disregards actions on behalf of the other two, resulting in a growingly 

chaotic environment. According to Etzkowitz’s triple helix model, the relationship between the 

three has to be much more dynamic than the other model describes. The three spheres are much 

more codependent in the process of knowledge creation, likened to a string of DNA. To date the 

literature on the triple helix system has however focused on industries structurally much simpler 

than that of tourism, such as high tech and pharmaceuticals. But keeping the structural features 

of the tourism sector in mind, considering the high volume of small and medium sized businesses 

low on resources dedicated for product development and innovation, and the industry’s 

dependency on most aspects of society, the triple helix model holds useful potential for Iceland. 

Its primary feature was to help find synergies within the system and to guide innovation-based 

policy development, which is very much needed in Iceland, finding the synergies within the system 

and preparing the environment for policy development. The Blue Lagoon case is an excellent 
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example of the potential benefits of cooperation and finding synergies. Part of what they changed 

in their organizational management and culture was to implement the use of workgroups with 

employees from all parts of the company and each level of the hierarchy, seeking suggestion of 

potential improvements, big or small. This has resulted in a flatter hierarchy, a stronger team 

mentality, and has led to many incremental improvements of the business and their offerings, all 

of which has helped build their currently strong competitive position in the market.  

 

However, this discussion in the macro perspective leads to the political debate about which role 

authorities should indeed take in the industry. Whether they should be actively involved in the 

industry itself, for example through investment funds and government funded projects or whether 

they should hold back regarding the industry itself and rather focus on maintaining the 

infrastructure and creating an environment in which the industry will then blossom, on its own 

terms is controversial. This is a debate neither scholars nor industry stakeholders can agree on. 

However, keeping the small size of the Icelandic economy in mind and the fact that the tourism is 

highly dependent on the country’s infrastructure and most other aspects of the economy, more 

involvement on behalf of authorities is perhaps easier to argue for. Unlike other more “closed” 

industries, like fisheries and high tech, tourism weighs more heavily on society. According to the 

triple helix model, the governance system is equally as a big part of the industry system as the 

other two spheres are. Previous research also argues for active involvement from governments 

and other political authorities, for example through strategy and policy making. In both Malta and 

Spain, active government involvement with a focus on policy and strategy making has delivered 

positive results in regards to facilitating a higher level of innovation and cooperation within the 

industry. 

 

There are several tools available dedicated to creating or facilitating dialogue among industry 

stakeholders. One of these tools, industry clusters, can be an excellent platform for bringing 

stakeholders from the three spheres together and reaping synergies previously not utilized in the 

Icelandic market. In the OECD’s report on the issue of innovation in tourism, they argue for the 

use of industry clusters in industries incapable of innovating and offering additional value to 

customers due to the small size of the businesses and lack of resources.  
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7  Conclusion and Future Research 

As the discussion involves briefly summarized key points from the findings, it is nonetheless quite 

fragmented thus interconnecting them within a concrete conclusion is of vital importance. Before 

presenting a conclusion to this research project, the twofold research question initially posed in 

the chapter of the introduction will be reviewed for the last time in order to better understand the 

context of its outcome.  

7.1   Revisiting the Research Objectives 

Starting off with the wider scope of the thesis, innovation is presumably given the role of 

reinforcing pillars of tourism industries, but finding out how innovation can have these effects is 

the primary objective. This is followed by a more narrowly focused second part of the research 

question regarding what can be done within the Icelandic tourism industry in order to facilitate a 

robust setting of a strategy. 

 

RQ: How can innovation reinforce the pillars of tourism industries, and what can be done 

to facilitate a robust strategy within the tourism industry of Iceland? 

 

The objective is firstly to view how innovation can effectively reinforce tourism industries across 

the globe, where each of the diverse destinations are seen as standardized. In that way the same 

or similar ideology is applied to each and every tourism industry which is equally impacted by 

innovation initiatives. The objective is secondly to explore the Icelandic tourism industry because 

it shows signs that strategizing at a network level has been inadequate. Strategies that have been 

implemented have been based on weak foundations, premises are broken and little focus has 

been on incremental strategy development. As a result, the industry has developed a rather 

serious strategic drift. 

7.2  Final Conclusion 

One can look at innovation within tourism industries similar to how an investor uses diversification 

of stocks in his stock portfolio as a method of risk management. Innovation in tourism enables the 

industry’s stakeholders to manage risk by diversifying the industry’s product portfolio and 

preparing it for an increasingly higher level of international competition. Innovation can provide a 
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better spread of the “pressure points” of tourism industries, minimizing the potential negative 

domino-effect which changes in the dynamic external environment could entail for industries. That 

said, tourism industries are becoming less sensitive to fluctuations caused by external forces 

although uncertainties will not vanish into thin air. By putting innovation at the forefront, tourism 

industries as whole rejuvenate and gain competitive advantage over their competitors and are 

better able to acquire a sustainable advantage if innovation is practiced consistently. Firms within 

tourism industries should primarily innovate incrementally as resources will be spent on more 

widespread aspects of industry pillars, rather than spending available resources on fewer but 

more radical innovations serving delimited parts of industries. This is how innovation initiatives 

can support entire industries by remotely changing or create concepts and models, thus 

reinforcing most aspects of their pillars.  

 

Current market conditions in Icelandic tourism give stakeholders little room for implementing an 

overall strategy, not to mention any specialized strategy focused on facilitating innovation 

resulting in the strategic drift mentioned earlier. The greatest issue causing this unpredictable and 

complicated business environment seems to be the lack of cooperation between the industry’s 

stakeholders. Most prevailing stakeholders will need to work towards the same direction for 

enabling any of them to implement a longer term strategy. The ideology proclaimed by the Triple 

Helix concept can serve as a guiding light for the three sides of the industry that need to work 

more closely together for it to develop in a more positive direction. Each of them have several 

aspects in their procedures they have to change to reach the desired stage where the system 

works more fluently for the benefit of all and in which stronger networks and systems of innovation 

can be built. 

 

Within academia there are several issues that need to be addressed such as involvement 

in the limited discourse already taking place within the industry. More emphasis needs to be put 

on practical options for students to choose from in collaboration with academic study-lines, to put 

the knowledge to use. Creating synergies between the educational system and the industry may 

then result in better equipped future professionals and a stronger industry from a competitive point 

of view. Raising the standards, the educational system is partly accountable for delivering quality 

to the labor force in Iceland as firms and other entities also need to set higher standards in terms 

of the product, service and experience. In that way the focus would turn to be on providing quality 

over quantity. This indeed has a domino effect as tourists will become more impressed about their 

stay and would likely be more willing to pay a higher price, resulting in improved productivity. After 
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all Iceland is a brand, holding its own values and identity which needs to be fostered to maintain 

its position and stability, enabling stakeholders to set a long term strategy. The governance 

system has a part to play in this work as it is responsible for providing infrastructure and a feasible 

environment for firms to operate in. Currently the level of complexity within the governance system 

is however too high and the channels of communication are too long, inhibiting projects from 

flowing fluently through the system and affecting the ability to maintain infrastructure and the 

environment at an adequate quality level.  

Already within the Icelandic governance system there are some superior initiatives of 

collaboration work such as the Icelandic tourism cluster and the Tourism Task Force, both of 

which could however be used more strategically and efficiently. The cluster is somewhat inactive 

or not utilized at full capacity and although the Task Force has helped the industry progress and 

develop it is thought of as a temporary five year project that has no legal authority. By increasing 

the weight these collaborative initiatives are given within the system, stakeholders are enabled to 

jointly align strings to work in same direction and thus facilitate a robust strategy for the industry 

to work by.  

7.3   Implications and Future Research 

Findings that derive from this research project serve as a valuable contribution for stakeholders 

within the Icelandic tourism industry as it provides a testimony of the importance of effective 

centralized collaboration initiatives for the purposes of managing strategy direction in a holistic 

way. It is noteworthy that the members of the Tourism Task Force were highly impressed with the 

potential practicalities of the project and they will have an open access to the results in the future. 

  

Moving forward, it is not unreasonable to assume that innovation in the context of tourism 

industries provides an agenda for the execution of further research. Such research may involve 

bridging the gap in literature relating to the role of universities in innovation processes within the 

tourism industry and how they can provide better support in the field. The results of this paper 

imply that increased level of education within tourism industries through, for instance, the use of 

research and development (‘R&D’) labs at universities and practical programs offered, prove to 

be beneficial in raising the level of innovation within the industry. Thus, further research will 

inevitably provide a more in depth study on how universities contribute to innovativeness of 

tourism industries. 
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Appendix I 

 

Interview 1 

Date 16th March 2017 

Location Geirsgata, Reykjavík 

Name of Interviewee Ólöf Ýrr Atladóttir 

Organization The Icelandic Tourist Board 

Position Director General 

Interview Duration 25 min. 

 

Interviewers: Thanks a lot for taking the time to meet with us. We really appreciate it. 

#00:00:40# 

 

Ólöf:   I’m glad to be able to help. #00:00:45# 

 

Interviewers: Do we have your permission to record this interview? #00:00:59# 

 

Ólöf:  Yes of course. You’ll just go ahead when you’re ready. #00:01:04# 

 

Interviewers: To begin with, what is the role the Icelandic Tourist Board has within the tourism 

industry as an independent authority? #00:01:14# 

 

Ólöf:  I can say that the Icelandic Tourist Board works according to laws from 2005, 

thus it’s a bit outdated as so much has changed since then, however the laws can be widely 

interpreted. In that way we are able to cope with new and dynamic challenges. I can also say 

that from the year of 2010 the Icelandic Tourist Board plays a triple role pursuant to the 

provisions where our role is defined. One of these official roles which involved outward tourism 

marketing was moved to another establishment, Íslandsstofa. Thus it can be argued that they 

ensure and manage all overseas marketing while we take care of everything else. Additionally, 

we have been working with the view that we are not marketing the tourism towards Icelanders 



 

because that is the role of the marketing agencies that work across the country. However we 

support their relevant activities, thus we are able to define ourselves to that extent. #00:02:22# 

 

Interviewers: Yes, and what is the main tasks that the Icelandic Tourist Board renders for the 

tourism industry? #00:02:27# 

 

Ólöf:  We have a few and to slide through the six main out carrying tasks: we grant 

licenses to travel agencies and tour operators, and register booking services and information 

centers under current legislation which actually will soon be changed to certain degree, 

requirements will be stricter from what it is now and licenses take some changes. These are our 

tasks that relate to our administrative role. Second main task is we monitor quality and the 

environment of tourism firms through and by running a new system called VAKI which is one of 

our big projects in this field. The quality and environmental system around the Icelandic tourism 

is in two parts, on one hand it involves overnight stays, and on the other hand it involves 

everything else that relates to quality and environmental standards of tourism firms, for instance 

it’s entertainment, entities responsible for national parks, car rentals and so on. The system is 

intended to allow firms, both large and small, to work within quality and sustainable environment 

similar to what those large international systems as ISO and EarthCheck offer who provides 

benchmarks for quality in tourism. This give tourism firms the chance to start somewhere else 

than from the beginning to implement standards as such. Also it’s a good system for firms who 

find it too much work to approach ISO for instance, however firms can easily adapted VAKI. The 

system is then an important official guideline for firms towards becoming sustainable. As we see 

it, quality and sustainable environment of firms is one of the pillars of tourism and we think it’s in 

our hands to support the foundations. The third main task involves environmental and 

organizational matters as well as improvements on infrastructure at tourist places. But another 

thing about the quality and environmental system VAKI, considerable emphasis is placed on 

safety issues and skills and knowledge within firms, which forms the thick red threads. I mention 

this now because in relation to environmental, organizational and infrastructure improvements  

safety is highly relevant issue. In this field we run for instance the investment fund of tourists 

which is perhaps our large project within this area. We also carry out reviews and evaluate 

possible environmental effects of firm’s activities, and we also have worked quite a lot with other 

establishments with these things. The fourth main task is what we call research and statistical 

data, where we have put emphasis on gathering core data for the tourism, for instance counting  

tourists through the international airport, we are caretakers of opinion surveys among foreign 



 

tourists, and we do the same with domestic tourists and ask them about their opinion about the 

tourism in Iceland and how it’s developing. Then we are starting conducting similar data from 

firms and other entities on the market, but we are still taking the initial steps there. We have also 

been supporting researches on tolerance limits in tourism but this more academic executed by 

experts rather than be researching this ourselves. We then run geographical map base about 

natural resources where we have put in multiple layers of what the tourism is built on, people 

can thus observe, calculate, and consider things from the base. This is obviously an important 

strategy tool for firms. As fifth main task, we carry out regional development which may be our 

most prominent task, this is one of the task we perform under law. We work closely with the 

marketing agencies on this which has become very important for local authorities across Iceland 

and the tourism in whole. Other entities are then also involved so it’s rather unstructured as it is 

across Iceland and there the local authorities play significant role. Yesterday, we started to lay 

the foundations of strategic management plans for the whole island which we have been 

preparing the past two years. The purpose for the initiative is to attempt to gain answers to 

many of the challenges the tourism is facing across the country. Then we also participate in all 

kinds of councils and committees, and follow up on various government policies goals in 

tourism, and take part in international cooperations and partnerships mostly within the European 

Travel Commission where I hold a position of vice president and within NATA international 

cooperation in field of tourism, Iceland, Faroe Islands, Greenland. Then we are informally 

connected into the International Travel Council in which is also known as Travel Council of 

United Nations, we have a good relationship with them. We also have a bilateral agreements 

with Scotland and we are looking into reinforce our work with them. #00:08:23# 

 

Interviewers: Amongst aspects of the Icelandic Tourist Board’s policies, is to support 

innovation and development in the industry, in your opinion to what extent does the Icelandic 

Tourist Board endeavor for supporting innovation? #00:08:53# 

 

Ólöf:  Well… of course we are an official establishment and as such we follow the 

policy set by the government. Now I can say that the last policy that was adopted by the 

Parliament vas parliamentary resolutions from 2011 about tourism strategy plan for 2011 to 

2020. In 2015 we prepared a draft on a new and a up to date plan which can be found in our 

database for instance, that we did because the tourism has changed so fast. In 2006 they 

defined a policy on these matter which was then redefined in 2011 for the next ten years but 

then the minister undertook a new policy in 2015 and as result we got Vegvísirinn, which has 



 

actually not gotten parliamentary procedure which in my opinion would reinforce these projects 

because then a bit of responsibility is transferred over to the ministry. Nevertheless, this is the 

official policy that we follow set by the former minister and has not been changed since then. 

About innovation and development, well carry out regional developments as I mentioned, and 

we have large projects related to that area. As well we have some projects that involve firms 

and relate to quality and environmental issues. We do not run any official fund for innovation for 

projects per se. But of course we speak out for the tourism industry as whole and I see it as we 

lay the foundations for firms to operate. We facilitate comprehensive systems, for instance the 

geographical map base and provide tools for firms to innovate themselves across the country. 

#00:10:49# 

 

Interviewers: So basically you create the environment for firms to more easily innovate on their 

own? #00:10:54# 

 

Ólöf:  Yes exactly, innovation does not occur in here, I don’t sit here in my chair and 

think of something new and better: awwwh! hey John farmer on the East coast, I have a great 

new idea for your business… And similarly we do not send local entities and tell them to 

innovate more and better, we think you should do this and that in a better way… you see. 

Rather the process has to take place within the firms but we try to provide the tools and the right 

conditions. So in that sense we are supporting firms to innovate by creating better conditions 

and facilitate the right tools, it’s kind of indirect support but still to some extent. Otherwise I think 

innovation is rather overused term and perhaps misleading, or misunderstood by too many 

people who think innovation is all about startups and their work, especially towards so rapidly 

growing industry as the tourism is. Why not talk about fertile operations? By far too many 

innovation isn't called innovation when it’s origin within firms. #00:13:30# 

 

Interviewers:  Overall, do you believe that the level of innovation within the industry is currently 

at an adequate level? #00:14:26# 

  

Ólöf:    Yes, I believe the Icelandic tourism industry is a relatively fertile [innovative] 

sector, extremely numerous companies have been founded for example within the recreational 

sector of this industry, and there is a lot happening within that segment today. However, if I’m 

supposed to point towards something specific which I would love to see happen more quickly, 

would be innovation which is based on a specific recognized reality, for example something that 



 

is in connection with climate change, and other future challenges, global, which are highly 

important for the tourism industry worldwide. What I mean here is innovation or product 

development which is based on slower passage, sometimes, because you don’t always need 

petrol powered vehicles to enjoy. #00:15:10# 

 

And on the other hand, I would like to see innovation and development in relation to substituting 

current energy resources towards more environmentally friendly resources, this is something I 

think is extremely important, but this means an introduction of new way of thinking, and that 

always takes quite a time. But within the tourism industry, the foundation for this is really fertile, I 

think that mainly because the tourism industry here is full of younger people, with really diverse 

backgrounds, their path has been different from my generation’s path through the labor market, 

where we went to school and university, we did everything in the “right” order. Today, people 

often have tried many different things, working in different industries before they actually enter 

this sector, I think it will be interesting to see what comes from these people in the future. The 

tourism industry is also scattered all over the country and not just around the city, therefore we 

could be seeing a higher level of innovation from all parts of the country, because people are 

looking for places they want to live in, where they can find the job they truly seek and see a 

future in, people are asking themselves more questions like “how do I want my life to be?” and 

in that you can find situations or conditions where innovation can truly prosper, all over the 

country. #00:16:10# 

  

Interviewers:  The tourism industry here in Iceland has grown extremely rapidly in past years, 

what we want to ask you is your opinion on this growth and how much more can it grow under 

the same or similar circumstances? #00:16:42# 

  

Ólöf:   Well, there isn’t any industry that can operate with this enormous growth in 

demand like what we have experienced here in Iceland over the past years, that’s simply a fact. 

It’s too difficult for the county’s infrastructure to keep up. Another thing, in a business 

environment where the growth is as extreme as within the tourism sector here, the growth can 

come down on the level of innovation within it, and the quality-level of the products and services 

which are in supply, because businesses are overly focused on the pace and being able to meet 

this extreme growth in demand. They therefore can’t think about the overall quality of the 

business, because the money keeps on coming whatsoever. #00:17:14# 

 



 

I think it would be very desirable if this growth would start to slow down soon. 

However, when people start discussing some ways they can limit the growth, manually, I 

become quite hesitant, because this of course is a profession here, I’m not really in favor of 

creating frameworks around industries which are not directly and solely built upon natural 

resources. If we take the fisheries as an example, in that industry companies and authorities 

have to keep in mind that there is of course only a limited number of fishes in the sea, and have 

to base the framework of the industry around that, how much can be fished each year. But the 

tourism sector is different, I would to say the least be quite afraid of that we were on the wrong 

track if we were to for example say that “next year, we’ll only accept 2.5 million tourists”, it’s 

simply way too hard. #00:18:05# 

 

I think there are some indirect ways we can use to slow down the growth, and perhaps simply it 

will correct itself over time. For example, change in the external environment might lead to 

slower growth. But the fact is, that people are traveling more, worldwide, this is what we’re 

seeing in most parts of the world today, and every year is a record year in the tourism industry. 

People today see traveling as just a quality of life. And while this is the fact, the tourism industry 

will continue to grow, not only in Iceland, but worldwide. What we have to do is to find ways to 

meet this growth, this means also that we can put up specific standards on both companies and 

our guests. These standards can then be used as a management tool, and the ones who don’t 

want to meet these standards can simply go elsewhere. #00:18:50# 

 

I think we have to become less afraid of putting up these standards. This is something 

authorities have been hesitant of doing, they haven’t been ready to establish specific 

requirements and standards on the business sector. The theme up until now has been that 

authorities have been overly focused on reacting to issues that are coming up. For example 

Silfra [Snorkeling activity], there they have set specific rules regarding who and how many can 

go snorkeling there. As far as I know, there weren’t any legal changes, so the legal environment 

allows us to set these rules, we just have to have the courage to do so beforehand, and not only 

as a reaction to crises after there have been accidents. #00:19:35# 

 

We have to have the courage to set rules in order to shape and direct the tourism industry into a 

direction we truly want it to develop towards. Because the tourism has so much influence on the 

society as a whole, perhaps more than any other industry, and therefore, we have to be 



 

concerned and awake in relation to where it’s heading and where we want to see it go in the 

future. #00:19:55# 

 

We have to put up standards and requirements, and I think we should set the bar rather high in 

relation to that. To offer high quality products and services. That’s not solely based on higher 

price of products and services sold, because quality isn’t only based on how many stars a hotel 

gets, you can have a great five star hotel, but another individual can offer an excellent two star 

bed and breakfast service. We simply shouldn’t be afraid of putting up higher standards, and 

requiring everybody to meet them, if they’re not ready to, then they can go elsewhere. 

#00:20:20# 

  

Interviewers:  In relation to this, and what you have discussed here, what do you think about 

tourism firms, do you think the supply of e.g. product and service is too homogeneous? or is it 

balanced enough for a healthy growth? #00:20:43# 

  

Ólöf:   I think the diversity of the companies is found in the smaller and new companies, 

and I think it will continue to be that way, they will continue to be the foundation of innovation 

within the industry. However, we are seeing a trend within the sector today, more and more 

companies are merging and growing, which of course involves certain operational advantages 

for the businesses, and doesn’t have to restrict innovation and fertility within the sector. I want it 

to be this way also in the future, that is a mixture of both larger and small companies. Because, 

the larger companies will most likely be here around the capital city, and the smaller ones will 

more likely be situated in smaller towns and villages around the country.  I want to see the 

businesses more scattered around the whole country, where they will bring in revenues to the 

smaller rural communities, and are not all based here in the city. I think it will be difficult to 

control, but to conclude, the tourism industry has been quite fertile in past years, when it comes 

to innovation. But you can of course always do better, especially because of this enormous 

growth. #00:21:44#  

  

Interviewers:  Okay, I want to ask your input on another subject, regarding education within the 

sector. What is your involvement in education within tourism? And what is your opinion on 

current educational level within the sector? #00:21:58# 

  



 

Ólöf:  First, we are involved in a project called the watch? [Vakinn] which sets certain 

requirements for the sector around education and training in the industry. Also, the industry itself 

has moved into a direction of increasing the level of knowledge and education with the 

establishment of the hæfnisetur, which has highly ambitious goals, were involved in that through 

a steering committee we sit in. We also issued a report in the fall of 2014, which to some degree 

started this whole discussion on education within the sector. This is something I think will be a 

big challenge in the near future, not least because vacancies have increased rapidly, which 

means we have to rely on foreign labor. We have to welcome this foreign labor in a way that 

they become socially active in Icelandic society, seamlessly, and make sure they feel welcome 

here in Iceland, they get the chance to learn Icelandic, are taught what it is to be an Icelandic 

citizen. This is something I think will be quite the challenge in the near future. 

On one hand, there are jobs being created, jobs in the frontline, perhaps requiring a lower level 

of education, jobs that often get a more negative publicity, which I find rather unfair. And on the 

other hand we are seeing an increasing number of new jobs in the sector which require a higher 

level of skills and education. I think we have to fix this negativity around the lower level jobs, 

because they often lead people’s pathway up the business ladder, help people develop their 

skills and knowledge and skills. So I see these jobs as the base of building the overall 

knowledge within the sector. This will be one of the main challenges in the future. We have to 

help people to open their eyes towards how important these front line jobs can be, for them to 

shape and develop their future careers. #00:23:35# 

  

Interviewers:  So the demand for educated people is there, but educated people are in short 

supply? #00:23:43# 

  

Ólöf:   Yes, exactly. #00:23:45# 

  

Interviewers: One quick question, you are not an official part of the Icelandic Tourism Cluster, 

is there a certain reason why? #00:23:52# 

  

Ólöf:   Yes, well we work with them a lot, we are involved in a number of projects with 

the cluster and have really good relationship with them. But in my opinion, as we are an 

authority under the ministry of tourism and we’re supposed to follow our ministry’s strategy. I 

think it would be disconcerting to be an active member in a cluster which could perhaps see the 

need to lobby and push a minister towards a certain direction regarding for example legislative 



 

change. But we do take part in many projects, and follow the clusters activities, but we’re not an 

official member of it because of these reasons. #00:24:39# 
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Interviewers: Thank you for the time you’re taking to meet with us. Do you mind if we record 

the interview. #00:00:23# 

 

Dagný:  No not at all, go ahead. So what do you say guys? You’ll just start when your are 

ready. #00:00:35# 

 

Interviewers: Thank you. So to begin with, we would like to ask about Blue Lagoon’s core 

business objectives and operations? #00:00:40# 

 

Dagný:  The core operations is entertainment in which involves spa experience, this is 

close to 60% of our business operations. Then we have three sub pillars of our business: 

restaurant and hotel operations and our products. Catering is our second biggest business 

operations is the one that has expended the most. So catering is about 25% and our products 

around 20%, and then we are in the hotel business which is now growing a lot. We possess 

total of 35 hotel rooms and are building another 65 hotel rooms. #00:01:25# 

 

Interviewers: You are building these additional rooms all within this area? #00:01:30# 

 

Dagný:  Yes exactly. #00:01:32# 

 



 

Interviewers:  How do you see the competitive environment? Are you competing with different 

competitors in different fields of business? #00:01:37# 

 

Dagný:  Well, kind of not, no. That’s because the Blue Lagoon is very unique, however 

we are aware of that other bathing places will be opened but we have simply created too strong 

name for ourselves that is known and our reputation is very good as well. So our brand is strong 

enough for at least the next ten years, it’s takes very long time to build up such brand as ours. 

But obviously there will be competition but based on different target segment and we know that 

the overflow in which we experience will take a turn to somewhere else. Then in relation to 

hotels, I would say that we are not competing in a typical hotel competitive environment, we are 

resort, the first and the only resort in Iceland. When I try to explain to people what the difference 

is between running hotels in Reykjavik or out here, then we are on one hand as Disneyland 

where we run a hotel that is directly connected to the hotel and the guests are in fact inside 

Disneyland 24/7 and in a way we are offering the same, our guests are here to enjoy the lagoon 

for 24 hours times number of nights stay. On the other hand, we are like casino where they want 

their guests to stay at the hotel because the casino itself if their core business, it’s the same 

here the lagoon is our core. Thus, I would not prefer people staying for a whole week where 

they are away for five days for instance. In that case I would prefer someone who stays here 

and spends his money here. Thus it’s quite different thinking than in a regular hotel businesses, 

I’ve talked to many in the hotel industry and they agree with me, we are simply not competing 

for the same target segments. Some groups are coming to Iceland only to stay with us or will 

start or end their visit by staying with us. #00:03:55# 

 

Interviewers: Does the demand for the hotel stays reflect the demand for the Blue Lagoon 

itself? #00:04:02# 

 

Dagný:  Yes, completely. We only have 35 rooms to offer and we are always fully booked. 

Then we are also waiting for another 65 rooms that are being built right now, but the thing is that 

less than 5% of our guests are able to stay at the hotel so we will easily fill the rooms at all 

times. But our prices and standards are also quite unique compared to what’s prevailing in 

Iceland today, therefore we are not sure how much the demand is for such offerings. We sense 

that the interest and demand exists but to what level we are not completely sure. Then we have 

our products and that’s a whole another area, the competitive environment there is intense. 

Theoretically, whoever can mix a lotion in their kitchen so the entry barrier is very low into that 



 

market. If you want to take your product internationally then you have to have in place high 

power, financial capacity for marketing and logistics. That kind of competition is extreme. So our 

weapon is differentiation, our masks and our blue lagoon core, nobody is able to copy that. We 

are redefining our positioning and moving our products to the core. #00:05:23# 

 

Interviewers: On your website you mention the terms research and development as your 

cornerstone in your business, has the firm set or defined a long term and coherent strategy 

when it comes to innovation? #00:05:46# 

 

Dagný:   No, not really. Let’s see, we are… it’s somehow just in our genes. And that’s 

exactly what I find interested is what people see as innovation because to me it’s divided into 

four when it comes to the blue lagoon’s research and development. First it’s our natural 

resources the underground sea that entails quite extensive researches which result in very 

valuable findings, its healthiness for instance on human skin, algae found nowhere else than in 

our lagoon and so on. Then we have patents on our resources. Secondly, innovation which 

relates to our products, you know you have this resource, and you have this scientific 

knowledge of it’s more to it, and you are able to create products. And I would say that in mind of 

the people in house, this is the innovation that takes place. Thirdly, it’s operational innovation, 

which involves for instance the access control that we have implemented. We are doing things 

that don't really exist yet in Icelandic tourism, our guests receive their tickets in their 

smartphones and scan it as they arrive, almost no one within the tourism industry besides within 

the airlines uses that kind of system. These things are among the biggest reasons for the Blue 

Lagoon succeeding the past years. Then it’s the corporate innovation, where do you take the 

firm? And our firm is a clear example of blue ocean, we don’t have any comparison, we don´t 

follow any example, we just possess this unique environment and… I mean, when the drawings 

for this bathing were presented then everyone said to Grímur that he was just crazy doing this 

but during the process of the design of the new structure he was the one saying that we are 

crazy because today he keeps his distance from the everyday business activities and perhaps 

shows up once a month to follow what’s going on and what employees are thinking. The result 

is always the same I think, this place deserves that we take the extra step and be little crazy. So 

we are creating an experience that doesn't exist anywhere else. #00:08:21# 

 

Interviewers:  And this is the new part of the hotel [pointing towards a construction site through 

the window]? #00:08:23# 



 

 

Dagný:  Yes that’s right, and it’s also part of the expansion of the lagoon, we are back 

focusing on the core because we had so much coverage about the hotel and it’s addition but the 

truth is that the hotel business is compete secondary to us. We are now doubling the size of the 

area and about 10% of our guests will use the new part of the lagoon itself, 90% will be using 

the central lagoon. So it’s very important it’s not only about our products because in the minds 

of people it’s physical but operational innovation and experience innovation is for us the most 

important. Our business thrives mostly on operational innovation even though people tend to 

only see the innovation that is made on or with products and other tangible things. It’s only for 

operational innovation that the Blue Lagoon managed to cope with the overflow of guests by 

controlling access, implementing systems and rethinking how do things in a different and better 

ways. Social Media has then played a significant role for us in building our reputation and 

presence, we saw social media as a huge opportunity. Our digital staff is primary thinking about 

social media and also managing income online which holds hands with the changes for instance 

in access control. Then all of a sudden we see openings for dynamic pricing, a price innovation 

is also a big thing. I created new price lists in 2008 which was on a value-based pricing model, 

before there was only one price for everyone and it didn’t matter if you wanted a better service 

is wasn’t available. Guests often come here because they are celebrating something, wedding, 

birthday or something else and wanted to treat themselves, but couldn’t. Thus we started to 

stretch or extend our offerings and created more expensive packages, as it is now those who 

buy the most expensive packages are our most satisfied customers and that’s very motivating 

so we are stretching this even more. People travel and use social media as a status symbol, 

where you go, if you’re in Iceland then it’s cool and we are making use of that as we can by 

having our staff walking around the lagoon and offer our guests to take photos of them and then 

send them so they can share it on their social media. We are the most popular ‘check in’ 

through Facebook in the world, we try to encourage this by all means because it does affect our 

reputation and awareness. #00:12:47# 

 

Interviewers: All of these new and different things you’ve been doing or implementing, from 

where does it come? Are employees actively generating new ideas or is this an organized 

innovation process? #00:13:04# 

 

Dagný:  [...] it’s just in our genes I think, it’s just us and it rooted in the firm’s culture. Also 

our CEO, Grímur, he’s just so great entrepreneur. Currently we are around 570 employees and 



 

we have a very flat hierarchy, we want to be dynamic firm so most decision making and 

determination in a way prosper among regular employees. #00:14:03# 

 

Interviewers: Does the firm try to motivate the staff in any way for more innovative thinking? 

#00:14:45# 

 

Dagný:  No, maybe not but I run workshops for employees and we have now for instance 

had 13 workshops since January and six remaining. This involve all employees but the topic 

varies depending on the focus of each year, this year we focus on how the firm is dynamically 

changing and we think the firm will be different in 12 months from what it’s now. So we go over 

what this means and then each employee gets to write down and present what can be 

improved, everything from different music played in the changing rooms, the smell to fix the 

broken door in the sauna. We gather these ideas and we probably end up with around 2000 

ideas from employees which the managers then go over and sort. Even though most of the time 

it’s not big and radical innovative ideas, nevertheless it’s very important and something the staff 

is experiencing every day in front of our guests. Also improvements on signs, showers, 

changing rooms and so on. In that way we collect ideas from our employees but there is no 

other motivation as such. However, we have a specific position of experience manager who is 

responsible for conducting surveys, and improve every aspect of the complete experience of 

guests, monitor both positive and negative feedback, what people say and hear about us, what 

is the main complaint and how it can be fixed. #00:16:45# 

 

Interviewers: Can it thus be said that experience is one of your cornerstones in your business? 

And you do everything to make the experience as good as possible? #00:16:58# 

 

Dagný:  That’s the only way because social media is what it is and we can’t hide in any 

way. Our guests are also our main critics as our best representatives. Thus if we fail sending 

away satisfied guests then our business is done, because it will spread as it happens. 

#00:17:17# 

 

Interviewers: Before the firm took these significant changes, when the lagoon took up to 450 

people at once, it’s given that the experience was not as good it is today… #00:17:31# 

 



 

Dagný:  Yes we lacked all stability, it was often so that guests had to wait in line for one 

and a half hour to access the lagoon, and they sometimes missed it because they were getting 

late for their flight… #00:17:44# 

 

Interviewers: In what position do you think the firm would be in today if conditions where the 

same as before? #00:17:49# 

 

Dagný:  This wouldn't had worked out much longer, all of our employees would be inside 

a mental home. #00:17:59# 

 

Interviewers: Would you say that this is exactly the issue the tourism industry is facing today, 

that many tourism firms are experiencing this exact problem and haven't figured out a way to 

solve it. Instead they try to react to the demand instead of get ahead as you have managed to 

do? #00:18:14# 

 

Dagný:  Yes this is a problem in many places, with many firms and the question is how 

well or bad this summer goes. The main concerns are Gullfoss, Geysir and Thingvellir [the 

golden circle] but the problem is that these places are either owned by the public or landowners 

who can’t agree on one solution, we are lucky that we are privately owned. If we look at a single 

project as Silfra, it’s a typical project where it’s easy to control access. I talked to them the other 

day and visitors are around 50 thousand who dive there each year, their vision is diving visitors 

of around 30 thousand, so the current number of visitors there is close to double compared to its 

tolerance limits in their opinion. So something must be done there. #00:19:04# 

 

Interviewers: In general, how do you think increased governmental support for innovation can 

reinforce pillars of the tourism sector in Iceland? #00:19:26# 

 

Dagný:  I think increased support  is very important. If we look at the big picture here, 

then we can see that the South-West of Iceland is simply sold out, simple as that. We cannot 

increase the number here. However, what we’ve got is huge land where we’ve got plenty of 

potentials to do more and better, among the most obvious potential is Akureyri or the North side 

of the country and the East. The East is in many ways more exciting than the North, 

transportation wise. But the North has its infrastructure in better shape as things are today. The 

thing is that the Blue Lagoon didn’t manage to return profit until in most recent years, and you 



 

need a very patient capital for business as ours. The gold digger thinking as it appears in the 

industry today is very bad, and thus if we are going to build up robust tourism in both East and 

North then I would say it’s a 15-20 year project, we need long term thinking. And there 

authorities [the government] come in, for instance when it comes to air transportation which is a 

key. If the government wants to build up the North or the East as an attraction and act up on it, 

then private entities can come in and do their thing. The authorities have to support the ground 

and create conditions by for instance improved transportation and infrastructure for entities to 

see the opportunity to do business there. I do not believe in financial support because it should 

be generated from the business activities, possibly some sort of tax discount for a 

predetermined time because authorities are doing that in other sectors. #00:21:40# 

 

Interviewers: So the governmental support should involve their focus on creating the right 

environment for firms to be able to work within and grow? #00:21:48# 

 

Dagný:  Yes, if we take the eastern part of the country as an example, they need 

education for people. This isn’t just an issue of getting people to go there, it’s not enough to 

build an airport and roads, they need an established strategy when it comes to education and 

training for potential employees, they need to educate the locals for this profession. There are 

so many different factors that come into play. The municipalities are a major factor in all this. 

#00:22:06# 

  

Interviewers: Okay, this brings us to the next subject we would like to discuss. That is 

regarding the educational level within the tourism sector here in Iceland, what is your opinion on 

current educational level within the sector? #00:22:19# 

  

Dagný:  Well, of course it is inadequate today. #00:22:24# 

  

Interviewers: You are talking about the supply of expert personnel? #00:22:28# 

  

Dagný:  Yes, exactly, it’s an issue today, a big issue. Also, this doesn’t just apply for the 

need for more people with the academic specialty, from universities, we also need people with 

the practical skills, education and knowledge, there’s a major shortage in that regard. If we take 

us [The Blue Lagoon] as an example, we need people with highly specialized skills and 

knowledge, for example waiters and chefs in our restaurant, we need a lot more people there, 



 

specialized restaurant workers, as we’re growing, we need a lot more chefs just name an 

example, and they simply aren’t available in the market today here in Iceland. And then on the 

other hand, we have and need people with knowledge, skills and education regarding 

hospitality, and those kind of skills are so intangible, “on the job training” is the biggest factor for 

people specializing in that regard, in hospitality, while for chefs and waiters, there are protocols 

they follow, how to waiter people and how to do the food, but that’s not the case in hospitality. 

We have addressed this issue through in house programs and utilizing the service from local 

retraining programs active here around us. We actually created a program with the Southern 

Retraining Center a few years ago, a program they are using today with other companies. But 

now, we mainly do this “in house” using our personnel to guide the training programs, for 

example our “experience manager” and actors who work for us oversee our training programs in 

that regard. We have our values, and the training programs are designed around them, our 

main value is “we create memories” and therefore we have a training program that is simply 

named “we create memories” which really is simply “blue lagoon 101” for our employees. They 

learn what we expect them to do, how to deliver the service the “blue lagoon way” in order to 

maximize the customer's satisfaction from the experience of visiting the Blue Lagoon. 

So all in all, we have had to deal with this issue in house, regarding finding and training the right 

expert personnel. On top of this, there is also a shortage in people with highly specialized 

education and training. #00:24:53# 

  

Interviewers: Would you say you can point into a certain direction, who holds responsibility 

over how things are today, regarding this shortage of specialized personnel? #00:25:06# 

  

Dagný:  No, not really. As you see today, there is practically no unemployment here in 

Iceland, the issue is simply that there are no people, we just need more people here to meet this 

enormous growth in demand for personnel within the profession. #00:25:13# 

  

Interviewers: What about educational institutions, should these institutions put more emphasis 

on programs directly related to the tourism industry? #00:25:23# 

  

Dagný:  Yes, I would say it has to change towards that direction. For example we have 

few people who are educated and specialized in spa management and others in hotel 

management, those individuals had to go abroad to acquire those skills and education. And in 

light of the fact that there will come new bathing areas similar to the one we operate here, on 



 

top of that hotels are popping up everywhere, new hotels, requiring people with the right 

education in order to operate these operations. Today companies have had to acquire the right 

personnel from abroad, not that I’m saying it’s negative to have foreign labor, but the thing is 

simply that we need people with these skills, and today they can’t acquire them here in Iceland, 

limiting the people who actually go into this direction, from an educational point of view. 

But, I can’t say we are able to point at a certain organization or authority which holds 

responsibility of current situation. This is a matter of supply and demand, today the demand is 

high, but we will most likely reach a level of balance in the future. #00:26:16# 

 

From our point of view, people are showing high interests in working for us, in the restaurant, in 

our hotel, we use these interests as a driving force in relation to putting our work in for educating 

and training the Icelandic labor force. For example today we are sending four of our junior chefs 

abroad, to work at Michelin star kitchens for training reasons, they will then return to us, in hope 

of becoming our stars in the kitchen. We support them regarding travel expense, we pay them 

salaries while they are abroad, during their training. So the responsibility is just as much the 

businesses like authorities and educational institution. We have an excellent relationship with 

some educational institutions, like MK, regarding our restaurant staff. In relation to our hotel 

operations, we need people with experience, experience is the most critical factor for our staff. 

We need personnel with experience from high end hotel operations. #00:27:36# 

  

Interviewers: Okay, if we continue on the subject of supply of personnel. There has been a 

discussion regarding the shortage of personnel, and companies are more and more hiring staff 

from abroad, how have you [the Blue Lagoon] dealt with this issue? #00:28:01# 

  

Dagný:  Well, we’ve gone into this direction, hiring from abroad. That is a fact that 

Icelanders are not looking into some major professions within the tourism and hospitality 

industry. This applies to for example jobs in cleaning, this is simply an Icelandic reality. But we 

have an excellent group of foreign personnel, and it’s in no way negative to hire good personnel 

from abroad. This shortage is an issue we have to deal with regarding the housekeeping part of 

our hotel operations, in relation to our growth in that part, we have to acquire staff from abroad, 

the personnel is simply not available here in Iceland. And then in the higher end, for example 

there is no “butlers” here in Iceland, therefore we have to seek outside the country, there is just 

one working sommelier in Iceland, just one, the other few have moved into the direction of 



 

selling wine, and then there are other who call themselves sommeliers, but do not really have 

sommelier certification. This is a group of individuals we definitely have to acquire from abroad. 

Then we do a lot for our staff, to keep them happy, we offer transportation from the city, this I 

believe is essential in order for them to perform at a level we want them to. We have to treat our 

staff excellently in order to get them to perform at an excellent level. For example, last 

December we invited all staff and spouses to London for a trip. #00:30:24# 

  

Interviewers: We noticed you are involved in the “Startup Tourism” program, could you 

describe your association to the program? #00:30:42# 

  

Dagný:  Well we’re one of the founding members of the program. We’re really active in it, 

but we’re not using it to acquire new ideas, our involvement is more in consulting and training. 

One of our staff members was actually just yesterday having an presentation on marketing 

issues for the startups signed up for this year program. We supply the program with mentors 

and consultants, that’s basically our involvement in the program. The program purpose is 

basically more in order to maintain a high level of innovation within the sector. #00:31:30# 

 

Interviewers: What about the Icelandic Tourism Cluster? You are members of it, what is your 

involvement in the cluster? #00:31:52# 

 

Dagný:  [10 sec pause, respondent is thinking] well we [8 sec pause as respondent thinks 

over her answer] I can’t say we’re really involved or active in the cluster, we are members, but I 

think that’s more because we’re one of the biggest organizations within the sector, therefore we 

have to be members. But….  I think cluster activities and programs are more in favor for smaller 

organizations, startups and companies that are in their first years, creating business 

relationships, or for established but small companies, for whom the synergies from being 

engaged in a cluster is greater that outside it. But for us, the blue lagoon, we’re simply in a place 

where we have all our business relationships and linkages where we need them, we’re not 

looking for new linkages, so we’re not activating this cluster cooperation in our operations, we 

don’t see the need. #00:33:05# 

  

Interviewers: So your activity within the cluster is perhaps more in line with what you are doing 

in the Startup Tourism program, sharing your knowledge? #00:33:16# 

  



 

Dagný:  No, not really. We’re just not active. Also we’re simply too busy to be actively 

engaged in the custer. We’re seeing over 20% growth year after year, so we’re simply overly 

busy on focusing on our operations and where we’re heading, how we can deal with this growth, 

how to develop our operations. We have multiple projects, the hotel operations are growing 

significantly. We have to put our focus on the project we feel are the most essential for our 

operations, today that’s more than enough for us to handle.  We have our five year plan, that 

we’re totally focused on following, we’re like a racehorse, focused on our goals and objectives, 

the market is too dynamic. So today we’re in a place where we have to focus on ourselves, if we 

want to do things well. #00:34:06# 

 

We’re engaged in some startup projects, we’re stakeholders in the Geothermal Pools and 

Mývatn in Northern Iceland, Laugar Fontana, and others. It’s in those kinds of operations in 

which I think the cluster cooperation is much more appropriate. #00:34:27# 

  

Interviewers: Okay, we’re kind of at the end of our discussion, to conclude, could you tell us 

your opinion on the current status of the Icelandic Tourism industry, where it’s heading and 

whether it’s growing in a healthy manner. #00:34:47# 

  

Dagný:  Right now, it’s not growing in a healthy manner. The infrastructure is way behind. 

We just had an excellent annual general meeting at the SAF yesterday. It was really good to 

hear the president of the SAF and president of the Icelandic tourist board discussing the future 

of our industry in a manner that did not collide, they were in sync, regarding we have to get our 

hands around this growth in order to have some control over it. It’s fortunate that we are an 

island, we can control how many people visit, the thing is we just have to do it, we’re not doing it 

today, we have the tools and we need the courage to do so.  Once we gain control over this 

growth, then first we can start focusing on building up the sector in some peripheral locations. 

Once we have control, we can finally start creating a long-term strategy, and vision, where we 

want the sector to be in 20 years, this is something we can’t do today because we have no 

control over the growth. One factor we have to consider, and deal with is our local currency, the 

ISK. We have to deal with the strengthening of it, we’ll be seeing a lot of money coming into our 

economy over the summer as we expect another record summer, therefore it will most likely 

continue to gain strength, making it more and more expensive for people to visit, that’s a major 

concern. And like I already said, we have to get control over the growth, it can’t continue like this 

for many more years. But nobody seems to have the courage to take control, they can do so like 



 

I said, but they’re not using the tools effectively and we don’t really understand why they don’t 

take control. #00:36:30# 

  

Interviewers: Yeah, this is perhaps a bit leading question, do you think companies within this 

sector are perhaps too shortsighted? #00:36:41# 

  

Dagný:  I think in a business environment that is experiencing a growth similar to what we 

have here, the market conditions are not allowing companies to be flexible enough in order to 

innovate and offer products and services in a new manner. Because the environment is growing 

extremely fast, the companies need to be well disciplined, for them not to simply blindly follow 

the money, lose their track, you see companies doing so but I don’t think they will experience 

longevity.  Companies also need to have a longer term vision, but as there are so many new 

and small companies active here on this market, they don’t have the capacity or the body to do 

so, they have to react quickly. While us here, we have a number of executives and managers 

who are only focused on the next 8 to 12 months, while my task is to only focus on 2018 and on 

worth. We have the organizational structure that gives us the opportunity to work in this manner, 

we are an old company compared to many others. Smaller competitors don’t have the 

opportunity to operate this way. In this market environment, what we’ve experienced is that the 

company is expanding enormously, year after year, what we need to do now is to reset the 

operation, see where we are right now, and where we should be heading. This enables us to 

work towards a clear vision and mission. We need to operate the company crane vacant for one 

year. Just to reset the operations, and go back to basics. After which we can build upon what 

we have then, we just need one year to catch our breath and in order to not to go ahead of 

ourselves. Now we have to start focusing on fixing our processes and our ground operations. 

So to conclude, I think there simply is no time for the smaller companies to rethink how to 

operate, what products and services to offer. But there tourism has been changing recently, 

regarding the business climate. We’ve seen a great deal of compression, a lot of mergers of 

companies. Older operators are starting to sell parts out of their companies, meaning we’re 

seeing the ownership moving away from founders, companies are therefore moving from being 

mainly “family businesses” towards we’re seeing more and more professional investors entering 

the sector. In parallel with this, the environment changes radically, the business that before was 

perhaps more “personal” is now becoming more “corporate” and impersonal.  The industry is 

moving from being kind of a “hobby business” towards a more professional and corporate one. 

#00:38:# 



 

  

Interviewers: If we continue on this subject, what is your opinion on current market offerings 

when considering products and services, do you think the companies within the industry are 

perhaps becoming overly homogeneous? #00:39:44# 

  

Dagný:  [respondent takes about 15 seconds to think]  We need new large attractions, 

and we have to avoid seeing new copycats of current offerings popping up, like a copycat of the 

blue lagoon, which was actually a discussion just the other day about, opening a “new blue 

lagoon” close to here, we were not behind that idea in any way. We need new concepts, new 

unique concepts that can carry themselves operationally. We are seeing highly ambitious 

projects popping up, like “into the glacier” in Langjokull, and “Inside the Volcano” that are really 

encouraging for others to go ahead with new concepts like they did there.  If we just take Into 

the Glacier as an example, that project has proved to be highly motivating for others around that 

area. What they did there was to simply be really confident, they went into sort of a madness 

regarding investment and this is definitely paying off now, as this has activated a huge area 

around as a major tourist attraction, like in “Húsafell”, they are opening a beautiful and big high 

class hotel with an excellent restaurant and service. They are now in the first steps of trying to 

find out where to go from here, to find new recreational projects and opportunities in that area. 

But what we need now are more projects like those two. In order to activate new parts of the 

country, areas that today are inactive but with a little push could flourish.They also have to 

create the infrastructure in order to receive more visitors. If we take “Geysir” as an example of 

where things have gone really wrong. It’s one of ‘the places’ to visit when you come here, part of 

the golden circle, but the area today is simply a disgrace. If you visit national parks abroad, like 

Yellowstone, a national park that receives a lot higher number of visitors per meter squared, but 

that are is a lot more organized. You don’t just go outside and walk somewhere, cross a rope 

that is supposed to delineate a certain area where you can go to. In Yellowstone you have clear 

paths where you can walk on, and you simply don’t go outside of them, paths are well 

organized, you walk a circle, and not just all over the place like in “geyser”, it’s simply much 

better organized. If we start to organize more here, then I think we are on a better pathway, if 

we don’t things will end up bad at some attractions. #00:40:41# 

 

To answer the question, in my opinion the market is not becoming homogeneous, because we 

are so overly bound by nature, and I think we are seeing new concepts coming up, like the ones 

I mentioned earlier, and “friðheimar”. We are seeing genuine new authentic experience services 



 

popping up all over. But how people can find them, that’s the issue I believe, visitors are not 

familiar with all these offerings, so the issue perhaps lies in marketing. #00:41:08# 

  

Interviewers: Well, we think that’s all, anything you want to add to our discussion here today? 

#00:41:12# 

  

Dagný:  No not really, I was just interested to hear your thoughts on innovation, and what 

is going on here. #00:41:18# 
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Interviewers: If we begin with Startup Tourism, why was the program initiated and what were 

the outcome objectives and expectations? #00:00:53# 

 

Svava:  Well, do you know what Icelandic Startups is? Would you like me to slide through 

it? #00:01:00# 

 

Interviewers: I think we have a pretty good idea of how it works, but sure that’s good. 

#00:01:05# 

 

Svava:  Ok so, we [Icelandic Startups] were established from two: Klak and Innovate. 

Klak established in 1999 within Nýherji and Innovate in 2007 within the University of Iceland by 

three students. Those three engineer students wanted to start this because they constantly 

faced certain barriers they didn't managed through, they established this company in order to 

help other companies. Later they merged with Klak, a similar company, and today we are 



 

Icelandic Startups, a non-profit, private owned and project-driven. In fact we are owned by five 

entities: the University of Iceland, the University of Reykjavik, Nýherji, Samtök Iðnaðarins and 

the Icelandic Venture Capital. These entities provide around 5% of our operational funds, and 

then again we are project driven which means that we fund ourselves through the projects we 

work on. In basics we are a platform that connects entrepreneurs to investors and 

entrepreneurs to other entrepreneurs, we are and provide the network to help entrepreneurs 

without charging anything for it. We help these entrepreneurs to approach large companies and 

the industry through us. Startup Tourism is one of these projects and it’s initiated from the other 

programs we run: our first comprehensive program Startup Reykjavik in which takes place for 

the 6th time this summer where the focus is bit on technology and creativity, and then we added 

another program in which has been held two or three times Startup Energy Reykjavik where we 

focus on energy, and finally Startup Tourism where we focus on the tourism. Actually, it was 

established because Grímur Sæmundsen talked to Salome our CEO and perhaps he saw what 

was going on in our other programs and got the idea of dedicating a program for the growing 

industry of tourism, that we should help entrepreneurs within tourism, and thus it was 

established and now we run it for the second time. [...] do you know who are our backers, and 

everything? We got four main backers for the program who fund it, it’s the Blue Lagoon, 

Íslandsbanki, Vodafone and Isavia, these are the companies that decided to want to help 

entrepreneurs within the tourism. Then it’s the Icelandic Cluster Initiative that is based on our 

cooperation as well, thus in a way there are these five entities that run the program. Our 

backers are funding the program but we execute and run it. We are not the specialists in tourism 

rather our specialty is taking an idea and put it to practice. That’s why the Icelandic Cluster 

Initiative for instance take part in this because they are the specialists within the tourism. Me 

myself have a degree in tourism thus I’m well familiar with the tourism industry and me 

knowledge is increasing. #00:03:58# 

 

Interviewers: So, the program has been held once before and the second is ongoing? 

#00:04:07# 

 

Svava:  Yes, yes. Do you know what’s the process is? #00:04:11# 

 

Interviewers: No, not really. #00:04:13# 

 

Svava:  Ok should I tell you briefly about that? #00:04:15# 



 

 

Interviewers: Yes, please. #00:04:16# 

 

Svava:  So it’s for 10 weeks and we start with promoting the program, receive 

applications we got 94 applications this year which is 30% increase from the year before which 

we are very happy about, then we conduct about 25-30-35 interviews with applicants, and then 

we choose 10 ideas to take part in the program. These can be completely new ideas or ideas 

that companies have taken off with but need help taking it further or all the way. #00:04:41# 

 

Interviewers: So if not completely new, these are mostly very small companies? #00:04:44# 

 

Svava:  Yes, it’s less for larger companies as they do not need such assistance. And 

these chosen ideas or companies are with us for the next 10 weeks, and perhaps the most 

value for the entrepreneurs lies in so called mentor meetings. Icelandic Startups possesses a 

wide network of 150 entities or more who are available to the entrepreneurs, these are 

specialists, managers, experienced entrepreneurs, and all kinds of people that are specialists 

within certain areas.  These are people that are prepared to give their time to meet with 

entrepreneurs and give them advices. The meetings take place for 30 minutes each, the teams 

walk between perhaps four persons that are available, maybe every Tuesday. Then we host 

regular lectures where we try to build up the process for these 10 weeks, perhaps start with 

product development and move to marketing and then to funding and sales promotion. 

#00:05:45# 

 

Interviewers: In relation to the applications, are there any dominant themes of ideas that you 

choose from? #00:05:56# 

 

Svava:  Yes, mostly it’s based on entertainment, for instance last year [...] actually this 

year as well, the ratio was 80% entertainment and 20% technology. Thus we can easily say that 

entertainment is the dominant theme of the ideas. The objective of the program is to increase 

the supply of entertainment across the country, promote distribution of tourists across the 

country all year around, and support new companies within tourism industry. #00:06:35# 

 



 

Interviewers: You mentioned that the number of applications increased by 30% do you feel 

that there is increased interest from the industry as well? From established companies and 

institutions? #00:06:55# 

 

Svava:  Yes I think last year we were just test driving the program and we were also just 

exploring ways interest and attract people, for instance this year it was far more easy to “hire” 

mentors to take part, in fact we had to say not to many who wanted to participate this year. We 

simply filled all positions because obviously we can't let them drawn in meetings. We were 

approached by large companies that wanted in as backers and I can’t tell you which once but 

we had to say no, they were too late and so on. So yes we saw a lot more interest this year and 

yes as you say from the industry you know, they also want to do better and better. I can proudly  

tell you that all ten of the companies that were chosen last year are still running, eight of them 

have already start generate revenues, and the other two are long term projects that need more 

time before generating revenues. So I think it’s pretty well done for the first year. #00:07:53# 

 

Interviewers: You mentioned that the applications were 94 and you then choose 10 of them to 

work with, do you know if the other ideas are commonly taken further and put into practice? 

#00:08:18# 

 

Svava:  Yes actually, I’ve met with at least four of them, who we interviewed this year and 

they are all about to be launched or are up and running. Instead they often come to me for 

counseling. My feeling is that most people are serious about their ideas regardless of if they’re 

chosen for the program, but of course there are also many ideas that to my knowledge stay as 

ideas. #00:08:44# 

 

Interviewers: To different matters, about the innovation environment in Iceland. Do you think 

the support for innovation is adequate enough in tourism today and in other industries as well? 

#00:09:11# 

 

Svava:  Yes… perhaps I’m a bit biased when it comes to this, because we are the largest 

private owned supporter for innovation. Then opposite us, companies such as Innovation Center 

Iceland, Startup Iceland which is a big conference and yes, that’s the supporting environment of 

innovation thus as a bit biased person yes we are doing things well. [...] there is no competition 

between us and the Innovation Center Iceland rather we are both serving entrepreneurs as well 



 

as we can and we have also been working together in some projects. But we have been 

supporting ideas within the tourism before, for instance The Golden Egg… Do you recognize 

that? #00:09:59# 

 

Interviewers: Yes, we do. #00:10:01# 

 

Svava:  Ok, but it’s a business plan competition where number of ideas related to the 

tourism has been rising the past a few years, and I mean in Startup Reykjavik last summer then 

they had these two ideas related to tourism. Thus we don’t solely get ideas related to tourism 

through Startup Tourism but in all of the programs. Also one idea that is related to both tourism 

and energy which came through Startup Energy Reykjavik therefore it’s coming through all 

programs and projects facilitated by us. Especially, from the year 2014, perhaps 2015 we felt 

the real boom in tourism scope. Of course it comes with the industry itself, people see 

opportunities, kind of a gold digger frenzy, the wild west, everyone wants a piece of the pie. So 

[...] yes I think the support is there but perhaps I would like to see… I don't know who should do 

it, us or someone else, but more discussion about the funding environment and investments in 

firms within tourism. I know about at least two rather new funds that focus specifically on the 

tourism industry, Eldey and Icelandic Tourism Fund. But then other funds have been telling me 

that they are not going to invest in tourism, then I look into what kind of firms they are actually 

investing in and there are a few that are maybe technical firms but work within the tourism 

industry. We want… and the ideas we wanted in our program where not only entertainment but 

also technical ideas that assist and serve within the industry, firms such as Bókun, Captio, 

Dohop, Guide to Iceland, these are all very impressing technical firms that are supporting the 

tourism and connect entities within the industry. So, technical solutions, and firms that support 

improvements on infrastructures. #00:12:03# 

 

Interviewers: You talked about of what nature these ideas are, when you choose between 

firms or ideas for the program do you consider the nature and what it might bring to the table for 

the industry? #00:12:25# 

 

Svava:  Yes, we are using particular criteria when we go through all of the ideas, for 

instance how innovative the idea is, also we consider social responsibility, we take into account 

the location where in Iceland, we consider the nature whether entertainment or technical or 

solution for the infrastructure, we also consider the team behind it, and how likely or realistic it is 



 

for the idea to become reality i.e. how the team plans to execute and so on. We would like to 

increase the number of technical ideas but in fact we don't receive many and we want to see 

more ideas that serve the whole island. Still, for instance as it is now, we have two ideas that 

are in the South of Iceland and two in the North of Iceland, and the rest is within the great 

capital area. I think it would be great to have at least one idea for each part of the country but 

such ideas weren’t submitted. #00:13:38# 

 

Interviewers: Where in the tourism industry would you say that innovation was the most 

needed? #00:13:51# 

 

Svava:   Well there is always this discussion that we need to scatter tourists more evenly 

across the country, but then we need to have something for them to do. Thus innovation on 

entertainment is just beautiful. Also we want to do better in welcoming our guests and provide 

them with memorable experience from Iceland. Thus innovation on entertainment is very 

important, but innovation on technology also. Guide to Iceland for instance have created a huge 

platform where almost every entity who offer entertainment and others are prominent, thus 

tourists are able to go into this one platform and see everything available and find or put 

together their trip. Also Trip Creator an Icelandic company where tourist can let them organize 

their complete trip. So we are seeing many very impressive Icelandic technical companies, for 

example Bókun have been receiving recognition worldwide. Guide to Iceland have then been 

selling their system to more countries where they use the base to build Guide to Sweden or 

Guide to Denmark. And same with Dohop, they have been awarded many times for their work. 

#00:15:27# 

 

Interviewers: Before your mentioned gold digger frenzy in Iceland where many people see 

opportunities in making money, do you think diversity of new firms in tourism may become a 

problem? Is it possible that tourism firms are becoming too homogeneous? #00:15:53# 

 

Svava:  Well, we at least always when talking to firm’s representatives ask them what 

their specialty is, what’s their strength. I often hear that the industry may be a little like “well I 

have a jeep, I should run my own jeep tour company” you know. But these firms that we see 

succeed are the ones knowing exactly what their specialty is, where to position themselves in 

the market and what makes them different from others. So it´s not enough to own the jeep and 



 

decide to drive off, it requires much more preparation, product development and more. This is 

something I think we are doing, helping firms to start at the right end. #00:16:39# 

 

Interviewers: So are you saying that there are too many that rush into creating business 

without the necessary preparation and right conditions? #00:16:45# 

 

Svava:  Yes in a way, everyone want to take part in this and I think people need to start in 

a right way, in order to do that they should at least try to make use of the network we and other 

provide. People shouldn't look at their neighbors and do what they’re doing, rather find ways to 

differentiate themselves. The firms that aren't starting from the right end and lack the 

preparation they often fail. #00:17:26# 

 

Interviewers: If we go back to support for innovation, do you think that governmental support 

for innovation is inadequate? #00:17:46# 

 

Svava:  Well, the year of 2015 was quite a big, much happened in relation to the 

innovation environment, i.e. financial availability became much better. For instance, three new 

funds were established intended to support startups taking their initial steps, and the 

government increased financial contributions by half to technological development within 

tourism. The technological development fund is governmental and so is Innovation Center 

Iceland so such increase funding is very beneficial for entrepreneurs. We of course are privately 

owned but yet we have been in very good contact with Ragnheiður Elín the former minister of 

innovation and also tourism and industry, and I mean she supported some of our projects and 

showed great interest in what we were doing and that’s important. Now we have a new minister 

of innovation so we need to show how great the work is we’re doing and establish a good 

connection, because if she’s interested in the matter, she’ll put her heart in it as well. I’m no 

specialist in all of the laws and regulations but I know that there is an ongoing work to improve 

the environment for innovation and entrepreneurship, I feel raising awareness. #00:19:19# 

 

Interviewers: Thus governments lay the foundations for improved innovation environment? 

#00:19:25# 

 

Svava:  We can say that, and help firms to take their first steps. Also concerning 

development work, authorities have been giving firms some level of tax discount if employees 



 

work on development within this area, I’m not sure about details here. I know for sure that there 

are many good things going on, but of course it’s never enough the government can always do 

better. #00:19:47# 

 

Interviewers: It is said that active cluster cooperation where the government, entities within the 

industry and educational institutions work together can promote the foundations for ideal 

innovation environment over time. If considering the Icelandic Cluster Initiative, do you think it’s 

active and bears the fruit as it’s intended? #00:20:28# 

 

Svava:  Well, my colleague could probably answer this in a better way but the Icelandic 

Cluster Initiative is relatively new phenomenon and it was just established when we first went off 

with the first program in Startup Tourism, so it’s still getting shaped and developed. But I think 

many of the members of the Icelandic Cluster Initiative also contributed as backers in Startup 

Tourism. Members of the clusters are not necessarily firms within the tourism but anyone that 

can benefit from the tourism industry, which in fact span almost all companies in the society, 

whether it’s oil companies, telecommunications, almost everyone. Thus I know there is a high 

level of interest and a lot of companies are a part of the cluster. My colleague works of course 

here in Startup Tourism, but she’s also working on a project that helps startups which are a bit 

more far into the process of going to market, Ratsjáin which is a peer-to-peer learning for firms 

within tourism, then another project about responsible tourism and social responsibility in that 

context, something we want to focus on. So I think we haven't reached the point where people 

say the cluster is effective and is actually working, simply because it’s so new. Nevertheless I 

think it’s a great scene for entities to meet and talk together about the industry as equals. 

#00:22:01# 

 

Interviewers: Now you talked about that the program is in many ways built around guidance, to 

help them to start their business and teach them how to succeed. We talk about level of 

knowledge within tourism today, that the educational level might be a bit low and it isn’t following 

the industry growth. Do you think your program can contribute to increase the level of education 

and knowledge? #00:22:56# 

 

Svava:  Are you referring to the level of knowledge in the tourism industry as whole? 

#00:23:07# 

 



 

Interviewers: Whether you as a program is supporting and contributing to raising the level of 

education within tourism? #00:23:14# 

 

Svava:  Yes I would say that. I have to say that the tourism is such a young industry, it’s 

so new to us, we are going so fast, we’re always following instead of being clever and manage 

to go ahead. The countries that we look to are doing great things in field of tourism, for instance 

Canada, Norway, New Zealand these are all markets where the tourism industry is on point, 

they have control and have its clear policy to follow. But it seems to me that we are constantly 

behind and all we can do is follow, where the industry takes us after we mess up. #00:23:57# 

 

Interviewers: It’s because we simply do not handle the phase of the growth in tourism? 

#00:24:04# 

  

Svava:  Yes I think so, we are just not ready. I can’t remember if it was KPMG or Deloitte 

that published a really well done and interesting report about scenario analysis, they did that on 

the Icelandic tourism. We want to be so called Niceland, that’s what we want and thus we need 

to act upon these elements stated in the report. We should set the direction to be Niceland 

where everybody is happy, the industry flourishes and people make money but yet there is 

social responsibility and nobody is literally puking over the amount of tourists. And the report 

draws up other scenarios as well which can possibly happen if we don’t do anything. I 

recommend you take a look at this report, I think it’s from Deloitte, they have been working on 

this. So I say “yes” I think we are supporting and contributing to the level of knowledge within 

new firms in tourism, and [...] well about the low level of education, I just think there is a labor 

shortage within the tourism, I think we don’t have enough people. #00:25:19# 

 

Interviewers: I see, the supply does not keep up with the industry growth as it’s 25-30% year 

after year. But despite that, today the tourism industry has become the largest industry in 

Iceland, should for instance educational institutions increase the supply of relevant courses? 

And perhaps increase their emphasis on luring more people to study within tourism, which 

actually covers a very broad scope of specialization. #00:25:47# 

 

Svava:  Exactly, the industry is very wide and covers variety of professions, it’s not only 

about Tourism Specialist who work within tourism, for example here people have all kinds of 

backgrounds for instance actors who are creating experience. Then I’m pretty sure that the 



 

University of Iceland is soon offering a study line of Service Management as masters. I think it’s 

widely misunderstood that people who work within tourism need to be educated as tourism 

specialists, this is something I studied and would not help me run a tourism firm today. My 

feeling is that many very talented people are now starting to work within tourism, and people are 

finally realizing that this is a real industry. As I saw it, few years back when I was studying, 

people tended to look down on the industry, it was something that ruins the society. #00:26:51# 

 

Interviewers: So it’s perhaps important to raise public awareness about how important this 

industry is and to focus more on professional involvement through relevant education all over 

the tourism sector? #00:27:14#      

 

Svava:  Yes! You know, we need more people specializing in computer science and 

everywhere. #00:27:17# 

 

Interviewers: So the debate is justifiable about a low education level and high level of lower 

income positions? #00:27:31#  

 

Svava:  Well, tourism is a service sector where firms offer various services, I mean the 

educational level among guides isn’t low, it’s all people who have completed the tour guide 

school. Thus you could look into how the educational level is among the staff at the Sambíóin 

[cinema] do you know what I mean. Service work is generally low income positions, simple as 

that. #00:28:03# 

 

Interviewers: So you’d say that tourism covers the broader scale and the level of education is 

accordingly? #00:28:08# 

 

Svava:  Yes, it’s just all kinds of jobs. But I hope it’s slowly changing and I think the 

attitude towards tourism has to change. Have you visited ‘Bakland Ferðaþjónustunnar’ on 

Facebook? #00:28:29# 

 

Interviewers: No. #00:28:31# 

 



 

Svava:  It’s a large group of people who have joint interest in tourism and I feel like the 

discussions there are only based on negative issues and complains, bunch of lousy posts and 

negative debate. We really need to change attitudes for the sake of the industry. #00:28:46# 

 

Interviewers: Perhaps one of the reasons is it’s possibly frightened of the rapid growth of the 

industry, and it’s different from we knew before. Before we relied more on closed industries such 

as fisheries but now our largest industry is wide open, full of uncertainties, and touches all 

surfaces of the society. #00:29:03# 

 

Svava:  Yes exactly, tourism is relevant to everyone and everything. #00:29:07# 

 

Interviewers: What is your feeling about the tourism direction and development in general, is it 

in healthy growth or do we need to worry? #00:29:27# 

 

Svava:  Tourism as it is, is not growing in healthy way, and yes we need to worry. For 

instance looking to what the report by Deloitte says, first we need a minister who is focused on 

tourism solely, we need minister of Tourism. #00:29:40# 

 

Interviewers: Why do you think is the reason that we don’t have a minister only focusing on our 

largest industry? #00:29:44# 

 

Svava:  Simply because it was so small industry. Currently it’s under the Ministry of 

Industry and Innovation, Þórdís is minister of Innovation, Industry and Tourism. I mean these 

are huge fields in which shouldn’t be under the same hat. The problem is that within the 

government everything takes too long time, it’s not quick enough because the tourism industry 

is quick and everything is happening really fast but everything happens super slow at the 

ministry. For example we met with a person from the Icelandic Tourist Board discussing 

licenses and she just admitted that everything was pretty much in disorder, things are just 

happening too fast for them and the number of entities that apply for licenses are growing so 

fast they can’t handle it. The system is also far too complex, for one license you might need to 

apply with three or four licensing authorities who don´t even talk together. It’s probably easier 

said than done, but I think we need to this more seriously. #00:31:20# 

 

Interviewers:  So authorities should put more focus on the tourism? #00:31:27# 



 

 

Svava:  Yes I think so, otherwise we will risk reaching the tolerance limits of the nature, 

the inhabitants and all that. There is this model of destinations curve, it starts here everyone 

very happy and everyone making money, then it goes upwards and then it can take a dive 

where the tolerance limits have been reached and it starts declining. The risk is real and I’m 

very worried about our infrastructure around our natural wonders for instance which on the first 

hand is the reason for tourists traveling to Iceland. #00:32:03# 

 

Interviewers: Do you think it’s crucial to reduce the growth phase and bring stability or what 

would you like to happen? #00:32:14# 

 

Svava:  Well this is exactly what the Blue Lagoon has achieved through access control, 

they managed to adapt to the situation and as a result they have control of everything, it’s 

always sold out but yet the number of tourists each time doesn’t ruin their experience. 

#00:32:34# 

 

Interviewers: Do you think that access control is something that more tourist places in Iceland 

would need to take control? #00:32:43# 

 

Svava:  Well, we don't want more tourists, we want quality tourists. We don’t want mass 

tourism, traffic of buses filled with tourists who brought their own supplies from home countries, 

do not pay anywhere and then leave. Promote Iceland is doing great things aiming on quality 

over quantity, for instance through marketing initiative called Iceland Academy which is 

marketing promotion including videos, and teaches tourists how to travel around Iceland, what 

to be aware of on the highways, how to approach Silfra, and so on. #00:33:29# 

 

Interviewers: What do you think about the newest ideas about limiting the number of airlines 

that are allowed to fly from and to KEF airport? #00:33:45# 

 

Svava:  I just heard about this idea, I haven't familiarized myself with it but another good 

thing that have already been implemented is that now it’s possible to fly straight from KEF 

airport [the international airport] to Akureyri in the North and also to the East. This is a very 

important step in managing to better scattering tourists across the country. Regional marketing 

offices are then working on destination design and we are having an open house for them this 



 

Thursday where a destination designer from Sweden will hold a lecture. The thing is Iceland is 

becoming more and more as many smaller destinations where each region is trying to find their 

own uniqueness. They are trying to position themselves and define themselves according what 

they can offer. Westfjords have for instance been doing things very well and got recognition 

from outside Iceland, they are named one 10 places you must visit by Lonely Planet in 2016. 

#00:36:29# 
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Interviewers: To begin within we would like to ask you about what you do and your role within 

the Icelandic Travel Industry Association? #00:00:31# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Well I’m a project manager and my role is to manage various industries within the 

tourism where we have teams for each of the seven components of tourism. These are airlines, 

buses, rental cars, entertainment businesses, accommodations, restaurants and travel 

agencies. These are the seven main categories within tourism and each category has a working 

committee that meets every two months and discusses the current situation and where 

problems lie in each case. We then go over the report from these meetings and try to work them 

out. #00:01:40# 

 

Interviewers: I see, you therefore work on behalf of the tourism firms towards the authorities? 

#00:01:44# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Yes, authorities and institutions… #00:01:50# 

 



 

Interviewers: Okay. Before the interview, you mentioned that roughly 450 firms where 

members of your association, every one of these companies belong to one of these categories 

depending on its nature? #00:01:59# 

 

Gunnar Valur:  Yes exactly, but the categories differ in size and I think that the largest single 

category in relation to firms is accommodations, and close to that comes entertainment 

businesses, and restaurants but we do not have so many of them as our members. Restaurants 

are… they have certain demographic criteria. Many of those who buy restaurant businesses 

they reconstruct it and then sell it, thus there are not so many of that kind of businesses as part 

of such association, and do not have a long term vision. But slowly I think it’s changing, and 

currently we have some of them within our association. #00:03:21# 

 

Interviewers: When we talk about different nature of firms in tourism, do you think the firms are 

becoming too homogeneous, and that the supply for entertainment, for instance, is not diverse 

enough? #00:03:41# 

 

Gunnar Valur: No, possibly it comes in waves but the way of thinking and the industry itself is 

flourishing when it comes to generating new ideas. For instance, old ideas get new life… the 

entertainment has been developed. For example, cave tours in Vatnajökull has become 

extremely popular while it was hardly done three years ago. Now the caves are open during the 

winter time and we see it booming as entertainment for tourists, before tourists only walked up 

to the glacier and hiked but now they go into these caves which are on the edge of the glacier. 

Then Silfra diving and snorkelling which is derived from diving, this is one of the things that was 

done before but few could, it’s done now and many can participate. But obviously it has to be 

controlled as well. Thus I would say that the development in tourism on the right track and the 

diversity is there and there is always an ongoing work towards more diversity, some work out, 

others doesn't. The Ice Cave in Langjökull [glacier] is an example of innovation, then the 

philosophy behind the Blue Lagoon is being taken to other places in Iceland, hot springs at 

Mývatn is comparable. Then the geysers for example Deildartunguhver in Borgarfjörður, the old 

pool at Flúðir and Fontana in Laugarvatn and so on. These are examples of things that are 

constantly being created, now some entities are rebuilding an old truck that is supposed to 

transport tourists on top of Eyjafjallajökul, it’s an old army truck which is being changed to a 

huge snow truck that will move people back and forth. #00:06:56# 

 



 

Interviewers: So in your opinion, the level of innovation is adequate in tourism? #00:07:03# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Yes [...] then there is this project, some innovation program for tourism which is a 

positive thing, and enables people… this is not managed by authorities, but a private initiative 

that helps those who have good ideas to carry it out. Then just to get together and develop their 

ideas and also for investors to connect and match with what they like. #00:07:47# 

 

Interviewers: If considering firms that are up and running, do you think they innovate enough, if 

they do their usual thing but differently and even try new things? What do you think? #00:08:08# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Well tourism firms need to do that, both because of competition and to serve the 

rising demand i.e. to match the supply with demand. If we consider Icelandair they really need 

to act to what’s happening in the competition environment. They need to make some changes 

on their structure in order to increase gross margins. They need to maintain it at least. 

#00:08:48# 

 

Interviewers: If we stay with innovation, and consider the support with innovation from the 

government, do you think they can improve what they’re currently doing? #00:09:06# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Well yes, I think that is possible that they can, I think the innovation within 

tourism has occurred organically, i.e. it comes from within. I think there is no external support for 

innovation. Then it can always be discussed, does the government need to support innovation? 

Innovation has been doing just fine so does the government need to put money into it, to 

support it? This was a discussion four to five years ago following the collapse, well six to eight 

years ago, then we experienced a lack of financial resources for innovation and people were 

taking their first steps in forming supply in tourism, but then it has flourishes and the supply has 

been developing with support by both funds and firms, and thus it’s a question if the industry is 

really in need of support from authorities in relation to innovation.  #00:10:47# 

 

Interviewers: Okay, but is it possible that the need lies more in regional actions? #00:10:51# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Well it’s possible that [...] I know that both Innovation Center Iceland and 

Icelandic Venture Capital there has been widespread speculations. I don’t know, have you met 

with them? #00:11:05# 



 

 

Interviewers: No not with them. #00:11:07# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Okay, but yes there they are doing good things. Thus, again, I’m not sure how 

much authorities need to be involved, during these kind of times. Then if there will be economic  

recession then the right tools should be available to support innovation, because it’s not given 

that the capital is in place. Thus some contingency plan will need to exist, I doubt that such plan 

exists that will guide through the process of supporting innovation within tourism. This exists in 

technology, and it exists in creative industries but in relation to tourism it’s not in place. This is 

something that came to light six to eight years ago, the tourism industry had no place in the 

system. And I think it’s still like that. #00:12:35# 

 

Interviewers: Yes, do you think the tourism industry need to weigh more within the 

government? #00:12:44# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Yes I think we need some kind of scenario analysis for tourism, if the market 

goes south for any reason then we need to have a plan to respond quickly so we can keep hope 

of maintaining the innovation that has been ongoing. #00:13:25# 

 

Interviewers: Would you say that innovation is important for development and long term 

performance in tourism? #00:13:35# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Absolutely, innovation and development is the key for industries as tourism to be 

able to maintain itself. We need the tourist in order to keep up the pace, and even though the 

growth as it’s now is adventurous we need to show that we have this unique and interesting 

product to sell. #00:14:31# 

 

Interviewers: Considering the level of education within the industry, what is your opinion? 

#00:14:40# 

 

Gunnar Valur: I think it’s rather high, there are many firms hiring educated employees for 

available positions, such as tour guides and then of course huge firms as Icelandair and WOW 

Air who are growing fast in tourism that build up their work mostly by people with higher 

education or specialized skills. Then we have specialized people in many professions for 



 

instance chefs and educated servants, and this means that it’s easier to maintain quality within 

firms and in the industry as whole, that the level of education is considered or always in the 

mind of people. #00:15:55# 

 

Interviewers: It has been argued that the level of education is low in tourism, and that low 

income positions are dominant, what do you think about that? #00:16:07# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Yes it has been discussed but we think that this is not necessarily the truth, 

compared with other export industries such as the fish and fish processing. But of course there 

is always a certain ratio that belongs to low income jobs, but we don’t think that this is more in 

tourism than in other export industries. The technology sector has of course close to 100% ratio 

of educated people, while the tourism is not there and neither is the fish industry or the 

aluminum industry. #00:17:07# 

 

Interviewers: The growth has obviously been enormous, so you think the tourism industry has 

kept up the pace when considering the quality of labor? #00:17:26# 

 

Gunnar Valur: [...] well it depends on what field within the tourism you’re talking about, in the 

entertainment and in the aviation business we have high level of education and knowledge, in 

bus transportation business the nature of jobs are so that the drivers need commercial driver 

licence and today there are many that are changing career and taking their last steps on the 

market, come in and acquire the licences, the same goes with those who are taking their first 

steps on the market. Then the car rentals are built on service jobs as do stores, mostly consist 

of low income jobs besides manger positions and higher, while other positions are for unskilled 

workers. Same goes for restaurant and accommodation, but of course it has been a boom in 

demand which means that the supply has had to be developed or adapted somehow thus in this 

in-between situation we have had some level of less educated people until it reaches 

equilibrium. But hopefully we will be able to control this growth in some way so we can reached 

the development in this areas. #00:19:55# 

 

Interviewers: We have already started to import foreign labor to meet the demand, especially 

perhaps in the hotel sector… #00:20:12# 

 



 

Gunnar Valur: Yes, that as well. Many of the hotels are making use of vocational hotel school 

which is a positive thing. Then this labor is coming in and is educating within this profession and 

have great interest and ambitions for this kind of field. #00:20:37# 

 

Interviewers: So there is some ongoing collaboration between certain specialized vocational 

trainings and the industry? #00:20:46# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Yes there is an ongoing work towards better collaboration between the two and 

it’s going in a right direction. #00:20:58# 

 

Interviewers: What is your feeling for both direction and development of the tourism industry in 

Iceland? #00:21:10# 

 

Gunnar Valur: I think it’s clear that we need to be in our toes and need to finish our game, the 

game is endless. We need to analysis threats we might face each time, and as I said before 

there has been unprecedented growth in tourism so we need to work towards controlling the 

situation and better organizing. Thus creating an environment where everyone thinks that 

tourism is beneficial and is mutually satisfactory. #00:22:16# 

 

Interviewers: Access control, is that something that could benefit more firms than just the Blue 

Lagoon and the few who have implemented such system? #00:22:27# 

 

Gunnar Valur: I think the Blue Lagoon is the only firm that have implemented a good access 

control system… #00:22:32# 

 

Interviewers: We saw in the media that someone from SAF suggested that the international 

airport should limit the number of airlines flying to and from it, i.e. control access. #00:22:47# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Yes, that’s just part of the discussion of how many tourists are we prepared to 

welcome, and how we control the number of tourists that come here. Iceland could be able to 

welcome here up to 5 million tourists over the year but it has to be controlled in a right way, they 

have to be directed to more places in Iceland, thus we need to develop certain attractions to lure 

the tourists there, because we cannot tell them where to go. #00:23:52# 

 



 

Interviewers: Do you think that the government and other authorities could do things better? 

#00:24:04# 

 

Gunnar Valur: Yes, it’s always room for improvements. We are sorely lacking infrastructure 

development and it’s a prerequisite and thus they need to put more money in it, to support the 

tourism itself and no less to support the rural development. We can’t forget synergistic factors to 

tourism for inhabitants that have to live there. These are not necessarily sectors directly 

connected to tourism but nevertheless necessary infrastructure so that the tourism can thrive. 

For instance, educational institutions and health care system. #00:25:30:# 
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Interviewers: If we begin, the first thing we want to ask, is for you to introduce yourselves, your 

work and background here within the university. #00:00:26# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Sure, if I‘ll begin, my name is Gunnar Þór Jóhannesson and I‘m a professor in 

Geography and Tourism, I‘m currently a Programme Coordinator, which is a position that 

passes between people. Being a Programme coordinator means that I have supervision of 

course offerings and such. My background is in anthropology, and then I went to Denmark for 

my doctoral program in geography and tourism and then became involved in this school and 

thought of innovation, that’s from this sociological approach to the studies. #00:01:04# 

  

Magnús Haukur: My name is Magnús Haukur, and I‘m an Adjunct at the same department in the 

University. I only start to get involved in the university environment as late as 2008 when I start 

studying, I have a more practical background than most of the scholars here in our department. 



 

My academic background comes almost purely from Business Administration, where my focus 

is on Service management and Service Marketing. I start to get involved in innovation studies in 

my BSc program, and wrote my B.Sc. thesis about innovation processes. I then take this subject 

forward and continue working on it later in my M.Sc. thesis. Then I get introduced into the 

Tourism department and currently teach a course named Tourism and Innovation. That course 

is mostly focused on innovation processes within companies. I‘ve also been quite involved in the 

Startup Tourism innovation accelerator as a mentor. I was a teacher and mentor in Klak when 

they were active. But here within the university and the Tourism department my strength lays in 

my business administration background and my practical background, as I‘ve operated several 

companies here in Iceland, and in Greenland and the United Kingdom. #00:02:28# 

  

Interviewers:  So are you both teachers in the Tourism and Innovation course? #00:02:34# 

  

Gunnar Þór: Yes, or well currently I‘m not really involved in the course. #00:02:39# 

  

Magnús Haukur: It‘s really just me right now. #00:02:41# 

  

Interviewers: How old is this course? #00:02:43# 

  

Gunnar Þór: The course has been taught for quite some time now. In 2008 I first came into the 

course, when I just returned to Iceland from my doctoral program, in which I did my doctoral 

thesis about the implementation of innovation in tourism, where I followed the process of 

innovation within companies, from start and up until the idea came into the market. I was asked 

to take over this course, I then change its content and setup quite radically. I start a partnership 

with Innovit for the course, who were then starting the Gulleggið competition. At this time the 

course is supposed to resemble being a competitor in the Gulleggið case competition, to create 

a business plan. It has been within this framework up until last year when Magnús comes into 

the course as a teacher, and we change it a lot again. #00:03:37# 

  

Magnús Haukur: At this time the course changes towards, on top of analyzing cases through the 

BM canvas, that is this Gullegg focus. We are now working closely with Reykjavik startups and 

Startup tourism on real life cases, where we go into companies and analyze the innovation 

processes through Coopers innovation Diamond, use that model as the foundation, this way we 

have a practical connection to the academia. A lot of our students are actually participating in 



 

several startup competition and accelerators like Startup Tourism and the Gulleggið, this is 

actually something we encourage our students to do, although it‘s not mandatory. The course 

was actually set up as a so called „M-Course“, meaning both M.Sc. and Senior B.Sc. students 

could sign up for it, the MSc students only had to hand in more and bigger assignments 

compared to the BSc students, or were participants in these competitions I mention here earlier 

to get the extra credit. #00:04:36# 

  

Interviewers:  In your opinions, what is the University's role when it comes to the tourism 

industry here in Iceland? #00:04:43# 

  

Magnús Haukur: You want the short answer or the doctoral thesis? In tourism? Just overall? 

#00:04:55# 

  

Interviewers:   Yes, that is for example have the universities created a clear long term strategy 

when it comes to the tourism industry? #00:05:04# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  No, the short answer is no, the universities haven‘t made any strategy when it 

comes to the sector or field within the academia. The tourism department has been here for 15 

years, as an undergraduate program. That study program has been developing slowly, and this 

is all really new, it‘s been just as long in Hólar university, the undergraduate program here is 

actually younger but for longer as a Diploma program. In my opinion, the university’s role is to 

offer a high quality basic education, which is practical for the industry and is organized in 

conjunction with the industry. The university of Iceland is however not a university of applied 

sciences, but defines itself as a research university, so our study program is more academically 

focused, which is something the program has been to some degree criticized for, being too 

academic and not practical enough. What we have been doing in recent years is to hone 

connections with the industry itself, by for example changing the supply of education and also 

connecting several courses together, giving students the chance to get a better overview of the 

field of study, they see the connections of different study programs, in both natural sciences and 

social sciences, making it clearer what aspects apply where in the field. I think this is something 

we are more successful doing today compared to before. #00:07:06# 

 

This is what I believe is the university’s core role, to prepare the students for their graduate 

program, giving them the tools to enable them to think about current news and phenomena 



 

independently and critically, and if we manage to squeeze in several theories and terms, then 

we consider that simply a bonus. The program is only three years, which goes by really quickly. 

We have to build a an understanding among our students that they do not always know best. 

This is one factor, but what I think we essentially need here in Iceland are universities of applied 

science [Fagháskólar], or a specific applied science trajectory within our current universities. If 

we’re talking about the tourism department, we need a more hospitality focused trajectory, more 

practical, we don’t have this right now, and I think this is an issue. #00:08:18# 

 

Magnús Haukur: Well, we are starting of seeing changes within the university towards this 

direction. My role here is to some degree centered on this issue, to break some barriers 

between for example the tourism department and the business administration department. I 

think we are doing good work in this direction, we’re progressing this way, especially regarding 

our MSc program in Service Management, we’ve also operated a MSc program in Innovation.  

The tourism industry is of course mainly constructed by small and micro companies, for 

example a 10 employee company in Akureyri, a company that is categorized as a micro 

company is really considered a large company in Akureyri. #00:09:06# 

 

We are progressing into another direction, perhaps in parallel with my doctoral into a direction of 

this hospitality phenomena, we’re opening our eyes towards that, it’s gaining momentum here. 

University of Iceland of course considers itself to be an Research University, and I don’t really 

expect that there will be opened a new department of practical hospitality management. 

#00:09:34# 

  

Gunnar Þór: Yes, I agree with this. Another thing we’ve been doing, partly to react to our 

students criticism, is to increase the cooperation with the companies and industry in different 

courses. There is more emphasis on applied and practical projects than before, we have a 

course that is operated in cooperation with SAF [The Icelandic Travel Industry Association], 

we’re working on creating this dialogue between the schools and the industry. I do completely 

agree with Magnús, that our opportunities here in the university is to develop more practical 

MSc programs within the department, MSc programs that are specifically designed to be directly 

connected to the industry itself. This is something I think we should really consider, I think this is 

where our development should be directed towards, increased cooperation with both other 

university departments and with foreign universities. #00:10:45# 

  



 

Interviewers:   So strategic changes with changes of emphasis regarding the tourism industry, 

who makes these changes, who would be responsible of this decision-making? #00:10:59# 

  

Gunnar Þór: In connection to the study program? #00:11:04# 

  

Interviewers:  Yes. #00:11:05# 

  

Gunnar Þór: That’s actually in the hands of the department of tourism, us, the employees do 

make decisions regarding changes in the curriculum, dropping courses or adding new ones. If 

we would want to add specific vocational modules to the program, like three month internships 

we could actually do that, I’m pretty sure. But we would have to get support from university 

authorities and even from individual companies. #00:11:37# 

 

Interviewees: Has there been any discussion about this within the university? #00:11:42# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Yes, sure we’ve had this discussion, and it’s ongoing. But there is always the 

same issue, the university does not have deep funds to dig into, we’re always cutting our 

program down, last year we had to drop three courses from our graduate program due to lack of 

funding, meaning our graduate program involves only mandatory courses and no electives. And 

it seems like we will have to drop several courses from our undergraduate program, due to the 

same issue. Our hands are really tied, even though we want to go into this direction of what 

we’ve been discussion, making the program more practical, we’re lacking the funding to do so. 

Another issue is that the university is not allowed to take tuition, and this kind of study program 

would always have to be funded by other external parties, which then would most likely see 

emphasis on specific factors in the program, it’s a thin line and kind of a gray area in between 

this connection of industry and university. As I repeat, the university is defined as a research 

university and therefore the focus is mainly on the academia and not the practicality of the 

programs. Perhaps others are better suited to establish a program like the one we’ve been 

discussing, a more hands on program. Ones who are allowed to charge a fee, are therefore in a 

better position to cooperate with the industry without giving the industry side too much of a 

power over the focus and emphasis of the program. #00:13:03# 

  

Interviewees:    These would be some private parties? #00:13:06# 

  



 

Gunnar Þór:  Yes, most likely. This situation Magnús has been describing is perhaps the main 

reason why changes are so slow here within the university. We are very understaffed and there 

is very little scope for development within the university, no matter where, not to mention if it 

includes any costs. So what we need to do is to focus inwards, what we can do better with our 

current resources, that’s our current path, I think this is not going to change any time soon, we 

have to squeeze everything we can out of what we currently have, our funding and staff. In 

order to take bigger leaps, in line with what we’ve discussed, then we need more investment, 

and at the same time, authorities are simply not fulfilling its role towards the educational system, 

the university included. We’re currently in major cuts at the same time as our economy is 

booming, the economic environment won’t get much better than it currently is, but at the same 

time, the university has to cut down its operations do to cuts in funding. The situation is 

practically worse than in 2008 and 2009, after the collapse. #00:14:35# 

  

Magnús Haukur: And 2010, 2011 and 2012. #00:14:41# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  We’re still facing cuts in funding. #00:14:45# 

  

Magnús Haukur: The funding doesn’t really have to come from private parties, we can find some 

synergies between different departments and schools, like the University of Iceland and Hólar. 

Hólar are much more practically thinking than us, we could combine the strengths of both these 

institutions. We just have to make these decisions, find these synergies but it seems as if the 

universities and authorities suffer from determining aversion. If we could see past this, I think by 

merging different schools we could develop our programs for the better, using the strengths we 

do possess within these institutions but are not utilizing effectively and efficiently in their current 

forms. This way we could perhaps develop different departments where some are more 

academic and others more practical. #00:15:50# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  I think we can do much better then we’re doing today, within the academic 

environment. If we take the example Magnús mentioned earlier, the new Service Management 

program, we’re offering it for the first time this year. The program is hosted by the department of 

business, but it touches upon other departments. This is something we can do much more 

frequently and better, finding these synergies. We could for example make use of much of the 

work that is going on within the department of educational science, we have the Leisure Studies 

there, a field of studies that are directly connected to tourism. And there are other departments 



 

that are doing much work that could be intertwined into our tourism programs. We do have to 

work more together, but this requires time and staff. #00:16:47# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Sometimes all that is needed is to create the connection between different 

people, people who are not talking today, not familiar what the other is doing. #00:16:55# 

  

Interviewees:    If we discuss the research work within the universities, how important is that 

work for the development of the industry? And how important do you think it is to maintain a 

high level of research within the industry if we consider the growth it has experienced in recent 

years? #00:17:11# 

  

Magnús Haukur: If I tell you my opinion on this, research in the field of tourism in Iceland is non-

existent, we are seeing some work being done by different parties, like The Tourism Research 

Center has been doing some work and others too, but holistic and ‘big picture research’ and 

research programs are simply nonexistent. #00:17:48# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Yes exactly, this is the issue. We have this Tourism Research Center, that is 

worth, it’s a network and not an institution, not like the Marine Research Institution [MRI – 

Hafró], if we want more research which benefits the industry, then we need a much stronger 

institution. An institution that is capable of hiring experts. So research in the field of tourism is 

really scattered, and I was actually discussing with Laufey, head at the University Hólar and 

Guðrun Þóru at the Tourism Research Center last Friday, we were counting all the research that 

is active today, how many researchers are in the field of tourism today, in the academia, and we 

counted between ten and fifteen individuals, in total, so there are no more. All research within 

the academia is carried out through grants, coming from many different directions, and therefore 

the research subjects are often to some degree controlled by the party that provides the funds 

for the research. Therefore, as I believe seeing this research landscape externally, I would think 

it’s all over the place. A more clear better connection and support from the industry itself 

towards research has been lacking. There has been a big change in the understanding from the 

members of the tourism industry and other stakeholders, of the importance of carrying out active 

research in this field, the importance of basic and primary research. It’s not enough to simply 

collect data and publish a report from surveys, we need to work more with the data, to interpret 

it, not that I’m belittling the importance of data collection and surveys, because we do also need 

that information, the quantitative data. It’s been really energy intensive to convince authorities 



 

that it’s important to just further interpret this raw data we have today. If we view this from the 

academic's perspective and consider the quality of the research that is being conducted and the 

activity, then I have to say there are a lot of things happening, we’ve gone quite far compared to 

other faculties, and we’re seeing fresh capital coming into new research projects from abroad. 

#00:20:41# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Yes, that’s it, this research is funded to most extent from Europe, and 

European research institutions, but the issue is that Europe shows no interest in researching the 

Icelandic market, they want research at a macro level, but we’re researching at a micro level. 

#00:20:53# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Exactly, therefore we’ve had to package the research proposals in a way to sell 

them this idea of using Iceland as a case, increasing the transferability over other markets, 

therefore disguising micro level research this way. Another factor that has stood in the way of 

active research here in Iceland, is that it has proven extremely hard to get resources from our 

research funds, like “Rannís” [Icelandic Research Fund]. This is because it has proven difficult 

to show the new elements in research on tourism in Iceland specifically, because we’re too far 

behind other countries, meaning that it’s perhaps really important to address a specific subject 

or issue in research here in Iceland, but because we’re so far behind and other countries have 

done similar research years ago, the foreign research funds don’t see the benefits of funding the 

research, as it’s already available from other countries, but it’s maybe too old and therefore 

irrelevant for our current situation. We therefore need much more specific domestic research 

funds dedicated to the tourism industry, just to catch up with other countries. There have been 

talks about doing this, we’ve seen this many times in strategy planning and visioning from 

authorities, but this still hasn’t been done, and this brings us back to the authorities. They have 

to figure out what we mean with ‘infrastructure’, it’s not only roads, but also knowledge, the 

educational system. #00:22:07# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Another issue here I want to bring up, an issue I’ve bumped into many times in 

my doctoral, it’s that tourism is only one offshoot and hospitality is another one, and as you 

perhaps know, in an international perspective, these two are not mixing up, that is tourism and 

hospitality. They are not discussed as the same subject or field, this is another perspective to 

this issue. As I’ve been studying hospitality in my doctoral, so I’ve had discussions with people 

from that offshoot, and they mainly discuss it in relation to business administration, however 



 

while tourism has kind of kept itself outside of all this, in the academia that is, kept itself as a 

specific discipline. When our students are asking for more practical training, then they are 

actually asking for more hospitality perspective to the program and courses, something the 

tourism program here within the university has not been defined in relation to. However, at least 

the courses I’ve been teaching have been progressing more and more into this direction, mixing 

the fields more up. Students have also gotten their insight into the hospitality part by taking 120 

ECT’s here in the tourism department and 60 ects’ in business administration, therefore making 

this connection themselves. #00:23:27# 

  

Interviewers:   There is one issue that has been widely discussed in relation to the tourism 

industry here in Iceland, that is the low level of education within the industry. If we consider this 

in relation to the growth of the industry in recent years, have you become aware of an increase 

of interest from potential students, to go into this direction, to study tourism? #00:23:56# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Yes and no I would say. We saw an extreme increase in interest in 2009, when 

the number of students doubled in one year, and since then we’ve been quite stable, at least 

over the last three years. We’ve been getting about 100 new students for our undergraduate 

program each year. But we’ve not noticed any increase in interest over the tourism program, 

nothing like the growth of the industry itself, this hasn’t gone hand in hand. The governmental 

focus in recent years has been directed towards the lower steps in our educational system, 

increasing the level of knowledge and skills in these frontline jobs, although reports have also 

underlined the importance of also maintaining and increasing the level of knowledge and 

emphasis on education for potential managers, this has been neglected. #00:25:11# 

  

Interviewers:  There has been a debate about the tourism industry, regarding a low educational 

level within the industry and high number of low salary jobs being created within it, what is your 

take on this debate? #00:25:22# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  In my opinion, this is completely true, this is a reality we’re dealing with. There 

are a lot of jobs being created that do not really require a high educational level within the 

sector, this often goes hand in hand with a business environment in which the “gold digger” 

mentality is dominating which applies to the Icelandic tourism industry for sure. Business 

operators are overly focused on maximizing the income in the shortest period of time. This 

comes directly down on the employees within the industry, lowering the wages being paid, 



 

meaning fewer truly qualified people are willing to take these jobs, this evolution is something to 

be worried about. It’s a pity that this is the reality we’re seeing, because if they were paying 

higher salaries, giving them the chance to hire more qualified people would, this would increase 

the potential margins of the industry as the quality level would increase and become more 

stable. This is a luxury problem, we’re seeing so many tourists coming into the country, visiting, 

that business operators don’t really see the need to increase the level of quality, the visitors 

keep on coming, and the money keeps on pouring in. #00:26:50# 

  

Interviewers:   So you’re saying there is a direct correlation between this “gold digger” mentality 

and a high number of low salary jobs within the market? #00:27:04# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Yes, this is also a trend we’ve seen on other markets that experience extreme 

and rapid growth, so this isn’t just an Icelandic issue. But how the market is evolving, with 

quality levels of offerings lowering to some degree are sometimes the symptoms to the 

operational environment we have here in Iceland today, with enormous growth year after year. 

If we would approach this more strategically, we could build and strengthen the industry’s pillars 

and prepare it much better for the future than we’re doing today, and by reinforcing education is 

the best way to do so, from this perspective, I believe authorities are on a positive path, 

increasing emphasis on educating and increasing the overall knowledge- and skill level for 

these lower level and front line jobs. And opening up paths for individuals to maintain and even 

increase their level of education. They’re breaking down barriers for people to work themselves 

up, this believe and requirement that you have to go through a 4 year education before being 

eligible for a managerial position, we’re seeing this structure being changed, which is positive, 

and the university has to take part in this discussion. #00:28:09# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Something I would like to add to what Gunnar has already said, having 

operated a number of businesses in tourism, we need to have this discussion within the market 

between the industry and researchers within the field, to enable them to promote their work, and 

for the research to have an impact on the evolution of our industry, this is not taking place today. 

What I mean here is not to have this discussion purely in an academic manner, but to prove 

how research can be really practical, and how the industry itself can use the findings in order to 

optimize their operation and capturing the highest margins. A lot of research has for example 

been conducted in these rural and small areas here in Iceland but the business side is not being 

made aware of these studies and research therefore not benefiting as they could. Me myself, 



 

when I was only operating my businesses, before I came into this academic environment, I did 

not read academic publications about the tourism industry, I was focused on the business 

magazines. We need to build this connection between the academia and the industry, opening 

everyone’s eyes towards the practical benefits from the research that is being conducted today. 

#00:29:08# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  That’s right, this is something we need to put more emphasis on, the research, 

make them more prominent in the market, giving the industry a better chance to benefit from our 

findings. #00:29:17# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Yes, we need to bring this message and information more into the light, we 

can’t continue to solely focus on getting our research published in international journals, where it 

then gets lost and forgotten. #00:29:23# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Yes, we need to make this knowledge more accessible. This can be done by 

establishing a forum for discussion within the tourism industry, which is currently non-existent. 

But the issue is bigger, it’s in the infrastructure itself. The university is actually struggling with 

offering a undergraduate program in tourism, all employees within the department are busy, 

they are struggling with a fair amount of worked overtime, they have to conduct research, they 

have to manage the faculty, which gives little time to spare for developmental work towards 

developing the educational program itself. The university has faced so deep cuts in funding from 

authorities in recent years, it’s started a long time ago to come down on the quality of the 

education provided. This is quite frustrating, because everybody agrees on what has to be 

done, be it members from The Icelandic Travel Industry Association [TITIA] or authorities, all 

agree on the importance of strengthening our infrastructure, the educational system included, 

everybody are overly busy on their current tasks and we progress too slowly. #00:30:47# 

  

Magnús Haukur: If we turn to the other issue, a high number of low-salary jobs and the gold-

digger mentality within the sector. We also have to realize that tourism here in Iceland is only 

four years old as a major industry, it’s just taking its first steps, it’s still wearing its diaper as a 

year round profession. There are still a number of companies that don’t have the operational 

basis for employing more than just the owner as a year round employee, this is the case even 

here in Reykjavik, think about the companies in the more rural areas like “Strandir” [extremely 

remote place in western Iceland]. Still today, we have to consider the sector as major industry 



 

for only four months a year, over the summer. This is perhaps something we’re used to as a 

nation, we’re used to dealing with peak seasons as a rush hour at work, we’re used to focusing 

on maximizing the income over those three months because we know the other eight most likely 

won’t be too good for the operation, or that we’ll have to “short-sell” or lower the prices to attract 

people, and even decreasing the quality standards as we lose a chunk of our staff back to 

schools over the winter months, this happens around 20th of august, meaning the operation is 

understaffed at this point in time.  This is something I’ve experienced in my business both in 

Greenland and here in Reykjavik, often leaving me alone, asking myself what to do, “how can I 

operate under these circumstances?”. The answer to this is, I need year round employees, 

people I need to get from abroad, there I can find highly qualified people, I don’t need people 

who know Icelandic, because all of our customers speak foreign languages. So I go abroad to 

seek for potential employees who are qualified, have the will to work in Iceland and are perhaps 

also interested in exploring Iceland, and are perhaps ready to accept lower salary in exchange. 

They do so because they know I only operating at about 50% output over the winter months, 

and I need to cut costs, just to keep the business operational over this off season. #00:32:29# 

 

If we consider the MRI [Marine Research Institute], it wasn’t considered a major institution, and 

didn’t get to good reception until the fisheries hit a wall and started to struggle, they had to start 

collecting more information and to increase the knowledge around and within the industry. The 

fisheries had many issues, too many fishermen were going overboard and drowning, they were 

over-fishing, at this point they realized something had to be done, the fisheries took about 30 

years to reach this point. We have to realize that the tourism is still in its infancy, we’re just 

learning. The growth here is of course not healthy for the industry, no industry can grow 20 to 

30% per year, year after year. There are no companies that can maintain this level of growth for 

this long time and still be healthy, operational vice. #00:33:26# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Maintaining the service level within the industry would not be possible without 

getting foreign labor into the sector. Getting this foreign labor is in some parts really positive for 

the industry in my honest opinion, this is something I think could be an interesting research 

subject, but I think the people who are coming from abroad to work here are bringing their 

knowledge in tourism with them, many of these people have some experience working within 

this sector from their home countries. Perhaps educated in for example hospitality or tourism or 

whatever, and are bringing a lot of knowledge with them to our industry here in Iceland. 

#00:34:06# 



 

  

Interviewers:  That’s exactly something we’ve been hearing about, people coming from abroad, 

educated in tourism and hospitality, something we don’t have lot of people here specialized in. 

#00:34:17# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Yes, sometimes we’re overly hasty with judgements, and too harsh.  There are a 

lot of issues and problems, we can’t belittle them, but on the other hand there are ways we can 

deal with these issues. And these specific ways are really more important than the issue per se. 

Another food for thought, as we’re really small in the international context, small population and 

the system of government is not large, and it’s not overly difficult to manage this system. What I 

think is odd, is the fact that the authorities are not self-consistent. I think it’s amazing that the 

Chairman of TITIA is the one who is suggesting limited access for airlines to our airport, where 

else would you see this happen? It should of course be in the hands of the government to limit 

the access for airlines and not to go ahead with a 20 billion investment for the airport today, 

knowing what is happening. What this tells us, is that the understanding and knowledge on the 

market and industry cannot be found in the ministry of tourism or the governance system. Don’t 

get me wrong, I think it’s really positive, the fact that the chairman of TITIA is aware of the 

situation, and believes some sort of limitations to this growth are necessary, this show 

understanding. #00:35:50# 

  

Interviewers:  If we turn our discussion now towards innovation and the innovation environment 

here within the Icelandic tourism industry. If I just ask you straight out, is it your belief that 

increased governmental support for innovation within the industry could strengthen its pillars for 

the future? #00:36:07# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Yes sure, but one thing we have to realize, there is no universal solution that is 

suitable for everyone when it comes to the support system. The Icelandic tourism industry is 

constructed by few very large operators that count for about 60% of the annual turnover of the 

industry in whole. It’s not too long ago that Icelandair group alone was responsible for about 

50% of the annual turnover, maybe 4 or 5 years ago. This has changed, but not too drastically. 

Then there is the issue of each regional part, the climate is completely different if we look into 

the south-western part compared to for example the west or the eastern regions. The same 

strategy or tool doesn’t fit for all, one approach may be well suited for the south-west but in no 

way for the rest of the country. This is something we have to realize, it matters where you are. If 



 

you manage to construct a support system that is flexible, that would be truly interesting. 

#00:37:17# 

  

Magnús Haukur: My belief is that if you analyze the market from outside, it seems like the ones 

who are starting their business in the market don’t need any support or help, the press enter on 

the tax authority’s website and they have a business with that one click. Then they decide 

whether they do this well or don’t, it’s their decision, in current environment we’re seeing 

businesses popping up all over the place, it’s not here where help is needed, but rather the fact 

that people gain knowledge on the market, they have to realize what it is that determines 

whether a customer returns for business. This brings us back to research, has this been 

researched for the Icelandic tourism industry? We have to ask the customers what it is they’re 

searching for, and then we see this hasn’t been research, and we’re back to square one, we 

need more research support. But if we’re just talking about the support system, then in my 

opinion it’s rather good, it’s easy to start a business, it’s easy to operate a business, low barriers 

to enter, and you can pretty much anything you want, if you have the imagination. Then there is 

the issue how we define innovation, is it just to do things a little different from the others, then if 

you have the guts then there are really no barriers. We have a lot of business here in Iceland 

who are doing brilliant things, then there are plenty of businesses who are not really doing their 

thing fully minded. The support system or the quality system will never prevent this, and I 

believe the market will reach a balance, regarding businesses who are doing well and the other, 

when the growth will decelerate, which will happen sooner or later, when 30% annual growth is 

million more people, then we have to close the border, the market will balance itself. The 

innovation environment here in Iceland, this was kind of a buzz word after the collapse in 2008, 

it was supposed to take care of everything, authorities were talking about innovation-innovation-

innovation, then came the issue to define what innovation was, is to invent the wheel, what is 

the level of newness, when we consider things to be innovation. #00:39:45# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Good example of something being done well, is to realize that different 

businesses have different needs, this relates to the internal functioning of companies, that’s 

often a weakness, rather than to get the ideas and to startup. There is one project within SAF 

[TITIA] I’m a little familiar with, that is called knowledge manager for borrow. Businesses have to 

manage their knowledge within companies and knowledge sharing, now instead of hiring a 

specific employee for this task, they can now borrow or rent this individual to take care of this 

task, to be for example knowledge manager or educational manager, to fully hire one for a 15 



 

employee business may be too much. But to borrow or rent one may be exactly what they need, 

get one for 2 weeks to help employees and the business with their knowledge management and 

employee education. I think we have this same concept for human resource managers, I think 

so but I’m not really sure though. There are these sort of things small business need help with. 

They need knowledge, they need to step away from current theme, where “the one who does 

everything” goes for two weeks for a seminar to Reykjavik, and is supposed to come back and 

take care of things, they just need to get this knowledge into the organization, and by renting an 

expert for a limited time, that I believe is an excellent way to do so. #00:41:03# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Yes, this of course is an issue, especially within these smaller companies, 

where you have to choose, let’s say you’re in Vakinn, the quality system, you have to check 

some things on a list, tick in the boxes, if the choice is to tick in the box or to clean linen for the 

guests who are arriving later tonight, you will clean the linen. The system has to be changed, 

making companies able to pass quality checks, without dedicating too much work into that. 

That’s perhaps what you’re talking about when talking about this flexible system. You cannot put 

box around people, when trying to get a certain level of quality from their business, when you 

know there is perhaps just one full time employee, he has to choose between cleaning the linen 

or to go over the quality standards and whether he is fulfilling all of them. #00:41:53# 

  

Interviewers:  If we turn now towards the cooperation between the universities, government 

authorities and the industry. How is this collaboration today, do you have specific cooperation 

projects? #00:42:26# 

 

Gunnar Þór:  No, nothing organized. But this cooperation lays in many different places. We 

have a lot of actives projects today, the faculty is of course in a big cooperation with authorities, 

as we’re a state school, then we have a lot of projects going on with businesses, for example 

through specific courses, and specific research projects. The university is for example working 

on service researches for businesses and institutions, and more basic research we’re working 

for both the businesses and authorities. Then like I told you before, we have one course in 

cooperation with TITIA. The university is a member of Fagráð in Hæfnisetur [no English 

translations for these two], there the university has its representatives, and are at least taking 

part in the discussion there. So like you see, this cooperation is taking place all over the place. 

However we do not have an industry panel, like you see in many universities abroad, there has 

been some discussion to start that here, but nothing has been done. #00:44:05# 



 

  

Magnús Haukur: Then there is another forum, the Icelandic Tourism Cluster, you perhaps know 

it. #00:44:09# 

  

Interviewers:  Yes, we noticed the University of Iceland is not a member of it, why not? 

#00:44:15# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Well there is a simple explanation to why the university is not a member, the 

cluster’s management contacted the university, and an decision is made somewhere within the 

hierarchy, or the inquiry is forgotten or lost on someone’s desk, so the inquiry never passes into 

the small department, our department of tourism, it’s as simple as that. In light of this, we have 

to ask ourselves, is the university simply too large, it of course is a dinosaur like many other 

institution, is it too big to truly reach a contact and active cooperation with the industry. Well 

what happened is that I know the Cluster manager rather well and got her to introduce the 

cluster here as a guest lecturer, where she introduced her work and the work and tasks the 

cluster is active in, at this point we found out the cluster sent the inquiry, but it really never 

reached us, in it they invited us to take part in the cluster, they asked the office to forward it to 

the right department, which then never happened. #00:45:18# 

  

Interviewers:  And is it too late now? #00:45:21# 

  

Magnús Haukur: I have no idea, I’m just a pawn and have no authority. But hopefully not, the 

university should be a member of the cluster, and in a leading role. #00:45:32# 

  

Interviewers: This is really interesting, we noticed that the Bifrost university is a member, and 

what we thought was that they were just a member in the university of Iceland’s name, but 

clearly not. #00:45:47# 

  

Gunnar Þór: What I feel like you’re fishing for, is whether there is any strategy or vision we’re 

working by or towards in regards to cooperation with authorities and the industry, in reality there 

is not, there hasn’t been set any strategy in this regard. We have one short term strategy, one 

that was approved two years ago, in which there is never mentioned anything about cooperation 

with the industry. It’s more focused on the university’s internal operations. The cause of this is 

perhaps that people see our role here and task as being more academic. Also, at least what is 



 

my belief, is that we need the resources to be able to do some development work here within 

the university, everybody are too busy saving the day. You can say we need innovation in the 

educational system here in Iceland, operational innovation is completely non-existent within the 

university because people do not have the resources to do so. #00:46:53# 

  

Interviewers:  So it seems like we’re more focused on “reacting” to issues and problems rather 

than “preventing”. #00:46:58# 

  

Gunnar Þór: Yes, this has been the case. By creating a strategy, and by having some sort of 

vision of where we want to stand in few years, I think we’re trying to get into this other phase, 

getting out of this reacting mentality, and trying to do work in order to “prevent”. But this is 

happening slowly. #00:47:17# 

  

Interviewers:  The growth of the industry has been enormous past years; how much more can it 

grow under the same or similar circumstances? Is the industry’s growth healthy? #00:47:35# 

  

Gunnar Þór: I think we should be worried by this growth, or so, well yes we should be worried.  

The industry can’t operate under a similar growth much longer. We should be worried that the 

authorities are not true to themselves, and even pretty far away from being so, that’s the biggest 

worry in my opinion. We simply do not have any policy or strategy when it comes to tourism to 

work by, there have been many attempts to create a policy, the newest of which is the Roadmap 

to Tourism [Vegvísir], something we really can’t call a policy tool, it’s more like an action plan, 

based on certain ideas and opinions on the current state of affairs, it’s good in itself for that 

purpose, but it’s no policy tool. #00:48:31# 

  

Magnús Haukur:  We do not agree there. #00:48:34# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  What I mean is that these are all things and tasks that have to be done. But this 

is no policy tool, we don’t have any active policy when it comes to this industry. These things 

were just chosen from a number of issues and assignments, there are a lot of other issues that 

need to be resolved on top of the ones in the Roadmap to tourism. Here they are perhaps overly 

focused on trying to create a policy or strategy dedicated to the tourism industry, but what I think 

they should’ve done was to try to include the tourism in overall policymaking and in other 

ministries policymaking. Because tourism policy should be included in the educational policy, 



 

transportation policy, health policy. I think we will have to start thinking about this, to realize how 

tourism touches upon many different affairs in the governmental system. But you [Magnús] 

disagree with me. #00:49:21# 

  

Magnús Haukur: No, I don’t really disagree with you. But what I think is strange, is like you 

perhaps when you create a strategy then you create an action plan on how to implement the 

strategy. The Roadmap is sort of an action plan on how to implement something, but as there is 

no strategy or policy when it comes to the tourism industry, then what are we really 

implementing in this action plan, this is an action plan to just something, there is no vision, we’re 

heading somewhere to head nowhere. We’re doing some things but they are disproportionate to 

the strategy. In my opinion we’re approaching this work from the wrong end. If you’re afraid to 

create a long term strategy then you just create a short term one, just to set some strategy to 

work by. But I’m no strategy expert, but this is just my opinion, I’ve operated a number of 

business and therefore I know the importance of strategy, to be working towards something. 

#00:50:03# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  What I feel like you’re saying is that this plan indicates that the only reason for it 

is to extinguish fires, it’s a panic document, the roadmap. #00:50:15# 

  

Magnús Haukur: To name an example of the chaos, we have three institutions on top of the 

ministry of tourism that are assessing the need for toilets on the road around Iceland, and these 

three are not having any discussion on this subject. Because there is no strategy, then 

everybody are just doing something, they have no idea what others are doing, and therefore 

three institutions are working on the exact same thing. #00:50:45# 

  

Gunnar Þór:  Yes, everybody or just focused on their tasks, working blindly. This is actually a 

rather interesting story to tell when discussing the importance of strategy and policy, and it’s 

much longer than this. #00:50:52# 

  

Interviewers:  Well, how will we solve this? #00:50:56# 

  

Magnús Haukur: Yes, that’s the big question, who will solve this. I think a lot of this is because 

of indecision, the avoidance of taking decisions within the governance system. Our small size 

works in our favor in many areas but against us in many ways too. We have large parties in 



 

tourism who have their hands in all matters, they sit in all boards and committees, so it’s hard to 

push changes through the system. I see a lot of decision avoidance, whether people are afraid 

of their votes or whatever, I don’t really know. We don’t have this “we’ll do this, this way” 

mentality and if things don’t work then just change them, this is not our mentality today. A good 

example is that we’ve been debating about how to charge a fee from tourists to see our natural 

attractions in congress since 1968, and still there hasn’t been any decision made and we’re not 

charging anything, 1968, that almost 50 years. That’s 50 years of no strategy. Here our small 

size is working against us I think, there is no one ready to just take a decision, and say “this is 

the way we’ll do this”. #00:52:22# 

  

Gunnar Þór:   I think this is also some sort of inferiority complex, towards the industry that is. 

There has never been any belief in the industry itself, this trust is completely new, it wasn’t until 

after the collapse people started believing in it as an industry. It has been allowed to grow 

without pretty much any government input or involvement, but now people see the money 

coming in through the industry, and then it’s harder to put up limitations for it. We have to take 

this seriously, and especially the tourism resources, and think about this responsibly and in a 

more long term perspective, we’re not seeing this being done so. But what’s positive in all this, 

is that we’re seeing the TITIA talking in a completely different manner compared to five or six 

years ago. People are more aware of the need to use the resources much more responsibly. 

The big issue up until now is that we need the data, knowledge and research to be able to make 

informed decisions, it has not been present, that’s the reason to this chaotic approach of 

management and policy making when it comes to the industry. We’re also experts in trying to 

invent the wheel, it’s like no one has ever gone through a growth of tourism industry, that’s kind 

of frustrating, we waste too much time arguing about the small things and not looking at the big 

picture. #00:54:28# 

 

Well guys, I have to put an end to this, my time is over now, just want to thank you for the 

discussion. #00:54:32# 

  

Interviewers:  That’s good, we’d reach the end of our discussion subjects, so we just want to 

thank you for giving us your time and help. #00:54:40# 

 

 

Interview 6 
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Location Skógarhlíð, Reykjavík 

Name of Interviewee Hörður Gunnarsson 

Organization Iceland Travel 

Position CEO 

Interview Duration 42 min. 

 

Interviewers: To open the discussion, if you would briefly tell us about the core business of 

Iceland Travel and what your firm has over the competition, your strength and so on? 

#00:00:53# 

 

Hörður: Well, we are so called DMC, destination management company and we mainly 

specialize in serving foreign travel agencies which organize and sell trips to Iceland. Our largest 

customers are travel agencies or travel wholesalers which are selling directly to consumers in 

each market. And we can take for an example one of our American client’s turnover is around 

800 million ISK, and they work directly within the American consumer market. Thus we 

customize their trip offerings, take care of all bookings, accommodation, domestic flights, flight 

to Greenland, Westman Islands and so on. Apart from this the product is never recognized as 

under our brand, but the brand of each agency on each market. This way we serve many clients 

both in America and Europe, known firms in the travel business which distribute akend markets 

such as in France, we serve big entities in Spain which sell directly to consumers. Thus we can 

say that our business model, our core is business to business, B2B, and it’s so called leisure 

and we can say that this is around 70% of the company today. Then we have incentives travel 

division where we often work through other firms which are specialized in other countries, and 

there we organize reward trips to Iceland and we do a lot of marketing abroad, participate in 

trade fairs etc. This is rather large part of the company, perhaps [...] well, conferences and 

incentives travel is maybe 10%. Then we are large in receiving and serving foreign cruises that 

stop in Iceland. There the number of passengers were around 70, 80 thousand, thus we served 

many of the ships that came here last year. These are first and foremost day trips, sometimes 

there is passenger exchange at the Reykjavik harbor and then we sell them pre or post trips and 

they stay maybe in two or three days. Thus it’s serving passengers on a cruise to Iceland during 

stop over, this is perhaps 10%. Then we actually compete on the leisure market where we sell 



 

directly to consumers, thus if you look through our website you can see that people can book 

many of our products directly. That is probably not more than 10% of the company’s business. 

Thus it varies and the focus is decentralized but the core is business to business and the trade 

network we are a part of worldwide. Actually we also have one more thing which is a new 

aspect of leisure offerings, it’s a brand called Nine Worlds which was established roughly a 

three years ago and that’s where we focus on very high-end customers and luxury traveling. 

There we offer very high level of service and these are customers who we don’t name. 

#00:05:28# 

 

Interviewers: Is there a high level of competition for these high-end customers? #00:05:33# 

 

Hörður: Well, there have not been many companies focusing on this segment but this is 

the same with everything, everything has its own distribution and the world is getting smaller 

and smaller. The technology, the internet, known distribution channels, this has its own 

segments, where you’re positioned. Perhaps there were not more than 50 - 70 foreign 

organizations that organized trips which we then took care of. We also participate in marketing 

initiatives were aiming on luxury showcases such as the one in Cannes, and in other places 

around the world, Shanghai in China and so on. This is a new market in which we have decided 

to go into and those customers most of the time arrive on first classes or on their own jets. 

#00:06:41# 

 

The scope of our firm, last year in this leisure part of the firm, we organized trips for about 75 to 

80 thousand customers compared to the total number of visitors which was around 1.8 million, 

so we’d maybe around 5%. But our customers who we serve are mostly agencies that can call 

themselves a middle upper class, so around and above the middle. And the trips we organize 

are expensive, rather expensive, well I can say that the good middle class buys our products, 

we are not serving backpackers, we do not serve the typical Airbnb customers, thus our 

customers are the ones paying for quality service. #00:07:45# 

 

Interviewers: So you are not competing based on price? #00:07:48# 

 

Hörður: Of course everything is partly based on price competition, it all has its limitations. 

Iceland is just one of many destinations in tourism and thus we are competing internationally, as 

for now we can feel the strengthening of the króna affects us. A country as Norway which has 



 

been considered as the most expensive destination in the world, we feel that some of the 

agencies are starting to turn to Norway instead of Iceland. #00:08:33# 

 

Interviewers: If we consider innovation as such, in any form, do you have a long term, 

comprehensive innovation policy for Iceland Travel? #00:08:56# 

 

Hörður: Well we are first and foremost disseminating the supply of entertainment and 

experience that is available in Iceland. Thus we are not investing in that. So we disseminating 

and produce on demand, we can sometimes have a formative influence on what is selected, but 

it’s not ours to invest money in anything called innovation. Icelandic Travel is a component of 

Icelandic group which runs for instance one of the largest hotel chain in Iceland, Foss Hotels 

and also Icelandair Hotels, thus they cover all accommodations we do not put anything into that, 

although we sell it as we do with everything else. In that field we are so big that we are booking 

up to 1300 - 1400 rooms a day at most, across the country. Thus we are not investing anything 

related to that. Our focus is first and foremost to define our firm as a marketing firm and then 

make use of the distribution channels which make sense to us and is realistic. We then face a 

tough competition on the internet, with booking.com for instance, but we usually sell composite 

products including the service around it, that’s perhaps what differentiates us from others. So 

our innovation level if I can say that, is just adapt to the technology and be competitive, that’s 

what this is all about. Today the firm is trying to adopt this technology revolution, for instance we 

changed our vision or mission statement, somewhere it says that Iceland Travel is a leading 

DMC and we changed it to leading digital DMC, that was our innovation. In every distribution 

channel there is a high level of competition, simple as that, and the question is to manage to 

stay on the line, to be able to compete. It’s related to cost, running a business and adapting to 

technological innovations.  #00:11:59# 

 

Interviewers: If we keep our focus on that environment and generally on innovation in Iceland, 

do you think that improvements are needed or do you think that we have done a good job when 

it comes to innovating? #00:12:21# 

 

Hörður: Well [...] in tourism if we look at the sector it has been developing greatly and we 

have been going through significant times, sensitive times. Our marketing activities have always 

been about nature, and we promote nature as the luxury, and in fact it is. Icelandic nature, 

peaceful, not too crowded, but now we are kind of changing to mass tourism which is which is 



 

definitely a danger sign. Thus management is very important, controlling the flow. Our brand, 

the nature, we have to protect it. Then we have been seeing all kinds of innovation within 

tourism and I know that Icelandic Group is component of Iceland Tourism Fund that has taken 

part in and proposed capital to the uninhabited mansion in the east, the whale museum, [...] a 

large project in Langjökull glacier, and then they own shares in the new museum in Hella, Hvoli, 

some kind of volcano museum and they are part of this Þríhnúkagígur, and then I think there is 

one project in Raufarhellar. So they have been involved in all kinds of initiatives, promote 

innovation and increase the number of entertainment options, and there we will see more 

coming. Perhaps what is the most valuable we as Icelanders possess in tourism is the hot 

water, we can see how successful the Blue Lagoon is for instance, it’s relatively easy to create a 

blue lagoon in Iceland, all around you know that. It can be done in Hengill, Borgarfjörður or 

wherever. Thus we have many possibilities there to innovate, in relation to activate our water 

and we are doing well in Mývatn, what is it called? Mývatnsböðin or something. So the water is 

one of these untapped resources we have in tourism. [...] A lot of things are happening, 

diversified trips, hiking trips and much more. One way to innovate is to activate farmers much 

more than we do, for instance Depplar in Skagafjörður, we have had these luxury groups that 

pay a lot for getting in such environment. The luxury and the innovation in tourism is not subject 

to the mass but to attract higher paying customers, who are willing to pay for something unique, 

pay for high service level. That’s a one thing, but if you ask in more general terms, then I think 

we haven't been doing so good when it comes to innovating in the tourism sector. Of course 

through the years we have been focusing on fish, obviously there innovation is on a high level 

and tremendous value lies in fishing the past years and decades, in value and utilization of 

catch. There we have been doing well, then we see very good things happening in humanities 

and in the computer sector. Then it’s always the question that innovation, startups, how it’s 

fostered and in what kind of environment we are in, are we in favorable environment, we have 

very unstable currency. It’s so extreme, the economical waves. I’m hoping that the younger 

generations will take over the older and do these things better, because we have never created 

as much value as right now for the national economy, and we are not lacking the currency inflow 

from the tourism, even though it would be good to significantly reduce the growth pace, it’s 

pressuring too much on infrastructure and it’s not healthy as it is. Thus we are creating enough 

value but we sorely lack everything called reasonable pricing. Since you’re studying in 

Denmark, you can just see how they do it, they know what they’re doing but there is always the 

same situation here. #00:17:54# 

 



 

Interviewers: If we go back to your own trips, how significant do you think experience is for the 

company, in which you stage through the service and products you offer? #00:18:19# 

 

Hörður: The experience is an absolute key. In our mission it’s the theme to offer unique 

experience. That’s what it’s all about, that’s our mission. For most tourists who come here, 

Iceland in itself is an unique experience, it´s different from most other destinations which 

involves the environment, the nature. To traveling around the country, especially during summer 

time is very special and tourists in Iceland who I know of think it’s an unique experience to go to 

swimming pools, they stay at a fancy hotel but then go to Laugardalslaug [swimming pool], 

that’s extraordinary, but it’s not. I’ve been working within tourism the past 25 years and have 

been exporting tourists as much as importing and I know what this is, it is unique for foreign 

tourists. But a unique experience applies to the whole trip, the nature, culture, food, guidance, 

people find this interesting. Then perhaps the most prominent innovation is the winter tourism 

which is constantly increasing. Our main focus lies there to improve the winter tourism and 

make use of existing opportunities such as accommodation, especially on the countryside 

because in Reykjavik the utilization there is unbelievable. So it’s in North, East, West and West 

Fjords where we can find much of overlooked resources and that’s precisely our challenge right 

now, to sell to these places during the winter. For instance, the Northern lights has become 

unbelievable commercial product past years, it attracts so many tourists. Then whale watching, 

especially during summer time, although it’s increasing during the winter. I’m not sure how 

interested it is to be on a boat in the cold, waiting and hoping to see a tail, but for some it’s 

unique experience and it’s just about how you sell this kind of experience. The agencies and the 

wholesalers that we trade with, they all have come here and experienced Iceland. They record 

the accommodations, join our trips and try our products, during any season, we welcome 

dozens of those people. We are selling Iceland and producing for others, thus they go and 

experience Iceland the same way their customers will. And that’s also important because that 

helps them to present the products. #00:22:03# 

 

Interviewers: So, inside the company, who for instance puts together the trips you offer, how 

do you decide, is it always the same process? #00:22:17# 

 

Hörður: This varies, some of your clients have been our clients for years and we for 

instance put together a trip in 1992 I think, which we still are offering and is trip all around 

Iceland called ‘Iceland Complete’. We sell this trip with English speaking guidance, also in 



 

France, Spanish and it’s a round trip in Iceland. And this trip we are selling everywhere. Then 

it’s also based on collaboration, i.e. our clients whether new or established are often entities that 

specializes in trips to the Arctic. #00:22:55# 

 

Interviewers: So do they have specific requirements about how the trips should be designed? 

#00:23:22# 

 

Hörður: Yes, these are entities that simply are specialized in selling trips to places in the 

North. For instance, an agency in Spain offers trips to Iceland, Norway and Alaska, thus Iceland 

is generally one of a few destinations. Then we get many from Australia to visit Iceland through 

Burnett which are worldwide travel agency, they come all year around to experience Iceland and 

we have had long lasting business trades with many of these entities. Thus the product [the trip] 

is often formed over time and through former experience. This doesn’t have to be our invention, 

we produce our fixed trips across the country, all year around and offer them in most markets, 

and they are often chosen. Then we also have trips that are completely customized to our 

customers, how they chose to put it together and that goes for length, price, and almost 

everything else. Thus we can say that the product development is done in collaboration with 

clients. Our own trips are then growing in numbers, for instance one of our winter trips reached 

up to five departures a day, five full buses. The trip is called ‘Hidden Power’ and is here in the 

South. We can sell into one bus around 40 people and these are passengers from Australia, 

Asia, America, Europe, in this one bus. Thus it’s a mixture, but when we are starting, for 

instance the winter tourism, then we often start off ourselves, create the product and bring it to 

the market. If the client is large enough then they often wants to have his own departures then 

instead of share the trip with ten other entities in one bus. In that case we customize their own 

trips just for them. Sometimes we start of small and sometimes the client becomes bigger and 

then they generally they want to offer trips only with their customers, through us. #00:26:31# 

 

Interviewers: In relation to educational level within the tourism, it has been a discussion of low 

level of education and a high ratio of low income job positions within the tourism. What do you 

think about the supply of educated people? Do you think the supply has kept up with the 

demand? #00:26:55# 

 

Hörður: Well no, the growth has been enormous so we have not been able to keep up 

with the demand for educated people. This appears everywhere, I mean if we go around the 



 

country then we hardly hear Icelandic in hotels, the staff is imported. What matters to us is 

perhaps guidance, that it is high in quality, because the guidance is the face of the company, 

tourists never come into the company and don´t know what it is. I knowing myself, first hand, 

that a quality guidance is vital. So education in that field and qualification makes difference. 

#00:27:47# 

 

Interviewers: I see, have you been experiencing problems hiring quality tour guides? 

#00:27:50# 

 

Hörður: Yes, it has been a huge shortage. There has been significant problems. We have 

even been trying to find tour guides down to 15 minutes before the bus is supposed to take off. 

But of course we are offering many of these tours in French, Spanish, German, Russian but 

mostly in English so it’s difficult. Also we serve very large entities from Israel, we sometimes 

offer tours in Hebrew. Last summer we had over one thousand tourists from Israel. Then we 

have Japanese speaking guides in the autumn when we serve large groups that come quite 

often. Also Chinese speaking guides. All these people are not Icelanders, these are foreigners 

but they have knowledge. So there has been shortage of guides and qualified people in that 

field and then of course the infrastructure has had its effects. That for example applies to 

restaurants, lack of quality cooks and so on. The growth has been so extreme that everywhere 

number professionals is lacking. We have been surviving this but higher educational level is 

good, and here at Iceland Travel I think no one is not university educated. Wages could 

certainly be higher but still I think overall we are paying decent wages. Our people are close to 

all educated and salesmen are generally native speaking, we then have two Japanese, one 

Chinese speaking, six to ten French speaking, German speaking, Spanish speaking and so on. 

Thus we have all kinds of specialized people who are generally educated with higher degree. 

Thus we can perhaps not say that we are experiencing the shortage there, but in such growth 

and expansion then we have to realize that people is just like any other resource, if there is a 

shortage then the price goes up, and the other way around. And we have been focusing on 

keeping our employees, but the recruitment that has had to take place during the growth is 

difficult. We have had to put staff on the floor who’d need more experience and knowledge. We 

have had to take care of this in a better way, we run our own school called the IT school where 

we educate the staff which takes up to one year to be skilled enough for our standard. It’s very 

much based on making bids and communicating, and that requires time and effort. Then we’ve 

had to teach Icelanders geography, I think it’s odd because I just learnt it in school but I feel like 



 

people today don’t know this. That’s just one aspect of the problem, people don’t know 

geography anymore, we have to teach them. #00:32:14# 

 

Interviewers: Perhaps it’s because Icelanders travel not as much around Iceland as they did 

before? #00:32:18# 

 

Hörður: I have no idea, perhaps they lack the focus on geography in the elementary 

schools. #00:32:52# 

 

Interviewers: But if we look towards the universities, do you think they could improve the 

practical side when it comes to education in tourism? #00:33:01# 

 

Hörður: [...] There is this thing we have to consider, people in general is quite well 

educated, but there is this service respect, and the lack of looking at service as a product and 

quality. We know it ourselves when traveling abroad, and I’ve been all over, what kind of attitude 

you get, and you sense the difference between professionalism and non-professionalism. 

Professionalism can appear in appearance and so on. This should be a course within other 

programs than in science of tourism. #00:33:52# 

 

Interviewers: So you think the universities should offer study line of Service Management? 

#00:33:58# 

 

Hörður: Yes. For instance Danes, they have few resources but yet they are quite rich. 

They make use of the wealth of others because they know how to market themselves and 

provide quality service. And perhaps it is this respect what we lack and discipline, we have 

mostly been production nation, either the cod head or the sheep head, that’s how we are raised. 

The thing is, this is so new to us to look at this as value. This reflects in the politicians, in our 

system. The tourism as subject is under the Ministry of Transport and Ministry of the 

Environment, and then the minister of travel. And these institutions, Icelandic Tourist Board, 

Promote Iceland, it’s everywhere. First now, we got a minister for tourism, although the person 

has also other duties towards other subjects. You know people have to understand that this is 

value that we have to take care of. I think there is a raising awareness about these things. 

#00:35:28# 

 



 

Interviewers: In which has to take place or is taking place? #00:35:32# 

 

Hörður: Which is taking place. The danger is just that the growth is so fast paced that we 

might experience something bad. For instance Reynisfjara and these accidents, doesn't have to 

happen, of course accidents happen when you import two million tourists. But I feel like we lack 

a little discipline and to look at tourism as high value, a profession. I think the tourism is able to 

pay decent wages, when in normal exchange rate. It’s not necessary about high wages, but we 

should be able to aim for good average wages. #00:36:32# 

 

Interviewers: What is your feeling for where the tourism industry in Iceland is heading and how 

it’s developing? Do we need to worry? #00:36:52# 

 

Hörður: As it is it’s not growing in a healthy way, 30-40% increase in number of tourists 

every year is by no way healthy. You know this yourselves by driving around, how the road 

system is and what’s needed. This growth is thus too much by far. But it’s possible to manage it 

if people are responsible, and the awareness is increasing which can be seen at the main 

natural wonders, and much discipline is needed. I’ve traveled all around where I see that 

discipline. You can drive through some cannel and experienced uniquely whether it’s a waterfall 

or something, you just have to control it in a right way, access control. Everyone respect such 

access control, and wherever you go you might have to pay a minimum fee and people are 

used to it. Thus we cannot be afraid of doing that, take a firm grip and always let nature benefit 

of the doubt. I would even want to consider so called ‘natural pass for everyone entering the 

country, it’s a quality stamp to our brand, Iceland, such strong message. #00:38:14# 

 

Interviewers: Do you think we will ever charge fee for such natural pass? #00:38:17# 

 

Hörður: I think we will never be able to agree on it, if you look to how these things have 

been tackled in our parliament, they seem to fight and fight about these things, yet nothing 

happens. Among those who have spoken for this kind of pass in Iceland is McKinsey in their 

report about the tourism industry in Iceland, the question was just how to execute it. Likely it 

wouldn’t pay for every infrastructure improvements needed but let’s say you’d pay 5 euros each, 

just a small fee. To me it’s just a matter of marketing, because as soon as you pay for 

something you’ll show more respect to it. And if I pay for natural pass I start considering what 

I’m paying for, in my eyes it’s our biggest shot in marketing Iceland. In my opinion, authorities 



 

lack the business focus in this industry, in a way they’re in shock, they can’t talk about fish as 

our largest industry any more. For instance if looking to the road system which has reached its 

tolerance limit, there are cutbacks by 5 billions ISK, it’s so small amount compared to what the 

industry is returning, 500-600 billions. They just don’t realize this, they don’t see how absurd this 

is. But I believe we can managed to take control and create healthy and quality tourism industry 

in Iceland. I can’t say I’m too worried, still I didn’t expect that kind of growth. We should try to 

attract the better paying tourists as we can. #00:41:02# 

 

Interviewers: Anything else you want to add to this? #00:41:33# 

 

Hörður: I think that’s it, just send me an email if you want to follow up on something. 

#00:41:43# 
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Interviewers: Do we have your permission to record this interview? #00:00:03# 

  

Anna:  Yes, that‘s no issue for us. #00:00:05# 

  

Interviewers:  Okay great thank you. If we‘ll just start this then. First we would like to ask you 

two to do is to inform us what the Tourism Task Force‘s [Stjórnstöð Ferðamála] main tasks are 

and the obligations it holds. #00:00:13# 

  

Anna:  Yes sure. The name „The Tourism Task Force“ isn‘t perhaps too well suited to 

describe the project‘s role and obligation. We have this road map for tourism in Iceland 



 

[Respondent hands over two copies of the road map for interviewers to have], the Task force‘s 

role is first and foremost to provide a forum for consultation and cooperation for the different 

parties that are connected to the Task Force, those are the municipalities, TITIA [SAF] we also 

work in cooperation with all the different industry members who are perhaps not members of 

TITIA, members who are connected to the tourism industry like nature conservation 

organizations, other industry associations from industries that are linked to the tourism industry. 

Then we have this Road map for tourism in Iceland, this sort of is a policy document that these 

different parties that are involved in the Task Force have agreed on. It introduces the main 

emphasizes that we work by, here in the Task Force. We are a five year project, scheduled to 

be operational until 2020. And here are the main emphasizes we work by [points towards a list 

in the Road Map For Tourism], those are; Coordination, Positive Visitor Experience, Reliable 

Data, Nature Conservation, Skills and Quality, Increased Profitability, and Distribution of 

Tourists. And the different parties and institutions that are connected to the Task Force I 

mentioned earlier agreed on these seven issues as the most vital ones to put emphasis on for 

the future of the sector. On top of this, they also specified the most important tasks to be done in 

each of the seven categories, tasks that had to be started working on in 2016 and 2017, those 

are the priority projects we have to start working on in order to tick as finished as soon as 

possible. This project list is really dynamic, we have certain projects that all of a sudden are 

considered extremely vital to start working on while others become less vital. To name an 

example, during the last year, we’ve been getting extremely important projects regarding 

security issues on tourist destinations, transportation issues, these are issues that are highly 

prominent in the public discussion. #00:02:54# 

 

Most of the tasks we’re working on are long-term projects, however we have some that are also 

completed in a really short time. But all in all, we use the Road Map to guide us, our main 

projects are listed there, so we use that as an action plan we’re working by. But like you see 

here on this picture [points towards a figure on pages 4 and 5 in the roadmap] we call this “the 

spider”, as you can see this is very complicated business environment, the tourism. That’s the 

“surge of urgency” for why the Task Force was established, because the environment is so 

complicated, the tourism’s environment is simply too complex to be able to work on in current 

authoritative system. In the ministries, they are structured like silos, each ministry is focused on 

their selected categories and subcategories. But as you know, the tourism is much more 

complicated than most other industries, you can’t really define its focus within a certain box like 

you can do for the fisheries to name an example. Tourism is actually cross sectional, and 



 

crosses over all ministries, and society as a whole, we’re all hosts, welcoming guests to our 

country, people working in a gas station are also employees in the tourism industry. So this is 

an extremely complex reality we’re working in, and that’s for most parts the reason for why the 

Tourism Task Force was established, and also as the first step to familiarize ourselves on the 

actual situation here for the tourism, where do we stand, and what issues need to be solved as 

soon as possible. So this kind of is our program and project portfolio, all projects we start 

working on need to have some sort of justification in the Road Map. And then I have to say, all 

the projects we’re working on have some connection to other categories in the road map. 

Although there are perhaps not the same goals and objectives hidden in the different 

categories, by working on one category or project, most of the time we’re also indirectly working 

towards another goal in another category, they influence each other directly. #00:05:15# 

  

Hildur:  There are often multiple touch points in each project, if we take “positive visitor 

experience” as an example that touches upon “reliable data” because in order to guarantee a 

positive visitor experience we need to collect reliable data, or know there is someone collecting 

the necessary data. One thing I wanted to mention, we operate under the guidance of a board, 

that’s one aspect to that the lines of communication we are working with are much shorter than 

what we’re used to in the governance system. We have our executive, Óskar Jósepsson, we 

finish projects he then takes the results or a report and brings them up to the board and 

introduces the results of the project, which then is either approved or rejected by the board. This 

board is composed of Ministers, individuals from the municipalities, and then lastly people from 

the industry itself. After we finish a project and hand it over, then it’s in the board’s hands to 

make sure the results or information end up in the right hands. #00:06:32# 

  

Anna:  Also to ensure that the projects continue after we hand them over, this is often 

complicated, because it doesn’t only apply to one ministry, there are so many different aspects 

involved in everything. Therefore the Task Force does offer the forum to simplify this because of 

the short line of communication, in our governance system the lines of communication are way 

too long, a large and steep hierarchy, and little room to take swift decisions. We have 

governance processes that are in place, and everything that goes through the governance 

system has to go through these processes, that’s written in law. But here we offer short lines of 

communication, we can take action quickly. Also when you work on projects in this manner, 

then the experience shows us there is much more communication between different parties, 

different ministries and the municipalities, here they are working together, cooperating, and 



 

divide different tasks within the projects, we’re offering the chance to truly work together, to 

some degree removing the hierarchy from the governance system. #00:07:46# 

  

Hildur:  You can say the main purpose of the Task Force is to be a “facilitator”, we get 

people to the table to take part in the discussion, and make sure decisions are made and not 

just lost somewhere in the hierarchy. Responsible decisions that go into action. This is quite 

new, especially within the tourism here in Iceland, this has not been practiced before. We do not 

have an authoritative power, we can’t tell others to do something, we have no governing power 

over anybody, but what we do is we get people together, make sure they communicate between 

each other, and we make sure we get results from these communications, which then pushes 

projects forward. #00:08:51# 

  

Anna:  We’re also just employees of the Task Force, we’re not officials, and like Hildur 

just said, we’re not a legal entity which has gone through congress. We have no governing 

power over anybody. It’s solely a cooperation forum, but we of course have the implementing 

authority in our board. If we would see any others taking a seat in the board, outside of the 

implementing authority from the governance system, that would be the date the Task Force 

would be abolished, that structure would never work. We would be creating a new level of 

complexity. #00:09:42# 

  

Hildur:  Under these seven focal points we mentioned in the beginning, this is just our 

working document, we’ve read through this hundreds of times I think. Like here under 

“Coordination”, we talk about the tasks here in that chapter in the Road Map, here we have the 

measures [points towards page 13 in the Road Map], here you can see who’s responsible, and 

then lastly, here you can see the expected results and when we expect these tasks to be 

completed. We have a picture of this everything, all the tasks and projects, to keep an overview 

in a Mindmap document, there we have an overview of what projects hold a high level of 

urgency and which don’t, this is color coded, different colors meaning different level of urgency.  

Often we see new projects popping up from other tasks and projects, so this is really dynamic. 

We also often have inquiries from other entities to ask us to make sure issues will be 

addressed, these issues we get from outside the Task Force and the Road Map are often highly 

connected to our seven focal points. #00:10:51# 

  



 

Interviewers:  We noticed one of the projects is to increase the support for research and 

innovation within the industry, at what stage is this project now? #00:11:14# 

  

Anna:  We’ve not started that one. That’s because what has to happen before we can 

start that project is to ensure we have reliable data, we have to make sure we have a database 

in which we store these data, making them accessible to the people who need to use them. We 

currently have no database for data about the tourism industry. We’re not far away from 

achieving this, the data is available, but we have to structure it better, currently it’s really 

scattered making it hard to use efficiently. We’re currently establishing a more structured system 

of data collection, like a border survey. What we haven’t started doing is collecting quantitative 

data about certain regions in Iceland, to do that more strategically. #00:12:20# 

  

Interviewers:  So what is supposed to be covered in the increased support for research and 

innovation project, what are the specific measures to be done? #00:12:33# 

  

Hildur:  Well, for example we have no support fund dedicated to support the tourism 

industry, to support innovation within the industry. We are supposed to be covered by the 

technology development fund, but there are standards which they work by that have the effect 

that applications for the tourism industry are rejected. There is a very small number of projects 

and applications that eventually get approved in that fund. #00:13:06# 

  

Interviewers:  So we need more emphasis being put on the tourism industry, especially in light 

of the fact that it’s our biggest export industry today? #00:13:12# 

  

Hildur:  Yes, I think so. #00:13:16# 

  

Anna:  If we move back to the reliable data discussion, the data is available, but it’s way 

too scattered, and access is limited, we have data in pdf documents, a lot of reports but there is 

no holistic picture of it - what I mean is that there is no way reviewing it holistically and using it to 

help make decisions. Currently they’re kind of just dumping the data into the silos [institutions 

and ministries], we need the platform that enables us to gather and view the data holistically, 

isn’t that the initial objective of all research, to gather data and present it in a manner that allows 

us to better understand what these data actually mean and to help us make reliable and 

informed decisions? Currently the data doesn’t allow us to do so. We’re seeing a lot of very 



 

good work being done, in all regions of the country, and in most institutions, but we need this 

platform to present the findings. #00:14:20# 

  

Hildur:  We have one active project in relation to this, it’s called “Data Warehouse – The 

tourism’s dashboard”. In this project we establish sources in institutions, for example in the 

statistical office, ISAVIA, we get access to the data these institutions have, where it next goes 

through an error checking process, it reviews the data, e.g. to see whether the timelines match, 

if they don’t match then we see whether we can fix that. On top of this comes a “dashboard” 

where you can have hard data, monitoring processes, decision making within the sector, this will 

be the front end of the tool. #00:15:27# 

  

Anna:  Then what this is, is a database which is supposed to be beneficial for members 

of the tourism industry. And this will be accessible through a website online. #00:15:51# 

  

Hildur:  Another thing in this project, we want to make sure the data are not only 

available through this dashboard, so we want to make the data downloadable in different 

formats, like excel files, csv, or anything usable. #00:16:14# 

  

Interviewers:  And when will this be available? #00:16:36# 

  

Hildur:  According to plans we’re supposed to have some findings and results available 

next week, then we’ll be delivering the first product in this project. But this project is done in 

“sprints”, and the last “sprint” will be finished in the end of May, but this will be ongoing, I’m not 

seeing us complete this soon, this is an ongoing project, we need to search for and collect all 

data. Just last Friday we had a brainstorming session with 15 stakeholders from the industry, 

people from many different institutions like the banks, the Icelandic travel board, Isavia etc. 

people who use the data on a daily basis, they were analyzing what dashboards they would like 

to see, what they should include and how they should be constructed. After the next sprint we’re 

supposed to be ready with a dashboard presenting the data we’ve currently gathered into the 

database. After that we’ll have a beta testing meeting, to see whether the product is actually 

what they need, whether it’s delivering correctly. #00:18:09# 

  



 

Interviewers:  Another project element we wanted to ask you about is Increased Profitability, 

what is the current status of that project, and what are the measures you’re going through in 

order to increase the industry’s profitability? #00:18:23# 

  

Anna:  Okay yes, we haven’t actually started this project. But in order to increase the 

profitability, first we need to coordinate what the different entities within the industry are doing. 

Coordination is a key factor we’ve almost solely worked on during this last year, since the Task 

Force was established, for example through policymaking, we’re working on one policymaking 

project, called ‘Stefnumarkandi Stjórnunaráætlanir’ where we’re going through policymaking 

measures in all regions. Reliable data is also critical in order to increase the profitability, we 

need to coordinate the data collection and presentation of it, this is directly related to increasing 

the profitability and distribution of tourists. First we have to build the base, we have to 

coordinate for example through reliable data and policy making projects, currently they are 

doing measures to strengthen the ministries office, we’re building the pillars which then will 

enable the sector to deliver more profitability. #00:20:14# 

  

Hildur:  Another thing, we can’t use any measures, we have nine specific measuring 

tools, and we can’t fulfill them until we built this base. In continuation of Reliable Data, we use 

the fisheries industry as a model, they have the MRI [Marine Research Institute], they also have 

the AVS research fund. We have sort of role models that are functioning effectively that we can 

use to help us in the system. #00:20:59# 

 

We have these seven sections in the road map we’re working on, but each and every one of 

them has some influence on all the other projects, so by working on one project, we’re indirectly 

progressing in other project categories. As we start new projects, we’re actually indirectly 

starting to think of other projects, how this current project will help with other future projects. We 

can’t approach this like “now we’re going to complete the coordination category” it doesn’t work 

like that, because of this “bleeding” between projects. #00:21:36# 

  

Anna:  One project will have enormous influence on others, projects that do not belong 

to the same overall project category, like she just told you. When we solve or complete one 

task, then we’re simultaneously moving forward in other tasks and projects, often projects we’ve 

not even started working on. We do often joke about this, this kind of like doing a solitaire or 

doing a crossword puzzle, once things start to fall in place then everything starts to add up and 



 

you start to progress much more quickly. This is kind of a snowball effect, things move faster 

and faster, the more tasks we get done, the quicker the future tasks can be completed. 

#00:22:27# 

  

Hildur:  Yes this is totally the nature of our work, how it works and how we progress. 

If I may tell you a little bit about ‘Reliable Data’ for example we say we use other countries as 

benchmarks, we’ve talked about Australia and New Zealand a lot in that regard. This analysis 

was done at the same time as when the Road Map was created. New Zealand is an island just 

like us, they experienced a rapid growth of the tourism industry, they needed infrastructure 

development, their nature is fragile, a lot of natural resources so there are a lot of similarities 

with their case as of ours, and they solved this in a very successfully. They restructured a lot, 

not least in data collection, in our project, ‘Reliable Data’, we use New Zealand as our main 

source of inspiration, we see they have “these” certain research and surveys therefore we try to 

this similarly as they do. They are also members of OECD, and OECD has its requirements 

regarding data delivery, in order to make the member countries comparable, that’s also a factor 

in all this. #00:24:02# 

  

Anna:  Then we can’t forget, just so it’s out there, because you’re working on your 

research with the perspective of innovation in mind. That is, the Task Force is in itself a five year 

innovation project, we are innovation in tourism. Everything we’re doing here is innovation, 

we’re always working on new processes, new ideas and solutions, all our projects require us to 

push through changes, to do thing in a new manner, or a new approach to what we’re doing. 

We do this in order to strengthen the pillars of the industry for the long term, but also to 

accelerate change, we are an accelerator, innovation accelerator in tourism. Our projects are 

often very complicated, with many different entities putting in work in order to achieve our goals. 

These are entities who are often very reluctant to change their ways, our job is to push this 

forward, and to convince people, institutions and businesses that these tasks are essential, we 

need to come up with new solutions, introduce them and push them through the system. This 

can be very demanding on us, also just to push for changes within a large industry operating in 

a weak system, because the structure around the tourism industry isn’t very strong. We’re not 

the same as the energy sector or the fisheries, where they have access to decades of data, 

making them able to make informed decisions based on the reliable data dated decades back in 

time. It’s much easier to make decisions, you have 30 guys around the table, they tell you to do 

things “this way” because the data tells us this has been the development over the last 40 



 

years, they can make decisions based on almost 100% certainty because of the reliable data 

bases they have access to. It’s much easier for the budgetary authority to tackle issues in that 

sort of environment, compared to the tourism, where we have little or no structure in the legal 

framework. #00:26:33# 

  

Hildur:  Also there is no long-term thinking. #00:26:36# 

  

Anna:  That’s another thing we’re trying to change, there are factors like these that 

indicate how immature the sector really is here, we are taking our first steps, and at the same 

time we are dealing with this growth. If we take consider this in relation to running a business, 

with 30% or 40% percent growth every year, you’ll see some trembles in the business’s 

structure over time, it’s in no way a natural development or growth. No one really wants to grow 

this fast, it’s not healthy. And at this point the discussion whether we should start controlling the 

growth or not, what can we do to gain control over the market. Right now this discussion is very 

prominent in society, whether we should limit airline’s access to the airport, limit access to our 

environmental destinations here in the most popular regions, places that are simply being 

ruined. We do not have this long-term mentality we need, our product is our nature, that’s what 

we’re mainly selling, the clean air, what we have that is so unique, the quality will go down if we 

have no long-term thought and watch out for our “egg”. #00:28:14# 

  

Interviewers:  Another thing we wanted to get your opinion on, recent comment from TITIA, in 

relation to fund cuts in transportation plans for this year, they state that the Icelandic 

Government is actually the biggest “gold digger” of all when it comes to the tourism industry. We 

see that you state in the Road Map that one of the objectives is to make sure transportation 

development goes hand in hand with the growth in number of tourists visiting. Also in relation to 

what we just discussed, about the lack of long term strategy, what is your take on this? 

#00:28:55# 

  

Anna:  This is really complicated, I have to hold onto my neutral position and we’re not in 

any position to be with or against. I just have to say “no comment”. You see comments being 

dropped on a daily basis, and I can’t give you my take on a single comment, so sorry. 

#00:29:09# 

  



 

Hildur:  Yes, I have to do the same, no comment. But a little food for thought, we 

experience a collapse in 2008, everything is withdrawn, and we see big funding cuts in 

everything, including the transportation system. Nobody knew we would be experiencing this 

growth. I feel like we can’t brand this as inaction, because we’re in the middle of situations we 

never believed would happen, therefore it’s important for us to realize how many tourists we can 

receive on a yearly basis, given our current state of the infrastructure. We should much rather 

focus on that. #00:30:08# 

  

Interviewers:  We just wanted to bring this up due to how recent the comments are and the 

current discussion in the society regarding the tourism industry, to us it seems like the 

authorities are heading into a completely different direction compared to where the Road Map is 

supposed to lead us. But of course we respect your neutrality. #00:30:50# 

  

Anna:  But still, like Hildur just said, we have to see this in a historical context, and also 

it’s not just the transportation system, it’s also our health care system, educational system, it’s 

all our pillars. Just like in every household, you have to prioritize, you have to consider what’s 

most important right now, right now our health care system is bleeding, and is therefore higher 

in the pecking order right now over new roads or bridges. Every human life is invaluable of 

course, although people are dying on our roads, in comparison to other factors like the health 

care system, there are so many important issues that need to be solved, without a sturdy health 

care system we can’t save any lives either. It’s a harsh reality. But if we think of developments 

of our transportation system, and infrastructure in whole, it’s in no way following the growth, 

that’s a fact also. #00:32:12# 

  

Interviewers:  Next we would like to ask your take on the innovation environment here in 

Iceland, and with the tourism industry particularly in mind. #00:32:24# 

  

Hildur:  It’s my belief that the environment is really good. It’s a lot of scope to innovate, if I 

think back 12 or 15 years, the environment has never been as fertile like now, recreation in the 

tourism industry has improved enormously. We’re seeing a more interesting culinary culture in 

development now, we’re seeing a lot more domestic production of e.g. fruits and vegetables, the 

market for these products has grown in correlation to more tourists visiting. There are so many 

things, design products, the tourist touches upon everything we do, swimming pools are open 

longer. #00:33:55# 



 

  

Anna:  Improved level of service for individuals in rural areas. #00:33:57# 

  

Hildur:  A much more hiking tours are being offered, routes that were not being used 

before. The recreation market has grown significantly, and just the diversity of offerings. 

#00:34:25# 

  

Anna:  I don’t even have a number of how many companies are founded every day in 

tourism, this has great influence on the innovation within the sector, this growth both in demand 

and individuals supplying products and services. #00:34:39# 

  

Interviewers:  Yes, this applies to both large and small companies, how all of them are 

readapting to this new market environment. #00:34:50# 

  

Anna:  Exactly, they are also taking part in this development, the development is having 

great influence on large established companies, companies that have been active for decades 

focused on their specific field. We can take engineering offices as an example, they’ve been 

highly involved in large projects, are becoming more and more involved in innovation in tourism, 

for example regarding toilet issues in rural areas, a private entity has founded a company with 

Verkís [large engineering office] called Landvaettir, this is just one example of where this 

traditional and established engineering office has been come deeply involved in developments 

in the tourism industry. They bring up multiple ideas to issues, giving us a new perspective, and 

this helps to guide the sector into the right direction for the future. #00:35:51# 

 

Also, regarding innovation in general, then I think the ministry of industry and innovation has 

done a really good job. Both by building the foundation for innovation to prosper and by 

providing funds and grants to support innovation projects. Innovation has gotten good support I 

think in the industries, entrepreneurs have been given a good support to help them through the 

first steps. That was a policy decision which was taken soon after the collapse, to support 

innovation. Innovation Center Iceland [Nýsköpunarmiðstöð Íslands] is well funded and has 

brought a good input into the market through support and grants. #00:36:47# 

  

Hildur:  Also regarding the rural areas, we’ve seen a lot of innovation there. #00:36:51# 

  



 

Anna:  That’s true. Then we have these clusters, in the fisheries, tourism and energy 

industry. Today’s business environment is very fertile when it comes to innovation, we’re seeing 

many new things being done, it’s exciting. The software development sector is then another one 

that has been really fertile, a lot of products are coming from there, many of which are 

revolutionary, that sector has grown incredibly fast to, just like the tourism industry. #00:37:24# 

  

Hildur:  All these music festivals, that’s one thing the tourists are coming for when they 

visit. #00:37:28# 

  

Interviewers:  So in you feel like the service and product offerings in the tourism industry is 

sufficiently diverse? #00:37:35# 

  

Hildur:  You can always do better. We had a really interesting meeting just this morning, 

about culinary culture. We could definitely make better use of our agricultural products being 

produced, in fisheries, the greenhouses. We had 2.3 million visitors last year, we need to feed 

them. #00:38:11# 

  

Anna:  This means we have to supply 70.000 extra meals per day, to feed the tourists, in 

addition to us, the 340 thousand. #00:38:18# 

  

Hildur:  There are a lot of opportunities hidden in this, just by increasing our domestic 

food production, import less, we have to have this discussion about sustainability and our food 

production, reduce our carbon footprint. There are opportunities everywhere. #00:38:48# 

  

Anna:  Sustainability is the long-term concept the Road Map is built upon, it‘s the 

undertone in everything we‘re working towards in this policy document, and all these projects. 

We keep this as a guide in everything we‘re working on, the sustainability. Also within the 

Ministry of Industries and Innovation, we have diverse thematic areas, we have the energy 

sector, we have the tourism, we have the fisheries etc. And the culinary culture, just as an 

example although these are very different areas or sectors, then they all have a really strong 

common tangent in this ideology of sustainability. There is strong connection between all these 

different sectors through sustainability, and this definitely does affect the state and level of 

innovation within all these different industries and sectors. How can we make use of the culinary 

culture and agriculture to reach a higher level of sustainability, how the food is served, how can 



 

we avoid transporting the products too long distances, between different regions. We have to 

increase the emphasis on this sustainability thought. There are numerous opportunities in this 

territory. #00:40:35# 

  

Interviewers:  The growth of the industry has been enormous past years; how much more can it 

grow under the same or similar circumstances? #00:40:53# 

  

Anna:  No, the sector is not sustainable and won’t be if this growth continues. 

#00:40:59# 

  

Interviewers:  What has to change? #00:40:01# 

  

Anna:  We have to run the sector so it will become sustainable, in order to do so we’ll 

have to have more long term vision. We have to take the status today, how many tourists are 

visiting now this year, we need to get to a place where we know how many tourists come, if 

we’re getting 3 million tourists to visit on an annual basis then we’ll need a certain amount of 

housing for industry staff, we’ll most likely have to get that staff from abroad because right now 

we have no unemployment in the country, therefore there is no domestic staff available to 

acquire if the industry continues to grow. We’ll need to see our infrastructure strengthened, that 

demands a lot of investment and power, if we’re expecting 3 million visitors we just have to 

strengthen the infrastructure to keep up with the growing number of people in the country at any 

given time. They have to be able to drive around the country, we have to distribute the tourists 

around the country. The health care has to be strengthened, there are multiple factors in the 

community that have to be ready to accept 3 million people. #00:42:27# 

 

If we think of this as a production unit, and we’re always pushing the production, producing 

more and more units, the machine will start to squeak everywhere and eventually we’ll start to 

see smoke coming out of it, before that happens you have to decelerate to let the machine 

breathe. If we don’t do so, eventually the product itself will fall to the floor and gets destroyed. I 

think it’s often helpful to think of the current situation in a graphical manner like I just described. 

We have to be able to deliver the product we’re satisfied with, if we don’t watch out the quality 

will start to decrease significantly. #00:43:09# 

  

Interviewers:  Would some sort of access control be a possible answer? #00:43:15# 



 

  

Anna:  Yes, that’s what the discussion has to some degree centered on, they’re calling 

for it, in order to get control over the growth. Grímur the Blue Lagoon’s CEO just mentioned this 

last Saturday, and more people have done so in recent weeks. He talked about limiting the 

number of airlines in the airport. But we just have to approach this in a holistic manner, like if 

you were producing a product, like a pen. If you’re producing something you have to make an 

analysis in order to figure out what our potential output is, it isn’t any more complicated than 

that. If you’re going to be sustainable, and deliver on your promises, the products are up to the 

standards you set in the beginning. If you don’t do so, eventually people will stop coming, and 

that isn’t sustainable. We want to deliver on the promises we’re making towards our potential 

customers, the tourists. We won’t do so if we don’t do this gradually, in an effective timeline and 

in the right context. #00:44:21# 

  

Hildur:  Within the tourism studies we always talk about the Butler Curve, the lifetime of a 

destination, it’s a parabola where you reach a top and then you go down, we’re most likely 

somewhere near the top right now. We’re seeing a lot of alarming bells clinging right now, and 

we just have to sit down and make informed and smart decisions. #00:44:58# 

  

Interviewers:  One of the last topics we wanted to address, that’s in relation to human resource 

within the sector, there has been a discussion about a low educational level in the industry, and 

a high proportion of low salary positions, what is your take on this discussion? #00:45:47# 

  

Hildur:  I think it’s changing, or at least we hope so. But this has always stuck to this 

profession, not just here but everywhere. Ground service jobs are in themselves low salary jobs, 

not just here but in other countries as well, and we won’t change that. What’s perhaps a bigger 

issue is how hard it is to find people to take on these jobs. #00:46:25# 

  

Anna:  Which means we have to import staff, that’s one of this thought “how many 

tourists can we have here in a period of time” if we’re going to keep up this pace, then we’ll have 

to import staff for these low level positions. #00:46:38# 

  

Hildur:  But, the training program ‘Haefnisetur ferdaþjonustunnar’ has been established, 

that started in the “skills and quality” project here in the Task Force. #00:46:51# 

  



 

Anna:  Yes, that’s new, we did a research on what was essential to do in order to 

increase the level of skills and quality within the sector, we analyzed this and you can see this 

analysis in a report available on our website, in continuation of that report this training program 

was established. In the program, they work in accordance to recognized and standardized 

codes, to how to teach and provide people the skills the sector calls for. They then get the right 

people to host seminars in order to give people the skills they need in order to perform 

accordingly. The program is local, so people can active in their jobs while taking the classes. 

There is no need for to go away for four or five weeks to sit seminars or be away from work for 

days, so they’re adapting the program to the sector, so it suits them. We are hoping that with 

increased skills, knowledge and education within the industry salaries will increase in parallel. 

The staff is in no position to go away for some time to study and acquire more knowledge, 

taking this in steps like the training program offers them is much more suitable for them. 

#00:48:36# 

  

Hildur:  Also, if I take one example, you don’t have to be a chef, not a professionally 

qualified one, you can take maybe training programs that give you three skill levels, if you add 

on another level then you get more qualified, to take on more responsibility. We don’t need 

every individual to be graduated to become chefs at Nordica [a high end hotel]. There are other 

ways people can take in order to become qualified within their profession, the training program 

allows people to add onto their skills and qualification gradually, that in the end gives you almost 

the same skill set as an formally trained chef, but you took it in smaller steps and over a longer 

period of time. The model for this system is Scotland, they have done this with great results, and 

in parallel with their program they improved employees satisfaction in the workplace, that’s also 

essential, to keep them within the sector. #00:49:58# 

  

Anna:  That’s important aspect to lower the staff turnover in the sector, which has been 

really high up until now, we’re hoping the training program will have positive influence on that, 

lowering it. People get more opportunities, with more education and a higher skill level on more 

chances to educate themselves while active in their jobs, it will also influence their salaries. It’s 

essential to keep the knowledge and skills within the profession, not to lose it into other sectors 

or even out of the country, this is the sustainability thought we’re always using as a guiding light 

through everything we do.  It’s also extremely costly to be always getting new employees into 

the company, with training periods, it costs. This takes time, the sector is in its first steps right 

now and immature and at the same time dealing with very challenging issues. The training 



 

program is a long term project, and we see it build up and shape to the needs of the market 

gradually. #00:51:11# 

 

I think the proportion of university educated people within the industry is increasing. There are 

new opportunities coming along with the innovation that we’re seeing. We’re seeing new 

solutions, new products and services, in order to operate that they need highly specialized staff 

to fill vacancies in companies that are involved in this development. It’s my belief that the 

number of university educated is always increasing, and we will see more opportunities in the 

future and they’ll become a bigger part of the holistic picture. #00:51:42# 

  

Interviewers:  I think that’s all for us, is there anything you would like to add to what we’ve 

discussed here? #00:51:47# 

  

Anna:  I was just really interested in the project you’re doing, the subject is really 

interesting to us and our job here in the Task Force. I you could perhaps tell us a little about 

that. #00:51:54# 

  

Hildur:  We could perhaps read it when it’s finished? #00:51:56# 

  

Interviewers:  Yes, we think that shouldn’t be any issue. #00:51:58# 

  

Hildur:  We think it’s a really interesting subject, what is the main subject and the starting 

point for the research? #00:52:07# 

  

Interviewers:  Well this of course is a dynamic process like most research is, we’ve set up with 

a specific research question, but it will most likely change in some way. The overall subject is to 

analyze the Icelandic tourism sector and the environment for innovation it offers, in what state is 

it currently and is there anything that can be changed in order to help innovation flourish further. 

We analyze the market from three perspectives; the academia, authorities and the industry. 

#00:52:36# 

  

Hildur:  When you say this, there is one thing I would like to add. The educational 

system, I’m not young anymore, and when I was at your age, in my twenties, there was nothing 

in the university that could really catch my attention, the availability of educational lines was 



 

“rotten” if I may say so. So I went abroad, and finish Hotel Management at a university in 

Austria. I wanted to study something different from waiter or chef, but I learned both these 

occupations in Austria because I was in a Hotel school, and it was mandatory to learn both. The 

study program was at a university level. Then I move back to Iceland and get a job at a hotel, 

then later I wanted to see whether I would get my chef and waiter education evaluated as a 

qualified chef and waiter here in Iceland. I was able to work as a chef and waiter in Austria, but 

when I came to Iceland I was not able to, because they were not sure whether I was qualified, 

because I didn’t take any internship during in my school as a chef and waiter, which is 

mandatory here in Iceland if you’re studying these two professions, that was the buffer. I wasn’t 

in a kitchen getting screamed at, therefore I was not qualified. I thought to myself what was 

wrong with this system, in Austria they have 150 year old experience in tourism, but here in 

Iceland at that time we were getting a few thousand tourists annually. Then later I go back to 

school, move to Scotland for a few years, work at hotels there and then I move back and go and 

start studying Tourism at the University here, at that time it was the study program here that 

came closest to giving students the university education in tourism. But the tourism faculty here 

in Iceland is overly focused on geography and very little on the business side of tourism. 

Students now can structure their program more to be more business focused by taking extra 

credits in the department of business within the university. But the Tourism department today, is 

exactly the same as when I was studying, it hasn’t progressed anything, there are no courses 

teaching any kind of management, nothing about innovation, no project management. We need 

the university to adapt itself to the industry more, we’re not seeing this being done in any shape 

or form, the university has to be much more dynamic. The gap between the tourism department 

in the university and the industry itself has grown enormously in recent years. I think this is a 

really sad fact, we’re seeing no progress in the university itself, the institution I would think 

should be leading when it comes to progress and development in our economy. #00:56:38# 

  

Interviewers:  There is one course we know of called Innovation and Tourism. #00:56:44# 

  

Hildur:  That has to be new, there was one course I knew of simply called “innovation” 

within the department of social science, that was all. #00:56:57# 

  

Interviewers:  The University has perhaps become too big institution, too bureaucratic, making 

it difficult to push through changes. #00:57:31# 

  



 

Hildur:  This is kind of the case regarding the government system as a whole, it’s overly 

bureaucratic. #00:57:35# 

  

Interviewers:  The University is also perhaps in kind of a tight spot when it comes to changes 

and adapting to the market, because how overly underfunded the institution seems to be. 

#00:57:46# 

  

Anna:  Yes, that’s also describing for our system overall, after the collapse, we’ve seen 

so much cuts in government funding that I think we’ve gone too far. I think we’ll need time to 

change this mentality, also for all the people working in the system, they need time. I think a lot 

of the employees are just too tired from working in an underfunded environment for this long, it’s 

demanding. In order to get changes, you need the drive of the people, in this environment 

today, people don’t have the energy nor the drive to push through changes, they don’t see the 

benefits because when they’ve tried all that meets them are blocked roads and walls, it’s too 

hard to get changes through the system. I wouldn’t want to spend days and weeks on a project 

towards a solution and then in the end the message I get is that it won’t be funded, this takes 

out all the drive within the system. It seems like authorities are ready to show individuals the 

incentives, “the carrot” but then in the end the people who try to come up with new ideas get 

forged by the system, I think there’s a lot of people who have been in this position, the system 

isn’t delivering on its promises. #00:59:47# 

  

Hildur:  Another perspective on this, regarding the dashboard, making most of the 

quantitative data about the tourism industry available on one webpage, there has been a 

discussion about this for about 15 years, but no one has had the courage or drive to do it. Now 

when we’re trying to do this then we notice some individuals hold a grudge against this, saying 

this isn’t anything new, saying “we’ve tried this multiple times”, good luck. #01:00:38# 

  

Anna:  But the issue isn’t the people, but the system. No one will show up for work every 

day with a negative attitude, decided on being annoyed and holding a grudge against everyone 

and everything, the system is the issue, it isn’t efficient enough. We do not have any quality 

project management in the system, but there are intentions to change this, but it will take 

extremely long time. The system today is serving itself and not society. #01:01:16# 

  



 

Hildur:  We’ve been active for a year, she’s been here a month longer than I have, and I 

think we are doing some good work.  We’re facilitating more cooperation and coordination in the 

system than what we’ve seen. We have gotten some recognition a year later, we notice that, 

when we first started, very few people had any belief in the project. #01:01:42# 

  

Anna:  There is a need for more professional project management in the system, and a 

more modern approach to the issues. There is a thing called the “whole of government” that has 

been tried out in Finland where they approach the issues holistically, tourism included. The 

governance system has to take up more innovative mentality, it has to look inside and do some 

cleanup, it essentially has to improve its efficiency. #01:03:58# 

 

Hildur:  They also have to set goals and objectives for itself, so they know what they’re 

working towards, see what has to be done to and what’s the gain from accomplishing each and 

every task. You need to have some justification, all our projects have a justification, you can see 

that in the roadmap and we have to show reasoning to why we’re entering each project, what 

issue are we solving. We do define and delineate each and every project, and we can show 

what the product that comes out of the project is, who will use it and how they can use it. These 

are question we have to implement into the system. #01:04:57# 

 

Anna:  Today we are seeing too many cases of people getting funds, like million a 

month to do something but there is never any product or outcome coming out of these projects, 

they continue to be funded because that’s the tradition, they’ve been funded for 30 years, what’s 

the reason to stop now. A more professional approach has to be implemented regarding how 

we explain and reason for the importance of every project we enter. We need to involve more 

individuals and parties who do actually have something interesting and useful to say, in this 

process when we’re entering new projects. #01:05:45# 

  

Hildur:  Also, we have to start working more with a timeline in mind, you shouldn’t be able 

to work on a project for years with zero output. Then when we ask whether they do have a 

timeline, whether they’re working according to a cost estimate. When we ask whether they are 

handing in milestone reports, that’s something they’ve never heard of, think it’s stupid to write a 

report about what they are doing. #01:06:12# 

  



 

Anna:  Another thing I would like to add. We have high hopes for our new government. 

We’re seeing a new mentality, and we’re hopeful they will lead change, this is a new generation 

with new ideas and new mentality, different focus. What they are doing now, they are using 

Road maps to guide their work, much like our Road Map we use to guide our project here in the 

Task Force. Currently there is no defined policy when it comes to tourism, in any shape or form. 

They are working on it in the ministry and it’s supposed to be ready this summer. While we do 

not have any policy, decisions are made uninformed and in no accordance to what has been 

done before, what others are doing. It’s lacking all ballast and justification in decision-making. 

We’re making decisions because we have justification in our RoadMap. We have certain priority 

projects, there is no “sanity check” in anything in the governance system, and we need that in 

everything we do. #01:07:56# 

  

Hildur:  One project we’re pretty far into is “risk distribution”, and that’s a pure innovation. 

We conducted a survey in which we asked members from the industry whether they did any risk 

management, were familiar with any risk management in the industry in both tourist destinations 

and within the companies themselves. “Do you have any risk management in your business?” 

“do you do business in euros or Icelandic kroners?”. Now we have the results in, and are 

currently working on a risk management tool that is excel sheets you fill in. The thought is that 

you as a destination manager fill this in every season and upload it, then we can see that we 

need to fix for example a specific hiking path, this tool gives us an overview of what has to be 

done. A product that came out of this project is well on its way, that’s an app that will called 

‘áhættuapp’ (risk app), that’s supposed to work for tour guides, park rangers, group guides. If 

you go to Sólheimajökull with a group of tourists in prime conditions at 8 o’clock, then all of the 

sudden the weather changes for the worse, then when the next group arrives the weather has 

gone extremely bad, creating dangerous conditions. Then the tour guide who is in the area at 

this time can put in a warning into the app, stating the change in weather conditions and we 

have to close the area, this goes straight into the database at the Civil Defense office who then 

publish an official warning. This is just an example how a new project was born in another 

project. We’re always doing something new here, we’re always innovating. #01:11:35# 

  

Interviewers:  We would like to thank you for giving us your time, and want to wish you good 

luck in your current and future projects here in the Task Force. #01:11:41# 

  

Anna:  That’s no problem, same to you. #01:11:43# 
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From Codes to Themes 

 

Codes (step 1)  Issues discussed Themes identified (step 2)  

   

Control - Access control The industry has to be maintained with a 
sort of control system. 

Industry Growth - Mass tourism A certain standard has to be set to attract 
quality tourists. 

Reaction - Tourism growth worldwide The majority of firms are reacting to their 
problems with tourists overrun. 

 - Reacting to overflow. The industry growth has been unhealthy in 
recent years. 

 - Quality At the same growth level the industry will 
go down in quality. 

  The industry is starting to resemble mass 
tourism. 

Pricing - Icelandic Krona Quality and pricing development not in 
parallel. 

 - Target groups  

Encroachment  Scattering tourists more evenly across the 
country is important to spread the load. 

  A steady flow of innovation is needed to 
contribute to value creation. 

Learning - Training programs Large firms have start organizing their own 
training programs for their staff. 

Education - Educational level The educational level is low within the 
industry. 

 - Synergies The supply of educational programs 
towards tourism is limited. 

 - Practicality Lack of practicality. 

 - Standards Department of tourism overly focused on 
Geography. 

  Financial contributions to universities are 
below need. 



 

  Create synergies between educational 
institutions. 

Research - Level of research Financial contributions to research on the 
industry is at its lowest level. 

 - Strategy  

Attraction  Natural resources should always benefit of 
the doubt. 

System - Governance system Shorter lines of communications and 
formation of cooperation forum will speed 
up decision-making. 

 - Weak legal framework The tourism industry is within a weak legal 
framework. 

Natural Resource - Communication Popular tourist places have now reached 
its tolerance limits. 

Infrastructure - Priority Infrastructure is sorely lacking 
improvements. 

Policy - Chaos Key industry players are not heading in the 
same direction. 

 - The RoadMap?  

Distribution - Geographical Distribution Emerging challenges involve distributing 
tourists both geographically and by season. 

 - Seasonal Tourism  

 Encroachment  

Attitude  The attitude towards the tourism industry is 
often negative. 

Sustainability - Long term vision A strategy for a sustainable industry is 
lacking. 

 - Patience  

 - Domestic production  

Experience - Experience around an 
offering. 

A key competitiveness involves unique 
experience around products and services. 

Service   

Level of standard(s)   

Society  The industry touches up on close to every 
aspect of society. 

Funding - Access to financial capital Access to financial capital for innovation 
projects in tourism is deficient. 



 

 - Patience Community infrastructure needs to be 
reinforced throughout the country. 

  The industry has no place within the 
system. 

Financial support   

Collaboration   

Scenario Analysis - Contingency plan The industry is in need of an overall 
scenario analysis. 

Innovation - Nature of innovation Innovation can reinforce pillars of tourism 
industries. 

 - Entertainment Supply of entertainment needs to be 
increased across the country. 

Information - Access to information Tourists need to be provided with 
information on attraction initiatives. 

 - Reliable Data Available data has to be made holistic and 
explicit for firms to make use of. 

 - Scenario Analysis  

Urgancy   

   

 



 

From Basic Themes to Organizing Themes to Global Themes 

 

Basic Themes  Organizing Themes  Global Themes  

 
 

  

1. The industry growth 
has been unhealthy in 
recent years. 

Lack of control Heading to the abyss 

2. The industry has to be 
maintained with a sort of 
control system. 

  

3. The industry is starting 
to resemble mass 
tourism. 

  

4. Authorities do not see 
the big picture of the 
industry. 

Limited industry overview  

5. Many firms react to 
the industry growth 
instead of getting ahead 
of it. 

  

6. Available data has to 
be made holistic and 
explicit for firms to make 
use of. 

  

7. Infrastructure is sorely 
lacking improvements. 

The industry [is] underfunded  

8. Financial contributions 
to universities are below 
need. 

  

9. Financial contributions 
to research on the 
industry is at its lowest 
level. 

  

10. A certain standard 
has to be set to attract 
quality tourists. 

Quality tourists. Preservation of overall product quality 

11. Quality and pricing 
development not in 
parallel. 

  



 

12. One key to 
competitiveness involves 
unique experience 
around products and 
services. 

  

13. Popular tourist 
places have now 
reached its tolerance 
limits. 

Protecting natural resources.  

14. Natural resources 
should always be given 
the benefit of the doubt. 

  

15. A strategy for a 
sustainable industry is 
lacking. 

Long term vision is lacking.  

16. At the same growth 
level the industry will go 
down in quality. 

  

17. Access to financial 
capital for innovation 
projects in tourism is 
deficient. 

Funding of innovation  

18. The industry has no 
place within the system. 

  

19. Innovation can 
reinforce pillars of 
tourism industries. 

Importance of innovation Diversity, Distribution & Efficiency 
Towards Prosperity 

20. A steady flow of 
innovation is needed that 
contributes to value 
creation. 

  

21. Scattering tourists 
more evenly across the 
country is important to 
spead the load. 

Distribution of visitors  

22. Emerging challenges 
involve dirstributing 
tourists both 
geographically and by 
season. 

  

23. Supply of 
entertainment needs to 

  



 

 

 

 

 

be increased across the 
country. 

24. Tourists need to be 
provided with information 
on attraction initiatives. 

  

25. The industry touches 
up on close to every 
aspect of society. 

Reconstruct the relationship with society 

26. Community 
infrastructure needs to 
be reinforced throughout 
the country. 

  

27. The attitude towards 
the tourism industry is 
often negative. 

  

28. Shorter lines of 
communications and 
formation of cooperation 
forum will speed up 
decision-making. 

Efficiency of the governance 
system 

 

29. Key industry players 
are not heading in the 
same direction. 

  

30. The supply of 
educational programs 
towards tourism is 
limited and lacks 
practicality. 

Efficiency of the educational 
system 

 

31. Create synergies 
between educational 
institutions. 

  

32. The educational level 
is low within the industry. 
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Tourism‘s complex reality – Industry overview graph 

Captured from: The Tourism Task Force‘s Roadmap 

(Ministry of Industries and Innovation, 2015:4-5) 

 


